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—News In Brief

Partners in Education training sessions begin

Lawyer: broad-form amendment
began to work as polls closed
PIKEVILLE, Ky. AP — Voters' overwhelming approval of Kentucky's new broad-form deed amendment came just in the nick of
time for a Leslie County couple who saw bulldozers move onto their
land without permission to begin strip mining.
Joe Childers, an attorney for a statewide group that promoted the
amendment, said Wednesday that NW Coal Co. Inc.Jgreed to halt
strip mining of land belonging to Will and Lorna Napier of rural
Hyden.
He said the company's decision came as the amendment's impact
started to be felt, just as voting places were closing at about 6 p.m.
_
EST Tuesday.
-We were prepared to go to court ( Wednesday morning and seek
an injunction to prevent the company from further damaging the
Napiers' land," said Childers, who represents Kentuckians For The
Commonwealth.
Unofficial returns showed 82 percent, or 869,786 votes, in favor of
the amendment with 192,921 against the measure that restricts the
use of instruments called broad-form deeds to strip mine land without
consent of surface owners.
The lawyer said he hoped the Napiers would become the last
eastern Kentucky landowners who would have to watch helplessly as
mine equipment begins to rip up their land without permission.
"I think KFTC would take the position that if there is any situation
anywhere in eastern Kentucky where there is a threat of anyone being broad-formed by a coal company, that we would be prepared to
take action immediately," Childers said, "We don't expect that to
happen. truthfully."
There was no answer at NW Coal's office in Stinnett Wednesday
night and company officials could not be reached for comment.
Childrs.aid there was some question about whether the mineral
deed the co4ipany held to the Napiers' property was really a broadform deed which coal speculators used to sever ownership of
minerals from the surface from the 1880s tabout 1930.
The broad-form deed vote, of course, is one of the reasons that the
company could not go on that land and strip mine it, and I think the
company realized that after it was pointed out to them," Childers
said.
Until voters approved the amendment Tuesday, Kentucky court
rulings granted owners of broad-form deeds the right to extract
minerals by any means at their disposal.
Supporters of the amendment contended people who originally
signed the deeds could never have contemplated the effects of
modern surface mining in an era when the technique of lifting soil
and rocks away from a coal seam was unknown. Opponents contended the measure would infringe on contracts.

Partnerships
as important
as jobs: Zea
By JEANNIE BRA NDSTETTER
Staff Writer
Several Murray area business
people and school representatives
from the Calloway County and
Murray City school districts began
a series of training sessions
Wednesday for tha Partners in
Education program.
The training academy, taught
by the National Association for
Partnerships in Education, marks
the beginning of implementing a
program that's been long in the
making.
"This is something I feel near
and dear to my heart," Chamber
of Commerce representative
Steve Zea told those in attendance.
The partnerships are as important as bringing new jobs to the
community and the Rand McNally
rating. Zea said.
"There's been a lot rhetoric and
a lot of talk about school partnerships, but I think this is the first
time something of this magnitude
has happened in this state," lea
said, "and I'm proud of that."
Zea said that the partnerships
are "a step in the right direction"
to solving the education problems
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Tonight: Clear and colder.
Low in the lower 30s. Light northerly wind.
Friday: Mostly sunny High
55 to 60.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Saturday through Monday calls
for increasing cloudiness
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in the state of Kentucky.
Jean Bennett, coordinator for
the academy, said the partnerships' success will depend on the
participants' level of enthusiasm.

After five years of planning and shuttle buses from other parking
a year of construction, the Ken- areas off Frankfort's East-West
tucky Vietnam Veterans Connector will be provided.
Memorial is to be dedicated SaturA raised platform and central
day. Nov. 12, in Frankfort. The sound-box will be provided for
ceremony will begin at 11 a.m., broadcast media covering the
EST. Signs alcng major roads in event.
Frankfort will direct people to the
Here are some other points of insite.
terest for the day:
Thousands of people are ex*Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has
pected to be on hand at the dedicadeclared November 12 Vietnam
tion, since it is open to the public.
Veterans Day in Kentucky.
Some parking will be provided at
the Libraries and Archives
*A U.S. Postal Service
building near the memorial, and "postmobile" will be on hand to

Ry The ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — A private health advocacy group is calling for an
iw of the issue that will take at least two years. In a letter to FDA
Commissioner Frank Young released Wednesday, Dr. Sidney M.
Wolfe, head of Public Citizen Health Research Group, also said the
agency should issue an immediate alert telling the estimated 2
million women who have had such procedures they may run a
heightened risk of health problems, including cancer.
WASHINGTON — The Air Force is inspecting all of its B-1B
bombers for electrical, hydraulic and fuel line problems following the
crash of one of the costly new planes in Texas.
LONDON — A Liberian oil tanker with a crew of 27 broke in half in
stormy weather in the north Atlantic today and burst into flames,
spreading fire over the ocean surface, coast guard officials said.
BONN; West Germany — An 88-year-old Nazi concentration camp
survivor, in an emotional ceremony today in the West German
parliament, read a dramatic poem about the Holocaust in which she
said, -death is a master from Germany." Ida Ehre, daughter of a
Jewish cantor, read from Paul Celan's poem -Todesfuge" as
lawmakers met in a solemn session marking the 50th anniversary of
Kristallnacht, the first night of organized Nazi terror against the
Jews.
GDANSK, Poland — Signaling a tough stance on work stoppages.
Communist authorities announced that they have fired the organizers
of a one-day shipyard strike which did not have the blessing of
Solidarity chairman Lech Walesa,

Carter and Robertson Elementary Principal Willie Jackson and Bank of Murray representative Tom Bushing
discuss goals and resources of the Partners in Education program between the schools and The Bank of Murray. Their team is one of several in each school system receiving training for the program this week at
Kenlake State Resort Park.
Matt photo bt Jeannie Hraninatetter
"We've been going for five months now and we're finally here,"
Bennett said. "I don't think we
could have gotten this far without
this level of excitement."

Bennett also said she thought
the program was one ot the first of
its kind in Kentucky
((ont'd on page?)

State Vietnam Veterans Memorial to be dedicated

Elsewhere
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provide commemorative postal
cancellations honoring Vietnam
Veterans.
*Kentucky's Department for
Libraries and Archives will have a
copy of its new Register of Vietnam Casualties from Kentucky for
each family of a Kentuckian killed
in Vietnam. Others can buy copies
for $10.
*All Kentucky veterans
organizations have been invited to
bring their colors to the ceremony,
massing them at the north side of

the monument.
At 5:30 p.m.. the names of all
the 1,045 Kentuckians who died in
Vietnam and the 23 who remain
missing in action will be read in a
candle-light ceremony. The
ceremonial first lighting of the
memorial will follow.
Those casualties from Calloway
County include: Ronald Sanders
Colson, Larry Delano Hosford,
Dickie Gayle Keeler, Billie Wayne
Reed, Edwin Franklin Sholar and
Gary Wilkinson.

Local schools presented achievement flags
The Kentucky Educational
Foundation and the Kentucky
Department of Education have
awarded Flags of Excellence and
Flags of Progress to 195 public
schools from 94 districts at the
University of Kentucky Arts
Center in Lexington.
In the fifth annual ceremony.
Foundation President G. Ted

Legislators
say questions
remain over
lottery issue
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
voters have spoken and Rep. Jody
Richards is willing to listen.
Richards, a Bowling Green
Democrat who is majority caucus
chairman in the House, was a
leading opponent of the constitutional amendment to allow a state
lottery. Though he still thinks a
lottery is bad business, he's willing to go along.
"When the people passed the lottery, the people spoke," Richards
said Wednesday.
Though the essential question of
whether to have a lottery may
have been resolved in Tuesday's
balloting, there are numerous
specifics about state games that
are yet to be resolved.
Legislators said Wednesday
work needs to be done before the
Nov. 2.8 special session planned by
(aard on page 2)
41

Smith and Superintendent or
Public Instruction John H. Brock
presented 226 flags, including 77
for excellence and 149 for progress. Thirty-one schools received
both kinds of flags.
Local schools receiving Flags of
Excellence for the 1987-88 school
year were Murray Elementary
and Murray High School.

A Flag of Progress tor the
1987-88 school year was awarded
to Calloway County Middle School.
The Flags of Excellence and
Progress grogram recognizes
schools for achievement in four
catergories: annual dropout rate,
scores on standardized academic
tests, pupil attendance and
adherence to state accreditation

staridardS.

For recognition in the excellence category. a school must
have a dropout rate no greater
than 5 percent, an attendance rate
of 95 percent or better, and no major deficiencies in accreditation
criteria. At least 80 percent of the
(Cont'd on page?)
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Uplifting work

Paul Renskin and Rill Franklin, of Custom Metal Fabricators in Campbellsville. prepsee a church steeple for
recently at Glendale Road Church of Christ. Church officials say they expect the church to be corn
pleted sometime in December.
%or pow*, by JINOM14. fleanilelythir
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Bush wastes no time in
assembling presidency

Lottery•••

((bard from page I)
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson to. ensure
a smooth session.
"It's up to the sponsor of the bill
nover but some people at various
WASHINGTON (AP) —
the governor to lay the
and
levels may be asked to remain "
President-elect George Bush,
groundwork," said Rep. Kenny
It has been widely assumed Rapier of Bardstown, the
vowing to revitalize government
Bush will ask Treasury Secretary Democratic whip
with "a brand new team of peoNicholas Brady, Attorney General
ple," has instructed key figures
The likely House sponsor of the
Dick Thornburgh and Education
from his campaign to develop
though, has already disavow- I
bill,
Secretary
Lauro
Cavazos
to
stay
priorities for the crucial first 100
on. All three joined the Reagan ad- ed parts of the only legislative prodays of his coming administration.
posal now on the table.
ministration in recent months
Even before Bush won the
Rep. Greg Stumbo of
presidency, job applications were
Thornburgh
Prestonsburg
said
was a member of
Wednesday
he
pouring into his standby transition
had been given no indication of the Kentucky Lottery Commission
office. The stream of resumes is
whether Bush wanted him to re- that proposed legislation last
expected to turn into a flood now at
main "nor have I sought" any in- week. Stumbo, the majority floor
newly opened Bush transition
on the question. The leader, said he will likely sponsor
formation
headquarters.
Washington Post reported Bush the bill.
Just hours after claiming vicwanted to replace Thornburgh
tory, Bush took the first steps
"I made it very clear that I did
with
former Environmental ProWednesday toward assembling his
endorse in toto the recommennot
tection Agency chief and deputy
presidency.
of the commission," Stumdations
attorney general William
The president-elect, at a news
bo
said.
Ruckelshaus or Illinois Gov.
conference in his adopted home of
Stumbo and others said there
James
Thompson. Thompson said
Houston before flying back to
are three major areas of questions
Wednesday
he
wasn't
interested.
Washington, named James A.
Former Sen. John Tower of about how a lottery should operate
Baker III, his campaign chairman
in Kentucky.
Texas,
an arms negotiator in the
and longtime trusted adviser, to
— Oversight of a lottery.
Reagan administration who later
be secretary of state. It could be
legislation from the comThe
The Australia Ensemble will be the Murray Civic Music Association's second offering of the 1988-89 season on
advised Bush's campaign on nathe most important post in a Bush
mission
outlines a corporation and
Nov. 15. The ensemble is comprised of, from left: David Bollard, piano; Geoffrey Collins, flute; Dene Olding,
tional
security
matters,
may
be
in
presidency, given the vice presipresident free of the ordinary
violin; Nigel Westlake, clarinet; 'rens Morozov, viola; and David Pereira, cello.
line
for
secretary
of
Defense.
dent's emphasis on foreign affairs
checks and balances of state
Ann Dore McLaughlin may keep
and his interest in pursuing proher post as Labor secretary or get government. The governor apgress with Moscow.
points members of the board, with
Cabinet position, possibly
another
Baker, while preparing for his
exceptions, and the president
two
Interior, where she was
diplomatic duties, also will play a
of the commission.
undersecretary
from
1984
to 1987.
major role in the transfer of power
"There are a lot of questions
Others mentioned as possible
to Bush from Ronald Reagan.
about
the power of the governor,"
remarkable success both in
cello; David Bollard, piano; GeofThe Australia Ensemble will be
nominees
for
the Labor post inCraig Fuller, Bush's vice
Sturnbo
said.
Australia and overseas. It regular- frey Collins, flute; and Nigel
the Murray Civic Music Associaclude
Rep.
Tom
Ridge,
and
R-Pa.,
presidential chief of staff, and
The legislation also would ex- tion's second
Westlake, clarinet.
Constance Homer, now director of
offering of its 1988-89 ly tours throughout Australia and
campaign pollster Robert Teeter
empt
the lottery corporation from season on Tuesday.
Internationally.
The concert will be at 8 p.m. at
Office of Personnel
the
will share authority as costate laws on keeping records and
The Australia Ensemble's
the Murray State University
Management.
Australia's
chamber
leading
chairmen of the transition team.
meetings public and adhering to
repertoire numbers some 300
Lovett Auditorium. Ramps for acMindful that the first months of
competitive
bidding re- music group consists of the counworks in a variety of styles and incess
Former Transportation
by the handicapped are
outstanding
try's
most
musicians
an administration set the tone for
quirements. "There may be good
strumental groupings which range
available. Murray State UniversiSecretary Elizabeth Dole, wife of
comprising
string
trio,
flute,
relations with Congress and
reasons for these, but I don't know
from baroque to contemporary.
one-time Bush rival Bob Dole, also
ty students may attend by showing
clarinet and piano, and has
foreign governments, Bush said,
what they are," said Richards.
The numbers include many
is mentioned as a candidate for
their current ID cards.
become
well-known
for
the
variety
'I will have a game plan."
—Taxation.
great works infrequently heard
another Cabinet job.
Concerts are provided by the
This matter is more straightfor- of its repertoire, and its
In an announcement sure to
because of their unusual
For the powerful post of budget
MCMA and MSU, with assistance
distinguished
performances.
ward. The legislation from the
send shivers through the ranks of chief, the odds on favorite is
Instrumentation.
from the Kentucky Arts Council,
commission includes an exempthe 5,000 political appointees hap- Richard Darman, a one-time
Founded in 1980, it is resident at
The musicians are:
the Southern Arts Federation and
tion from state income taxes for the University of New South Wales
pily at work in the Reagan ad- senior aide in the Reagan White
Dene Olding, violin,;Irena
the National Endowment for the
all prizes up to $1 million. Many in Sydney, and has achieved
ministration, Bush said, "I will for House and later deputy secretary
Morozov, viola; David Pereira,
Arts.
lawmakers question the wisdom of
the most part bring in a brand new of Treasury.
that if the goal of a lottery is to
team of people from across the
Darman's name also has been
raise money for the state.
country."
mentioned as the new White House
— What to do with the proceeds.
"And in my view that will rein- chief of staff, although Fuller and
ing needs to be met, and setting
Whether the amount of money
vigorate the process," Bush said.
New Hampshire Gov. John
goals and objectives.
the state gets is $40 million or $70
He deliberately left room for Sununu are more frequently
page
1)
'it'd
from
(Co'
million, there are numerous sugsome Reagan holdovers and discussed for that job. Sununu also
Other sections of the seminar, (Cont'd from page 1)
gestions about what to do with it.
"Not many places in Kentucky continuing through Saturday
veterans to join his administra- is a candidate to be secretary of
The legislation contains the are doing what we're doing," she afternoon at Kenlake State Park,
tion. "There will be ... a major tur- Energy.
For recognition in the progress
recommendation of Wilkinson that said. "We're blazing trails in Ken- include how to identify potential category, a school with a dropout
a third of the first year's proceeds tucky, and I am very proud."
resources, how to design the pro- rate greater than 5 percent must
go to a bonus for Vietnam
have decreased that rate by at
'1'he purpose of the partnerships gram, recruitment and orienta- least half a
veterans. The remainder of the
percentage point from
training
assignment,
and
tion,
and
first year and all succeeding between businesses.and schools is retention
the
previous
year. The attendance
and recognition.
to build a better educational
year's proceeds would be divided
rate, if lower than 95 percent,
09/*
Near the end of the seminar, must have been improved by 1
evenly between programs for system through support and
w,vol
assistance from businesses.
team will prepare and pre- percentage point. Major program
each
senior
citizens
early
childhood
and
fiblset
education.
The school representatives sent a presentation about their and service accreditation defiSome legislators say the money assess their needs, feed the infor- partnership program.
ciencies must have been
should
just go into the General
mation to business represen39roll
NSVP representative Linda remedied, and the percentage of
Fund to be divided among state tatives who identify their Woods said this is one way she students in grades 3, 5, 7 and 10
programs along with all other available resources and from
On Sale Novel
144
0
11
knows that participants in the scoring at or above the national
revenues.
Check Our Lo 04
there, team up to determine how
academy have learned something. median on standardized tests
Others prefer earmarking the to match needs and resources to
must have increased by at least 5
3/
1
2"x15" RAI Kraft Faced Insulation. Several other
sizes
funds for specific programs
The Partners in Education plan points or reached the 80 percent
and thicknesses in stock. oT•oc
benefit the schools.
Stumbo said supporters of that
a follow-up meeting when the mark
The initial part of the academy training academy is completed
plan say it would provide a more
predictable figure on which to Included sections on how to create Friday, Nov. 18, to discuss the sucawareness of the program, assess- cess of the academy.
base appropriations.

Australia Ensemble scheduled for concert
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Bring us three or four cans of food• for
needy folks this Thanksgiving and we'll
say "thanks" to you with a special offer

Croft Series 181 Mill
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Just bring your gift of food to our office.
All canned food donations will go to Needline.
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On Monday, Nov. 14, the Kentucky Department of Highways will be conducting improvements to the rail crossing at Kentucky 94 (East Main
Street). In consideration of these improvements, it is necessary to
reroute vehicular traffic around the Kentucky 94 rail crossing. Traffic
will be rerouted as shown the map above. The work should be completed
In 10 days.
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beautification program
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The Murray Rotary Club is
sponsoring a city-wide beautification program that will provide
matching funds for the buying and
the installation of street trees for
local businesses.
The matching funds are
available on request and subject to
approval by the beautification
committee. For further information, please contact David Lane at
753-7401
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How Ray Mofield told the world about Barkley's '48 election win
Ray Mofield is rich in West Kentucky broadcasting history.
Now a professor of journalism radio-television at Murray State
University, he was honoreq
recently by the school's Alumni
Association as a Distinguished
Alumnus — mainly in recognition
of the contribution he has made
through the years to the advancement of broadcasting in West
Kentucky.
When presented with his plaque,
at the four-hour-long alumni banquet in April, mention was made
of his having been honored by the
Columbia Broadcasting System
(CBS) for his part in reporting the
1948 presidential election returns.
The other day during lunch, I
asked him what brought it about.
He laughed heartily, remembering, and told me this story.
• • •
He was a young announcer and
newsman on Pierce Lakey's station, WPAD, in Paducah at the
time, and on that November election night he was at the home of
United States Senator Alben W.
Barkley, the vice presidential candidate running with then President Harry S Truman on the
Democratic ticket.
Thomas E. Dewey, governor of

New York, and Supreme Court
Chief Justice Earl Warren were
the Republican nominees.
Also at the Barkley home near
Paducah that night was an
American Broadcasting Company
(ABC) crew from Chicago and a
National Broadcasting Company
)NBC) crew out of Washington.
All were there, along with a
gang of newspaper reporters, to
record Barkley's reaction to the
election outcome, win or lose.
Since WPAD, the Paducah station, was a CBS affiliate, Edward
R. Murrow, of "This Is London!"
World War II fame and back in
CBS headquarters in New York,
decided it would be just as well to
have the local affiliated station
handle the Barkley reports as it
would be to send a crew to
Paducah.
Ray had been "stringing" for
CBS from time to time, getting
local news reports on the national
network and was known to Murrow, so it fell his lot to handle the
election night broadcasts from the
Barkley home. They also were to
"feed" reports to the Mutual
Broadcasting Company's
network.
• • •
As the time neared for the elec-

Editor's Note: M.C. Garrott has
been readmitted to Norton
Hospital in Louisville. If you
would like to send him a card, address it to him at Norton Hospital,
200 E. Chestnut, Room 5R-01,
Louisville, Ky., 40202. The following is a repeat of an earlier
column.

as if they had.
By 10 p.m. things looked pretty
bad for the Democrats, and
Barkley's daughter, Mrs. Truitt,
Insisted that her father go to bed
and rest. "You've campaigned
awfully hard. You've spoken in 36
states, and you're dead tired," she
admonished him. "You must get
some rest. You can't do any more
now."
So off to bed went the Senator,
apparently convinced that the
election had been lost. His
bedroom, Ray recalls, was at the
end of a long hall. At the front end
of the hall was the library and in
which all the broadcasting equipment had been set up.

tion returns to bsgin to come in,
the networks carted "roundup"
shows with the candidates saying
a few last-minute words —
Truman from the old Muhlenback
Hotel in Kansas City, Barkley
from Paducah. Dewey from New
York and Warren from
Washington.
The Republicans radiated confidence. They thought — just as
did millions of Americans — that
they had won, and as the election
coverage began and the early
returns began to come in, it looked

The night wore slowly on, and
Ray, with orders from Murrow to
stay at the Barkley home until
relieved, stuck by his post. He also
had a direct phone line to Murrow
in New York. He had only to pick
up the phone and the call was
through.
"It was like waiting for a baby,"
he laughed, "drinking coffee and
going out into the cool night air
trying to stay awake."
Along about 3 a.m., strangely
enough, the returns began swinging toward the Democrats. The

• • •

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Kentucky First District Congressman Carroll Hubbard has announced a S150,000 grant to Murray State University for expansion
and upgrading of its public radio
station WKMS-FM.
Mel Purcell was recognized as
Kentucky's Tennis Player of Year
and Hunt Smock was named
secretary at Kentucky Tennis
Association's annual banquet.
Twenty years ago
An earthquake occurred in Murray and Calloway County yesterday at 11 a.m. The tremor caused
people to evacuate buildings, but
no serious damage or injuries
were reported.

Letters To The Editor
Fire destroyed the Todd Body
Shop on Pottertown Road
yesterday.
Thirty years ago
The Rev. William Spearman
was installed yesterday as
minister of College Presbyterian
Church.
Hugh F. Story, seaman, USN,
son of Mrs. Ray Story, is serving
aboard the gasoline tanker, USS
Tombigbee, out of San Simeon,
Calif.
Roy L. Smith, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leon P. Smith, Rt. 4, Murray, is gunner's mate of his recruit
company at Great Lakes, Ill.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Allan Larsen,

Nov. 5.
Forty years ago
West Kentucky Symphony Orchestra with Price Doyle as conductor will present its final program of the year tonight at Murray State College auditorium.
Mr. and Mrs. C.A. Lockhart will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Nov. 14.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Starks, Oct. 28;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John
Gaylord, Oct. 29; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Harris, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Tillman Taylor and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Glockous Stone,
all on Oct. 31.

Trouble in Europe should be addressed

As the orthodox Communists yet
residing in the Kremlin gaze across
Central Europe to Yugoslavia, that
Dalkan scale model of their own
country, with its disparate people,
cultures and nations, they must be
muttering to themselves, "Today,
them; tommorrow, us."
Yugoslavia is a mirror image of
the Soviet Union. but a country that
has advanced much further along
the road that Moscow has only
begun to travel; and Moscow cannot like what it sees.
In the ethnic clashes, the
economic collapse, the workers'
clamor for the ouster of party
bosses, the Politburo must see the
harbingers of their own fate, just as
Scipio, in the ashes of Carthage.
reflected on the fate of Rome.
Mr. Gorbachev's latest coup has
been widely hailed in the Western
press, he has consolidated his
power, we are told; now hilian
enact his reforms. But, if "PIILIsident" Gorbachev's 'true goal is
ecomomic and social progress to
rival Japan and the West, he has
actually solved nothing. For as
Yugoslavia.
Communism's
"Halfway house" to freedom,
demonstrates conclusively: The
Communist party cannot solve the
problems of a socialist society,
because the Communist Party is
the problem.
In their dissent, Mr Ligachev
and his orthodox comrades would
seem more right than wrong: Not

only is Mr. Gorbachev risking colossal failure; like the Yugoslav
heretics, he is corrupting the Communist idea in the process.
When Western analysts speak of
Gorbachev's
"reform"
of
agriculture — providing farmers
with 50-year leases on the land they
work — they are misusing words.
Mr. Gorbachev is not 'reforming"
Communist agriculture; he is "corrupting" it, betraying the Marxist
ideal by re-introducing the
capitalist incentives of economic
self-intrests. And when Mr.
Medvedev, the new ideologist, says
the struggle against the West is not
the highest purpose of the party, he
is spouting rank heresy.
The heirs of Mikhail Suslov must
be as dumbfounded at such a
remark as any orthodox Catholic
would be on hearing Cardinal Ratzinger say that the salvation of
souls is no longer the first order of
business of the Catholic Church.
As Lenin wrote, the Communist
Party exists to wage war against
the West, until final victory; this is
why it was established.
Again, an analogy with the
Church is apposite. If the Vatican
one day declared that actually hell
was a myth, that all men will be
saved regardless of how they
behave or what they believe, what
further need would Catholics have
for a papacy? So, too, if the Communist Party of the Soviet Union is
not a war party. not the vanguard
of world revolution, what is its
argument for holding all the reins
of economic, military and political
power?
As the deepening crisis in
Yugoslavia demonstrates, for a
Communist regime, going halfway
to freedom may entail a fate worse
than never starting out on the
journey.
Today, Belgrade has the worst of
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Republicans' lead had all but Truitt, ordered
breakfast — ham
vanished. It was the Democrats' and eggs — for
everybody.
time to be jubliant. An
Meanwhile, Ray has rushed
unbelievable upset seemed in the back to his
direct phone line to
making!
Murrow and told him what had
Having covered many of happened —
how Barkley had
Barkley's West Kentucky visits been listening
under the covers,
and well acquainted with him, Ray how jubilant
he was and about the
"just happened" to sneak off from upcoming
breakfast.
the other newsmen and "eased"
"Great!" Murrow exclaimed,
his way down the long hall, A soft and
within two minutes Ray was
light was on in Barkley's room, telling
the story, not only to all
and the door was slightly ajar.
Americans but to the world.
• • •
Forrest Pogue, in London workAs he peeped into Barkley's ing on his
"Eisenhower: Crusade
bedroom, the Senator recognized in Europe"
book, at 8 a.m. was
the young WPAD reporter and listening to
the British Broadcalled out, "Come on in, Ray. I'm casting Company
IBBC 1 as it picknot asleep."
ed up the American election
"Mr. Barkley, are you aware returns from
CBS.
that you are the next Vice"I could hardly believe MY
President of the United States? ears,"
he later told Ray, "when I
You and Mr. Truman are winn- heard Murrow
say, 'And now we
ing!" exclaimed Ray excitedly.
take you to Paducah where my
"Yes, I know, son," the Senator good friend,
Ray Mofield, is
said. "I've been awake all the waiting with
an unusual report
time. I've got a radio right here from the
Barkley home.' And then
under the covers, and I've heard it I was hearing
all!" Then, flinging back of the of one of mythe rich radio voice
favorite students
covers and beginning to dress, he back at
Murray State."
exlaimed happily, "Ray, it's time
And for that ingenuity and that
to celebrate! We've won! We've Barkley broadcas
t Ray received
won!"
one of his most cherished honors.
Minutes later, he bounded out of a special citation
from Edward R.
the bedroom, and rousing Mrs. Murrow
and CBS.

Veteran appreciates help with reunion
Dear Editor.
I would like to express my thanks
on behalf of the DESTROYER
ESCORT SAILORS ASSOCATION
for the article you inserted in your
paper to help locate former DE
sailors. Your cooperation enabled
us to receive over 1,000 responses4
All of the newly-found were happy,
and many were reunited with an
old shipmate.
At the last convention, many of
the wives were surprised at the
fellowship evidenced. The firm
handshakes and warm embraces
displayed among the former DE
sailors touched many of the onlookers. One wife, seeing tears on
the cheeks of her husband, exclaimed. "Oh! He's crying!"
Another remarked that this 40th
year reunion is far more touching
than any gathering of the family
tree. In response to that remark we
can say, "We were a close-knit
200 + family, who shared the anxieties of war and sea duty; we were
a group of young people who
displayed the dedication of duty
and enhanced the 'buddy' feeling."
Present among us were two exsailors who were in boot camp
together and assigned to the same
ship on the same day. Their last
contact with each other was when
their ship was torpedoed. each landing in a different South Pacific
hospital. Through the years they
had thought of each other and finally had a face to face meeting.

One of the DE sailors who read
the published article wrote that he
used to visit his friend's home and
saw above the mantle a large picturc..of a destroyer escort that his
friend's uncle served on. Years
later this young man enlisted in the
service and served on the same
ship. The sailor and the uncle both
attended the convention.
A grand-daughter saw the article
in her local paper. Having heard
numerous sea stories from her
grandfather, she enrolled him in
DESA and presented the membership as a 65th birthday present.
An ex-DE sailor who served on
one of the 30 Coast Guard-manned
ships was delighted that we
possessed current addresses of his
crew.
A newly located DE man informed us he will be in Charleston, S.C..
wheel chair and all, for the 1989
convetion to meet his buddies who
served on these SMALL-BUT
DEADLY ships.
For many sailors who served on
the destroyer escorts after the
ships were recommissioned for the
KOREAN and VIETNAM wars, it
was their first get-together.
We also heard from several officers, some now retired admirals.
Those attending the reunion were
delighted to renew acquaintances
with the men who served under
them — in much more relaxed
surroundings.
From the many men of the
destroyer escorts and converted

all possible worlds. The party there
no longer commands any loyalty
from Leninist True Believers, for
playing a central role in advancing
the global revolution, and it has lost
the allegiance of the common people, because its "reforms" have
failed to deliver the fruits of
capitalism.
Listening to the rumbles in
Poland, Hungary, Romania and,
now Yugoslavia, the potential for
an explosion, which could detonate
Moscow's European empire, would
seem to be growing.
In the political and social realms,
people are getting away with more
than they ever did. Not only have
the Communist parties lost any
loyalty and allegiance, they are
seen as political relics lacking the
self-confidence, resolution and will
to maintain themselves. Open contempt is replacing silent fear; defiance is replacing deference. In
Yugoslavia. party leaders are being tossed out by workers.
Today, millions of young men
have grown up in Central and
Dear Editor:
eliminated, more money would be
Eastern Europe with no experience
Taxpayers have a right to ex- needed.
of Stalinist terror, no experience of
press their thoughts about the
The General Assembly, in turn,
having to face down the tanks of the
management of their tax dollars.
directed
me to determine where
Red Army.
Currently, I am involved in an waste and mismanagement ocWhat Mr. Lincoln said of assisgnment given me by
the curs, its fiscal impact, and to
America, 13 decades age, is surely
Leadership of the Kentucky recommend for the 1990 General
true of Central Europe. These coun- General Assembly. This
follows Assembly how we can get the best
tries, Poland, Yugoslavia and
Judge Ray Corns' decision that value for each education dollar we
Hungary, cannot endure half Com- declared Kentucky
's system of spend.
munist and half free; they are funding
educaiton
This may well be the most
either going to shake off the dead
unconstitutional.
significant aspect of my term of
and clammy hand of Communist
Nearly $2 billion dollars is spent office. I am joining the debate at a
ideology, or they are going to be on Kentucky's
177 school districts. critical time for education.
yanked back into the "embrace of As taxpayer
s, we should all be
I welcome your thoughts and
the Motherland." Yugoslavia may concerne
d with the management those of your readers about this
tell us which way the wind is of those
funds.
very important topic. Write to me
blowing.
Judge Corns has called for more
at
my office, 125 Capitol Annex,
America and Western Europe's money in
educaton. In his ruling,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601,
stake in the outcome of this
he said that there is waste and
Sincerely,
momentous struggle is immense,
mismanagement in education
Bob Babbage
whether Moscow and her satraps
spending. and that even if the
125 Capitol Annex
hold on with police repression and
waste of funds could be
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
military force, or whether they
gradually let go could mean the difference between a more secure
peace, or a more dangerous Cold
*War.
While it would be historic folly for
the West to rush again, as during
detente, with billions in loans to
rescue these regimes from the contradictions of Communism, the
West needs a coordinated strategy,
Dear Editor
a new coordinated policy toward
The players and coaching staff Ledger and Times 1Clay Walkers,
Moscow's seething empire that is
of the Murray High School Soccer Allison Photography ) Harry
something more than waiting for
Team would like to publicly thank Allison 1, and the Murray High
the next eruption.
the following for their support dur- School Athletic Booster Club
Central Europe, its fate, its
ing the Fall 1988 season
Jerry Grogan, Bill Payne, Cheryl
future, and the West's role in it,
McDonalds Restaurant (Glenda Whitaker and Rick Melton. )
needs to be on the agenda at the
Jetton 1, Murray State University
Sincerely,
next summit, before thousands of
(Jim Baurer, Tom Simmons and
James Weatherly
European patriots one day rise up
Wayne Harper), The Murray
Murray, Ky.
and put it there, as they did in 1956

Investigation underway

Local soccer coaches thank
all who helped with season

DEs who were able to attend the
reunion due to your placement of
the article in your newspaper, "A
HEARTY THANKS."
Sencerely yours,
Edward L. Lesniak
8311 Osceola
Niles, II. 60648
312-967-7655

Vets remembered
Red White and Blue
There once were men
Some were fathers
Caring and loving
For sons and daughters.
But there come a day
They were taken away
To a place. they did not know.
These are the people
That I love best
Very special people
Not like the rest.
Men of character
Men that were true
Men of Honor
Red. White and Blue.
Some returned
Some did not
And soon the people
All forgot.
I know of people
That were true
I lost my friend
Red, White and Blue.
This is the end
Of a very sad story
But may the Veterans of Americ,
All live in Glory.
God Bless the USA
and those who have
kept the banner waving.
Sincerely,
Ryan D. James Jr.
Amvets Post 45
Rt. 7 Box 104-A
Benton, Ky. 42025

It's too early for
Christmas lights
Dear Editor:
Who made the decision to put up
Christmas decorations around
the court square at such an early
date? I protest. Wouldn't the day
after Thanksgiving be a more appropriate time to put them up?
Sincerely,
Don Edwards
524 Broad Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
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MURRAY TODAY
Norsworthy chosen for state honor
The Rev. Jerry Norsworthy,
pastor of the Blood River Baptist
Church in Calloway County, has
been chosen by the Kentucky Baptist Cqnvention to receive the BiVocarial Pastor of the Year
Award.
The award will be presented at a
special banquet honoring all BiVocational pastors among
Southern Baptists in Kentucky, on

Wednesday evening during the
Kentucky Baptist Convention at
Owensboro, Nov. 14 through 17.
Rev. Norsworthy has been
pastor of Blood River Church for
nearly 11 years and during these
years he has worked as a
carpenter, building and remodeling houses in Murray and
Calloway County. Martha, Jerry's
wife, is a secretary at Murray

sppimess

pint

invites our faithful old friends and cherished
new friends to come by and share the
happiness of the season with us at our

CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE
November 1 lth, 12th, 13th
Friday & Saturday:
.10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sunday:
1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
1 104 Story Ave.
753-4567
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State University.
"Jerry has led the church in giving generously to the Co-operative
Program of Southern Baptists.
Their gifts to the Co-operative
Program have increased more
than 100 percent during his
pastorate," said the Rev. Terry M.
Sills, director of missions for
Blood River Baptist Association.
In the beginning of his ministry
there were only 13 in regular attendance. Today they will average
70 in Sunday School attendance,
plus an enrolment of 29 in Church
Training and 135 enrolled in all
mission organizations.
Sills said "during these years
The Lord has called three men into the ministry from Blood River
Baptist Church, one is pastoring in
Tennessee and the another is
pastoring at New Mt. Carmel in
Calloway County."
The church is now running three
vans each Sunday and Jerry
drives one of these vans.
Rev. Norsworthy has served as
assistant moderator, Vacation Bible School director, director of
Kentucky Baptist Builders, on the
Ministers Emergency Fund Board
and on several other committees
of the Blood River Baptist
Association.
The church has added a 1400
square foot education addition to
their present building under his
leadership. Jerry has led a
building crew to Ohio and to Nortonville, Ky., to work on mission
building projects.
Jerry has trained himself in
studies at Murray State University and at Mid-Continent Baptist
Bible College and attends the West
Tennessee Preachers School at
Union University at Jackson,
Tenn., each year.
Rev. Norsworthy worked in
remodeling the Main Street Youth
Center in Murray and as an adult
volunteer to help run the center.
He has served as chaplain of the
local Civitan Club.

Wirray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor
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These animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left,"Madison," a male six-months-old
spaniel mix; "Bandit" and "Sonny," two male Collie/Australian Shep mix pups; "Fluff," a female six months-old DLH cat. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the
public are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. For information call 759-4141.

Christian Women's Club will meet
Murray Christian Women's Club
will have a "Going, Going, Gone"
luncheon on Tuesday, Nov. 12,
from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant. The cost will be
$4.75 per person.
This will be the club's annual
auction. Each one attending is encouraged to bring an item to be
auctioned off. This can be crafts,
needlework, baked or canned
goods, etc. This is the one fundraising event of the club's year.
Special music will be presented
by Dottie Kraemer, past chairman
of the club. She is a licensed practical nurse and the wife of David
Kraemer, an assistant professor
of Safety Engineering and Health
in the College of Industry and
Technology at Murray State
University. They are the parents
of Heather and Heath.
The guest speaker will be Reba
Waller of Nashville, Tenn.
Reservations for the luncheon
should be made by Monday, Nov.
14, at 12 noon by calling Linda
Salley, 753-8016, or Freda Lovett,
753-3999. For cancellations call
Sherry Edwards at 753-8034.
A nursery for pre-schoolers at a
cost of $1 per family will be pro-

Vickie Travis auctions off a cake at last year's auction of Murray Christian Women's Club. In center is Lois Jones and at right is Jill Courtney.
The auction will be the special feature at the club's luncheon on Tuesday
at Seven Seas Restaurant.
vided at Memorial Baptist
Church, 10th and Main Streets.
For nursery reservations call
Cathy Mathis at 753-8106.
"Christian Women's Club is an
interchurch group of women who
meet once a month for a luncheon
program and inspirational
speaker. There are no formal

DATEBOOK
Guild plans holiday bake sale
Women's Guild of St. Leo's Catholic Church will have a holiday bake
sale on Sunday, Nov. 13, from 12 noon to 3 p.m. in Gleason Hall. All types
of items from bread to jams will be featured. Chili and drinks will be
served for $2. Also there will be a lot of tasty baked goods for persons to
try from the Guild cookbook. All ladies of the parish are asked donate
baked goods. They can leave them in Gleason Hall on Saturday, Nov. 12,
from 9: 30 a.m. to 12 noon, or anytime on Sunday after 9 a.m. All the
money made will go back into the parish, a guild spokeswoman said.

This Sunday 1 til 5
Preview Our:
Party Dresses
Sweaters
Skirts
Silk Flowers
Gold & Silver Jeweln
Leather Headbands
Gorgeous Barrettes
Belt Buckles & Strips
Pajamas & Gowns

Geiger of Austria
on the square • Murray
LAYAWAYS
FREE Gift Wrapping

CHAIN SAWS THAT LAST
AT PRICES THAT WON'T.

Open horse show on Saturday
Rev. Jerry Norsworthy

An Open Horse Show will be Saturday, Nov. 12, at 4 p.m. at West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center, College Farm Road, Murray. This will be sponsored by New Providence Riding Club. For more
information contact Peggy Atkins, Rt. 2, Hazel, Ky. or call 492-8572.

Youth Center open two nights

Support
research.

Main Street Youth Center at 205 North Fourth St., Murray, is open on
Fridays and Saturdays from 5 p.m. to 12 midnight. At 7 p.m. Saturday, a
special performance by the band, Direct Current from Benton, will be
featured. For more information call 753-TEEN.

Church bazaar at public library
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church Women will
have their annual bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 12, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library. Crafts, baked goods attic treasures and much
more will be featured. A coverlet made by Jewel Jones will be given
away. The public is invited to attend.
(('ont'd on page 6)

memberships or dues. There is no
affiliation with any other club or
with any particular religious
denomination," said Martha
Yezerski, club chairman.
All interested women in the area
are invited to attend. For more information call Mrs. Edwards at
753-8034.

Babies, dismissals
listed on Tuesday
report or hospital
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday, Nov.
8, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Moseley baby girl, parents,
Sherry and Stephen, Rt. 1, Box 188,
Cottage Grove, Tenn.;
Mansfield baby girl, parents,
Brenda and Greg, 1318 Poplar St,
Murray;
Shelton baby girl, parents. Vicki
and Steve, Rt. 6, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Miss Robyn Lee Carter, 6014
Hester Hall, MSU, Murray;
James T. Vaughan, 1203 Doran
Rd., Murray; Miss Julia Rose
Conner, Rt. 4, Box 655, Murray;
Bobby G. Sadler, Rt. 1, Box
101A, Farmington; Mrs. Tammy
A. Penrod and baby boy. Rt. 4,
Box 429. Mayfield; Chester
Howard, 1609 Ryan, Murray
Mrs. Mary E. Hutson, 733 Riley
Ct., Murray; Kenneth E. Johnson,
401 South 11th St., Murray; Mrs
Linda S. Poole, Rt. 1, Box 180,
Murray;
Mrs. Ernestine Lisenby, Rt. 3,
Box 281K, Murray; Mrs. Ann
Pearl Smith, Rt. 5, Benton; Mrs.
Nancy Overbey, Rt. 4, Murray;
(Cont'd on page 8)
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• Board Certified Dermatologist •
Announces the opening
of his practice in

DERMATOLOGY
Diseases of Skin, Hair & Nails
Skin Cancer & Skin Surgery

028SWB
For a limited time only, our 028 Super Stihl Wood Boss'
with 16" bar and chain is on sale for $32995 And our Stihl
011T with 16" bar and chain is reduced to $19995 See us
today Because Stihl chain saws have always been worth
a few extra dollars in the long run And now they're worth
a few extra dollars in your pocket, WO
•Mfg sugg

eta I

Murray Home & Auto

7:3
Chestnut St.

Mon.-Frl.; 7:30-5:00 Sat.
753-2571 or 753-4110

577HLR

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING, SUITE 28 1
300 South 8th Street
Murray, KY

Everybody's •'—
'
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All Aniericansn—s:,

Call for appointment
502-759-9800
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Cheri Theatre Lobby

1ntique Show and Sale this weekend
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They will have a few crafts, but
due to an unusually busy year of
weddings, new babies, etc., the
women voted to limit the crafts for
this year only, and work toward a
bigger and better Hollyberry
Bazaar in
• • •
0 Viterbo College in LaCrosse,
Wis., featured three Kentucky
weavers during the last part of October and early November. They
are: Philis Alvic, Emily Wolfson
and Melanie Sunbeam Smith.
Viterbo College brought
together the works of these three
Kentucky artists who have gone
beyond the tapestry tradition in
the creation of individual expression. The college says that each
artist designs work which is
dependent upon the physical structure of fiber for the development,
enrichment, and construction of
their personal vision.
If you have missed seeing these
Kentucky weavers work, make a
special effort to see it soon.
• • •
Another new cookbook is o.i the
market. In "Best Of The Best
From Kentucky", edited by Gwen
McKee and -earbara Moseley, 45
of the leading cookbooks within
the state send some of their
favorite recipes to help tell the
tale of the wonderful food heritage
that exists in this state today.
Many of the favorite recipes are
attributable to the Kentucky Derby. The hospitality of the state is
renowned in historic taverns and
hotels, with the famous Hot Brown
Sandwich originating from the
Brown Hotel, a Kentucky
institution.
Also included are photographs
and illustrations that capture
some of the beauty and flavor of
our Bluegrass state. Cost of the
book is $12.95, Quail Ridge Press,
P.O. Box 123, Brandon, Mo. 39042.

Rainey's
Djy
ay Rainey Apperson

Once again for one weekend, Nov. 12-13, the Murray High School commons area and cafeteria
will be
transformed into an antique gallery. The eighth annual Antique show and Sale will be Saturday from
10 a.m.
to 7 p.m. and Sunday from 12:30 to 5 p.m. at the school, 501 Doran Rd., Murray. Some 20 to 25 dealers
from
Western Kentucky, Western Tennessee and Southern Indiana will display a wide variety of items including
furniture, fine glassware, brass, silver, chains, jewelry, depression glassware, primitives,
vintage clothing
and other good general antiques. Murray Band Boosters are again sponsoring the show and
sale and
operating the concession stand with fresh barbecue sandwichs, hot dogs, popcorn, coffee, soft drinks,will be
candy
and homemade desserts. All profits from the $1.50 admission fee and the concessions will be used
to support
the Murray Band Program. A microwave oven will be the doorprize to be given away on Sunday afternoon
the winner does not have to be present. Pictured is George Hodge, local antique dealer, showing merchandand
ise
that will be on display at the antique show and sale. The public is urged tp attend.

NARFE Chapter hears Douglas
Kentucky Lake Chapter No. 853
of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees had its monthly luncheon at the Sirloin
Stockade on Oct.. 28. President
Jack Owens updated the members
on activities.
The program was a report on the
NARFE national convention at
Little. Rock, Ark., in late
September. Local chapter
delegates were Bob and Virginia
Douglas. They spent eight days in
Little Rock on pre-convention and
convention activities.
Over 2,300 delegates attended,
representing the 50 states, the
Virgin Islands, Haiti and Puerto
Rico. Welcoming talks at Little
Rock were given by Governor Bill
Clinton and Little Rock Mayor
Lottie Schackelford.
Senator David Pryor gave the
keynote address and Senator Dale
Bumpers spoke at the banquet at
the close of the convention. Letters from Governor Dukakis and
Vice President Bush were read to

the convention.
Gene Tarry and John LassIter
One of the highlights was a presented a slate of officers for the
check for $500,000 representing the incoming year. They will be inactual contribution from NARFE stalled at the Christmas meeting
members to the Alzheimer's Dec. 9.
Association to establish an
Alzheimer's Disease Research
Fund to be used to help find a cure
for this dreaded affliction. The
Dr. Robert Lochte, assistant
check was presented by NARFE
professor in the Department of
President Morrissey to Edward F. Journalism and Radio-Television
Truske, President of the at Murray State University,
Alzheimer's Association Inc., of presented a paper at the recent
12th annual conference of the
Chicago.
An item of local interest Humanities and Technology
reported by'Douglas was that of a Association in Atlanta.
The paper titled "Channel
full page advertisement in the convention program book, developed Reporting among Users of
Satellite Receive-only Systems"
jointly by the Local Chapter and
the Murray Tourism Commission, was written while Lochte was
publicizing the Murray area as the completing his doctorate at the
number one retirement area in the University of Tennessee at
nation.
Knoxville.
He also has received word that a
Biennial national conventions
will be in Louisville in 1990 and in related article,"A Channel Repertoire for TVRO Satellite Viewers,"
Las Vegas, Nev.. in 1992.
The nominating committee
composed of Kenneth Grogan,

Would you believe that we have
the Governor's ear? Yes,
Calloway County has people in
high places. As most of you know,
Murray resident, Lanette Thurman is the commissioner of the
Department of Arts. Now, Jackie
(Mrs. Ed) Overbey is Governor
Wallace Wilkinson's administrative aid.
Jackie and I spoke briefly the
other night, when she came home
for a flying visit. Jackie takes care
of all of the Governor's appointments and his weekly schedule.
She has taken an apartment in
Frankfort, and she and Ed plan to
be in Murray or Frankfort for the
weekends.
As Jackie said, "it is a very
demanding position, but I have a
good staff." Jackie, Gov. Wilkinson, and his wife, Martha, grew up
together and she was very active
in his campaign. They have kept in
touch through the years, so in
many ways it is like "going
home."
•

•

•

Lochte featured at conference
has been accepted for publication
in an upcoming issue of the Journal of Broadcasting.
Lochte joined the faculty at
Murray State University this fall
after working in commercial and
educational broadcasting for 15
years.
He was general
manager/program director for
WETO-TV in Greeneville, Tenn.,
from 1983 to 1988 and prior to that
was general manager/program
director for WMGL-FM in
Pulaski, Tenn.
At Murray State he is teaching
in the areas of broadcast production and broadcast management.
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The women of First
Presbyterian Church decided to
make a few changes this winter
when they planned their annual
church ba7aar. You could say they
moved with the times. They dropped the crafts, antiques and etc.
and are having the Hollyberry
Bake Sale and Tea Room on Saturday, Nov. 12, beginning at 8 a.m.
at the church.
Bake sale chairman is Anna
Miller, known for her delicious
sour dough bread. Fenny Schellingerhout, their famous cwkie
baker, will be in charge of the ea
Room.
The Bake Shop will feature all of
the homemade favorites: Jan
Hough's yeast breads, dinner
rolls, pastries and coffee cakes;
Specialty cakes including Brenda
Marquardt's rum cakes; a variety
of pies, among them, Lala
Dowdy's favorite apple pies; candies; cookies and such items as
Baklava and canned pickles and
relishes.
Everyone is invited to join the
women and get in the holiday
spirit while chatting with friends
and enjoying a cup of Jean Lindsey's hot mulled cider and one or
more of the tempting pastries,
quiche, country ham biscuits, coffee or juice in the Hollyberry Tea
Room.

Italian Village
Pizza
Six Pack Pepsi

99'

a

Use this coupon and receive a 6 pack
of Pepsi for only 99' with any pizza
purchase
One Coupon Per Order
•Carry Out•Flee Delivery Only

The Daisy presentsW
"Holiday"

EXPIRES 123-58

— -couporq- — — —
FREE DELIVERY!

FREEmL)ELIVERY!

*Silk Suits and Dresses
*Two-Piece Knits
*Silk Charmeuse Separates
*Soft Georgette Dresses
—A vailable in Missy and Petite—
tiapphire, Red. Teal, Black and Cream

THE DAISY

2 LARGE
16" PIZZAS

1 LARGE
16" PIZZA

With cheese plus two torfihrigs of
your choice on each mu
Dine In•Carry Out•Free DeliVery

With cheese plus 2 toppings of your
choice
Dine In•Carr. Out•Free Delivery

'9.99

Mr.

Ewes H 23 88

1

Southern Village Shopping Cc-met
S. Fulton, Tenn.
(90/). -9-2.
550
(Next to.The Lean To)

s5•99
Expires I I 23 88

Central Shopping Center—Murray912
I 2.c ••• ltd
it. radut At
442 vcifil

K.tinkly Oak.. Mall
442 1212

2RIqurs
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
Keni Wilson, 23-months-old daughter of Deniesa Wilson of Puryear.
Tenn., and granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Wilson of Almo,is the
1988 Poster Child for Juvenile Diabetes Foundation of Alpha Gamma
Delta sorority at Murray State University for its annual rock-a-thon to
start Friday. Nov. 11, at 12 noon and continue until Saturday, Nov. 12, at
12 noon. Members of the sorority will rock continuously on the second
floor of('urris('enter, MSU. Persons and businesses have pledged funds
for the rocking which will be donated to the diabetes foundation to help
fied,..a cure for diabetes which is the nation's third leading killer. Keni
has recently been diagnosed as has lag juvenile diabetes and is on
special diet and medication. With Keri is Susan Dickinson, president of
the Undergraduate Chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority at
1St .
Phut.,
Martin

1-14 COME SEE US FOR
ALL YOUR HOLIDAY TRAVEL
For further details call one of
our travel consultants. Patty
Greenway or Kimberly House
"the f,5114.riettued

trat••1 Lula, %

Zrauel
1304 Chestnut
Street

759-10/4
1-800-634-4903

INTIMATE
APPAREL
,

Flattering Fashions & Real Values

Entire Stock Bras

20

4

Regular I I 50 to 35 00 Values
Whatever your favorite bra, is on sale'
Every style and every color in our collection of famous brand names is now
20% off Choose from Playtex Cross Your Heart and 18 Hour, WOW bras,
Olga's beautiful collection, all Maidenform styles, famous Bali bras, the flat
tering support of Formtit or the beauty and support of Warner's Our entire
stock'

Robes

off

99
25"to 51

Regular 36 0010 74 00 Values
With the, cold night temperatures, a warm robe is a welcome companion in
the morning or before bed watching TV You will find styles and colors 'deal
for Christmas giving as well as those you won't be able to resist for yourself
Brands like Greg Adams, Vanity Fair, Shodowiine, Miss Elaine & Chimney
Ridge

Daywear

219

to \ 1 2
99

Regular 300 to 18 00 Values
Lingerie to keep you comfortable ark' ., shionobly self confident, daywear
in
cludes all the femirrne 'terns that don't show btat make ever so much dif
terence in being well dressed Ships, Half Slips, Camisoles, Tedcfys
and a
beautiful selection of panties from our famous brand mimes

Sleepwear

1699

to 5699

Regular 24 00 to 80 00 Values
A beautiful selection of gowns and poioroos including both tricot ond worm
fabrics This may be the time to begin your Christmas shopping With such
great savings on famous names like Shodowline Komar. Olga, Miss Elaine
Greg Adorns and Vanity Fair this is going lobe o well rested winte,

OPEN EVERY FRIDAY EVENING UNTIL 8:30 P.M. • OPEN EVERY SUNDAY 1:00-5:00
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Coming community events are listed
Thursday, Nov. 10

Sexuality workshop scheduled
Paducah Community College Nursing Program will have a workshop
on "Dealing With Your Patient's Sexuality" on Thursday, Dec. 1, from 8
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at Rosenthal III, PCC, Paducah. Dr. James Frank,
professor and director of health education at Murray State University.
will be the program instructor. He is a certified sex educator and has
presented numerous workshops on the subject of human sexuality. His
most recent honor was being the recipient of MSU's "Teaching Excellence" Award. The cost will be $20. Reservations should be mailed to
Paducah Community College, Nursing Program, P.O. Box 7380,
Paducah, Ky. 42002-7380

Justin Michael Doyle born
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Doyle. 1710 Oak Hill Dr., Murray. are the parents
of a son, Justin Michael, weighing eight pounds 13 ounces, measuring
2034 inches, born on Tuesday, Oct. 25, at 7:48 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Carolyn Greer. They have
another son, Nathan, 5. Grandparents are Mrs. Carol Doyle of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Greer of Mayfield.

Brooks Chapel to hear Keeling

West Kentucky Lupus Association is scheduled to meet in
Classroom 2, Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah, at 7 p.m.
————
Murray-Calloway County La
Leche League will meet at 7 p.m.
at home of Chris Harrison. For
directions call 759-1647.
————
Front Porch Swing, a women's
barbershop chorus, will meet at 7
p.m. in library of First Christian
Church.
The Single Connection will meet
at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom,
Educational Building, First
United Methodist Church. For information call Carol, 753-2596,
Brenda, 753-2513, or Jim, 492-8733.

Thursday, Nov. 10
The Lynn Grove Adult Farmer
Class will meet at 7 p.m. at Murray Area Vocational Center.
Epilepsy Foundation of Western
Kentucky, a self-help group, is
scheduled to met at 7 p.m. in basement classroom, Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
————
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets. For information
call 753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' building, Benton. For information call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.

Thursday, Nov. 10
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Murray
lodge hall.
————
Murray State University Lady
Racer volleyball team will meet
Middle Tennessee State University at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena. Admission is free.
————
Jazz Bands I and H, conducted
by John Schlabach, will perform
at 8 p.m. in Curris Center
Ballroom, Murray State University. Admission is free.
————
" Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include Choir Rehearsal at 6:30 p.m.
————

Calloway FHA at meeting

Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church Women will have a special
Thanksgiving supper and program on Saturday, Nov. 12, at 6 p.m. at the
church. A potluck supper will be served. Michael Keeling will be the
speaker and will talk about his travels in Europe this summer. A special
invitation has been extended to Bethel United Methodist Church and to
the public to attend.

Calloway County Homemakers will have their annual meeting on
Tuesday, Nov. 15, at 10 a.m. Theo Tuck, member of the Friendship
Homemakers Club and former instructor of Horticulture at Murray
State University, will be the featured speaker. She will talk about
"Landscape Plants." A question and answer period will follow. Each
one is asked to bring a small plant for exchange. Lunch consisting of two
meats, vegetables and beverage with salad bar available will be approximately $5.50 per person. Reservations should be made by today, Thursday, Nov. 10.

Dexter Center bazaar Saturday
Dexter Senior Citizens will have their annual bazaar on Saturday.
Nov. 12, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Dexter Community Center. Featured
will be handmade crafts, cakes, pies, flea market items, etc. For information call Jill Alton, Dexter center director, 492-8341 or 753-0929.

Squar-A-Naders plan dancing

Laryngectomee Group to meet
Laryngectomee Support Group will meet Friday, Nov. 11, at 4 p.m. in
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Dixie Hopkins, speech therapist, or Ann Ingle, R.N.

Members of Calloway County High School Chapter of Future Homemakers of America who attended
the re.
cent Region I fall regional meeting at Graves County High School, Mayfield, were, from left,
front row,
Melody Miler, treasurer, Patty Hale, second vice president, Mary Lowry, Region I reporter, Lisa
Nanney,
president, LaDonna Duncan, secretary, back row, Terri Dick, historian, Monique Yuill, parliamentar
ian,
Misti Holcomb, Kentucky second vice president, Melissa Green, recreation leader, Tammy I
rvan, devotional
leader, and Marlene Beach, chapter advisor. Holcomb and Kristi Perry, state recreational
leader, presented
a slide presentation on their experiences at the National FHA/HERO meeting held at
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Holcomb also conducted a 45-minute group session on "Power of One." Some members will
attend the National FHA/HERO Cluster meeting at Louisville, Nov. 11-13.

MURRAY TODAY

IS YOUR WEIGHT
MAKING You SICK?
B

\

Men's Basketball will be at 7
p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
————
Members of Murray Bands will
be calling at homes in the city
from 6 to 8 p.m. taking orders for
chocolate, cheese and sausage
with delivery in early December.
—
—
M urra y • Ca 1 low ay County
Baseball Association will meet at
8 p.m. in Tennessee Room, Curris
Center, Murray State University.
All interested persons are invited.
————
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp
No. 1460, Sons of Confederate
Veterans will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Graves County Courthouse,
Mayfield.
Friday,Nov. 11
Murray Postoffice will be closed
today in observance of Veterans'
Day.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
————
Laryngectomee Support Group
will meet at 4 p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Homemakers plan annual event

Murray Squar-A-Naders will dance Saturday, Nov. 12, at 8 p.m. at
Woodmen of the World Hall, South Third and Maple Streets, Murray.
This is western style square and round dancing. For information call
436-5846.

Thursday, Nov. 10
Baptist Young Women of Elm
Grove Baptist Church will meet at
6:30 p.m. in home of Sharon
Smith.

eing overweight can do more than just make you feel bad about
how you look. It can make you sick.
If you have health problems from being overweight, or if you've
been on diets before and lost hundreds of pounds — hundreds of
times — then you should consider Weight Control For Life!
Weight Control For Life! is designed for people who need to lose 30
or more munds. Closely monitored by a board-certified physician, the
program stresses modifications in lifestyle and eating habits that let
you lose weight safely and rapidly — and keep it off.
You can learn more about this successful weight loss program by
attending a free introductory meeting of Weight Control For Life!,
Monday, November 14 from 7 to 830 p.m in the Medical Arts Building
next to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Registration is limited, so
please call 753-1826 by Monday.
November 14 to pre-register
your attendance.
Don't let your weight make you
sick. Ask your doctor about Weight
Control For Life! or call us today
for more information

Free
--Introductory
Session!

753-1826

NAGEL & LEE
Jewelers
Invites You To An

CHRISTMAS
OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, November 13th
1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Dixieland Center
759-1141

cTy

•

Fantastic
Fall Values...
New Shipments of
Men's Dress Shoes &
#11E( Ladies Leather Lace-Up Fashion Boots
Several New Styles

$24.95

WEIGHT
CONTROL
FOR LIFE!
An affiliated service of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Medical Arts Building •300 South 8th Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071 •(502)753-1826

New Shipment Men's & Women's
Leather First Quality LA Gear
Athletic Shoes at absolutely
the LOWEST price anywhere.

FACTORY DISCOUNT
SHOES
1600 Main
753 9419

Alpha Gamma Delta social
sorority at Murray State University will begin its annual rock-a-thon
for Juvenile Diabetes Foundation
at 12 noon on second floor, Curris
Center, MSU.
————
Youth Lock-In of First Baptist
Church will be at 10 p.m. at Carr
Health Center, Murray State
University. For information call
753-1854.
Immunization deadline will be
today for local school children.
————
Football district game between
Murray High and Russellville 141
be at 7:30 p.m. at Ty Holland
Field, Murray.
————
Black and Gold will sponsor a
sock hop in gymnasium at Murray
High School following the football
game.
Games will be at 8 p.m at Murray Moose Lodge.
————
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., will be open
from 5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
————
A workshop on computers in the
Physician's Office will be from
8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Curris
Center, Murray State University.
For information call 762-4229.
————
Percussion Ensemble concert
with Tom Vanarsdale as director
will be at 8 p.m. in Annex Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. Admission is free.
————
"Nam and the '60s: A Personal
American View," a collection of
photographs, will be on display today through Dec. 18 at Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
Admission is free.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Wilderness Survival Enrichment Series at
Energy Lake Campground; Candle Dipping for Children from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Empire Farm;
Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850.
————
(Cc I'd on page 20)

Hospital...
(Cont'd from page 4)
Miss Jenny Sue Routen, Rt. 1,
Mayfield; Terry Buckingham, Rt.
2, Hazel; Hugh B. Wallace, Rt. 8,
Box 85, Murray; George A. Robinson, Rt 2, Box 135, Hazel;
Melton D Mitchell, Rt. 5, Box.
250, Murray, Eugene Doherty,
Box 76, Hamlin; Mrs. MIrtIe M.
Smith, 610 Olive St., Benton
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Allison
Thotogeaphy

iIIi 1!
Open

From All Your Friends
at

WAL•MART
Hwy. 641 North-Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Good Luck
Tigers!

Sat. &

111 c

House

Sun.. Nov. 12 &

13

1 pm-4 pm
1550 Mockingbird
(In Martin Hts. Subd
3 BR. 2 Bath Cathedral Ceilings.

"Contact the Home Team"

607 S. 4th

Kopperud Realty

753-8809

For Car
Insurance

711 Main

753-1222

Murray Nigh Tigers
Russellville Panthers
VS.

Preferred drivers deserve preferred
rates. Check out our MEDALIST
AUTO POLICY.

Kickoff at 7:30 at Ty Holland Stadium

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MeNUTT
407 Maple Southside of the Court Square
753-4451

Purdom
Motors
INC.
Oldsmobile
Pontiac,
Cadillac 8.
Buick
'Satisfied Customers
are our main concern"

121 Bypass

LAY'S
POTATO
CHIPS
BOLOGNA
$ 1 19

4.1120041r

Pepsi
2 Liter
$1

753-5315

59

99°

8 oz

2 lb

CHECK OUR ET. VIDEO PROMOTION
Head coach Jack Cain (second from right) and the Murray High School Tigers
are lined up and waiting for Russellville in a rematch of last year's first-round

Hwy 641 North
Roxanne Claghorn Mgr — 753-1673

Good Luck
Tigers
frOT

"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer"
FREE Computerized Balancing when you buy
your tires from us!
—Large Selection of New & Used Tires--

HOLLAND
Tire Company
East Main & Industrial Road
753 5606 Mon Fri 8 5; Sat 8 12

Go Tigers!
mama
Au

By DANIEL T. PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
Murray High School assistant football coach Richard Ross was joking when
he mentioned a collection being taken up for the new car" Tiger boosters
were going to give head coach Jack Cain if the Tigers won the 1A state
championship
"They've got one wheel bought already," Ross said.
That fairly well symbolizes the Tigers' position as the IA playoffs begin,
with the First District IA champs having "one wheel" on the state championship road.
In order to stay on that road, the Tigers will have to take the playoffs one
"wheel" at a time, while avoiding other 1A hopefuls trying to sideswipe them.
Such was the situation last year when the Tigers were run off the road by
Russellville's Panthers, who will tangle with the Tigers Friday night at Ty
Holland Field in the first round of the playoff process
Russellville, the Second District runners-up, will be looking for a repeat of
last year's first-round action. Then, the Panthers handed the Tigers a 28-0
shutout loss in a contest that featured an stellar individual performance by
Russellville's Darwin Washington while the Tigers were crippled by three
crucial turnovers, a dropped touchd6wn pass and untimely penalties.
But Washington, a senior last year, won't be making a repeat showing in
this year's playoff matchup. and Cain hopes the same Is true of the Tigers'
overall effectiveness.

IA playoff action, which Russellville won 28-0.
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

"We have to play with a lot more emotion than we did last game," Cain said,
referring to Murray's season-ending 21-0 loss to Union County that snapped a
six-game Tiger win streak.
"And we have to play error-free, not make any mistakes," he added.
The Panthers, coached by Ken Barrett, won state championships in 1980 and
1983 but finished 1988 with a 5-6 record, advancing to the playoffs as runnersup in the four-team Second District after defeating 5-6 Trigg County and 3-8
Caverna.
Russellville scored as many points as they allowed, 128-128, while Murray
scored more (201 ) and gave up more (138 in one game less tha'n Russellville
played.
The Panthers, with senior quarterback John Marcum returning from last
year's playoff backfield, utilize an off-balance wishbone attack on offense and
split-four or wide-tackle-six defensive alignments.
Murray, meanwhile, will probably be without the services of thousand-yard
running back Chandler Stroup, who is still less than fully recovered from an
injury late in the Oct. 28 game at Heath.
But with or without Stroup. Cain is confident of the Tigers' ability to beat the
Panthers, as long as Murray can avoid making costly mistakes. And he's also
confident that the Tigers remember last year's cat-fight on Russellville's
home turf.
"They beat us last year: knocked us out of the playoffs in the first round "
Cain said. "I hope our folks remember that."

pr=

Enjoy A Delicious
Mr. Gattis Pizza Anytime!
Stop By After the Game!!!
Dine-In, Pick-Up or FREE Delivery
HANDYMANS DREAM W/ACREAGE: Live
comfortably while making minor repairs, to
make this Lynn Grove home just right. 12 acres
m/1 with considerable road frontage. City
.vater, and several potential lots as well.

ERA® HERITAGE REALTY

The best pizza in town.
800 Chestnut, Murray 753-8850

The 00, RE AL Italian Pizza
2 Slices
Cheese Pizza

2
rge
16" Pizzas
Extra Once.*
Plisse 2 Toppings of Your
Choir* on tarn Pizza

111.14.

Flie-V.Sig

"kxplisi-12/4/1111

Mow la et Pleb Up Ow,
F:xpires
-

Murray Central Shopping Center
Across From MSU Stadium

753-9600

759-9600

641 North

804 Chestnut

753-6656

Top Quality
Parts
vow At
count
Prices

NAPAO

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS
641 North

753-4424

4

759-9ERA

'84 Olds Cutlass Supremo
Brougham coupe. 59.XX X actual miles. LOADED with
equipment, white with navy. V-6
A REAL BEAUTY
Certified Mlle.,.e Owner Histor
McNutt Motor Sales. Inc.

The Village

Chuck Williams Firoker/Owner

Pre-Owned Cars

759-1839

700 14;ion

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Supporting
Local Sports
and
Serving You
For Sixty Years
Since 1928
PARKER
FORD-LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273
701 Main Strait

THORNTO
TILE
& MARBLE
612 S. 9th

753-5719

Sunday School
Lesson
H.C. Chiles
Jeremiah 7:1-15
It was not an easy task which
God assigned to Jeremiah when He
commissioned him to stand at the
entrance of the temple as the people surged by and try to persuade
them to conform to the will of God.
The Conditions In Jeremiah's Day
Jeremiah saw many indications
of national decay. The religious life
of the people was at a low ebb.
Unrest, covetousness and anxiety
abounded. The people freely- indulged in lying, bearing false
witness, stealing, committing
adultery and killing. Their great

social sins of dishonesty, injustice,
adultery and murder were directly related to their walking "after
other gods." Jeremiah was shocked because the religion of the people was simply organized
hypocrisy thoroughly divorced
from morality. Knowing that one's
belief always determines his conduct, Jeremiah's distress sprang
primarily from the sinful living and
the spiritual apathy of his people.
The Character of
Jeremiah's Message
Because Jeremiah's message
came from
God it wa-

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

authoritative. The prophet was
merely a man under orders, so he
delivered the message which God
commanded him to proclaim.
Jeremiah called upon the people to
amend their ways. He challenged
them to change their manner of living, and to substitute good deeds
for their evil ones. He assured them
that on the basis of their genuine
reformation God would permit
them to remain in their city and
country. Should they refuse to repent and reform, their expulsion
therefrom would be inevitable. He
told them that their change was to
be genuine and complete; that they
must be honest and just in their
dealings with their fellowmen; that
they must not shed innocent blood;

and that they must abstain from
the worship of anybody or anything
except Jehovah. Jeremiah preached that men must be honest in their
dealings with others, strive to meet
the needs of others, and serve God
to the best of their ability.
The Consequences of
Jeremiah's Preaching
Aviare that he was taking his life
in his hands, Jeremiah took his
stand in the gate of the Lord's
house and proclaimed the message
which God gave him. Even though
God had chosen Jerusalem as the
place. of His abode, He certainly
would not overlook the willful sins
of her citizens and continue to abide
in their midst. Jeremiah reminded
his listeners that God had wiped out

one "holy place," namely, Shiloh,
the resting place of the tabernacle
and the ark, due to the fact that it
had been profaned by unholiness on
the part of the people, and he warned them that the same fate would
befall the temple, the city of
Jerusalem and the nation of Judah
unless the people repented and
changed their manner of life. The

Deatu

By Abigail
Van Buren

Kids Get Lesson in Gratitude
When Grandma Gives to Charity

Federal Mate Martel rv.T. Newsier '..wiliber
Keintuckt, Purdy's*. kres Hog Market Report
Includes 5 Eluting Station% Receipt. Act 352. E.st
4110, as compared to Mond,. Harrows A Gilts
50 75 lower. Sots% tinder
".0 I WI lower. °ter
WO I 00
bleier
s I I VA 250 lb..
$35.25-35.75
S I 2 200-220 lb.
133.25 35.2.5
Telltstiti It,,
134.75-3.5.25

DEAR ABBY: Please comment on receiver lacks the courtesy to
a new idea about gift giving that my say "thank you," the giving
mother-in-law just came up with.
loses much of its joy.
On her grandchildren's birthdays, Christmas, etc., she is plan•• *
ning to send money to one of her
favorite charities and notify the
DEAR ABBY: I am presently
grandchildren that a gift was made
pregnant and unmarried. I tried to
in their name in the amount of $( ),
tell the man responsible (he lives in
rather than sending a personal gift
another state), but he refuses to see
to each of them as she has done in
me. Because of his behavior, I have
the past. It seems the reason for this
decided not to tell him. I do not want
new plan is because she has not
to share my child with someone who
received thank-you notes from them
doesn't have the time of day for us
in the past, and hopes this "will
now. At the same time, I do not
teach them a lesson."
want to deny my child a father,
Abby, I agree that children although
I am not sure he would be
should write thank-you notes for a good
father. (Maybe no father is
gifts, and I am all for giving money better than
a lousy one.)
to charities, but I question her
I would like to hear the opinions
decision. What will this teach her of people
who never knew who their
grandchildren about giving? What fathers were.
I would also like to
is her motive for giving gifts in the, hear from men
who have fathered
first place? Whatever happened to.- children out
of wedlock.
the joy of Christian giving, and prefer not knowing Would any
they were
expecting nothing in return? And fathers?
what about the golden rule?
ALONE IN MINNESOTA
I probably should have expressed
my opinion about her decision at
DEAR ALONE: You need not
the time it was made, but I was so be alone. Get in touch
with a
surprised that I didn't know what to woman's advocate group
to help
say.
you make some important deciDISAPPOINTED sions. The father of your child
DAUGHTER-IN-LAW has certain legal responsibilities to face. He may even deny
DEAR
DISAPPOINTED: paternity, so be prepared for a
Children cannot be expected to legal battle.
know what they have not been
Every child has the right to
taught. Parents should teach know who his or her father is.
children early that they may not One's medical history is vital if
play with, wear, eat or other- there's a hereditary disease in
wise enjoy a gift until they have the family. My advice: The
thanked the giver. I do not, father-to-be should be informed
recommend continuing to give either by you or an attorney.
gifts to a child of any age Who It's also a man's right to know
has not acknowledged previous that he has fathered a child.
gifts. Say what you will about
"the golden rule" and the joy of
•••
"Christian giving," if Grandma
chooses to teach thankless
The
about drugs. AIDS, and
grandchildren "a lesson" by how tofacts
prevent unwanted pregnancy
sending money to her favorite are all in Abby's new, expanded
charity in their name rather booklet, "What Every Teen Should
than giving them gifts, I'm on Know." To order, send your name and
address, plus check or money order for
her side.
63.50 ($4 in Canada) to: Dear Abby's
True, one should give for the Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount
joy of giving, but when the Morris, Ill. 61054. Postage is included.

Save
$40

come see - you'll agree

PECAN HALVES

Save 950

4995

make dialing easy for fingers of all sizes
and ages. Features convenient high/low/off
ringer control and switchable Touch-Tone/
pulse dialing'. #43-344

Micro Recorder

Save
$70

'88 Catalog
Price 219.95
116.
Low As $15 Per Month •
Low As $15
Per Month •

Digital-the ultimate in stereo at 410/0 off'
Program the memory to play up to 15 se-

lections in any sequence Pushbutton
repeat-play of one cut, programmed
tracks or entire disc. #42-5006

20% Off

79

95
'88 Catalog
Price 99.95

Voice-actuated recording #14-1040
Batteries extra

Cut
45%

7 Bands
40 watts total
power output Fader
012-1954

2995
Reg. 54.95

88 Catalog
Price 169.95

Dual-Powered Calc

SCT-45 By Realist

By Realistic

95

Separate tones for
X and K band radar
FAST' circuitry
cuts false alarms
22-1615

40-Watt Booster/Ea I Dual-Cassette Deck

Micro-25 By Realistic

EC-4014 By Radlo Shac.

•

Copy personal stereo
tapes play
two in sequence

Save Cut 39%
- $50 1588 Reg
25 95

7995

414-643

Battery/solar powered 71
functions With batter‘
065-979

Reg.129.95

Buy Now for These Pre-Christmas Sale Prices
HO VHS Camcorder

Save $200

109900

System 1000 By Realistic

Low-Light
Recording
Low As $55 Per Month •

On-Screen-Programming
Model 21 By Realistic HO VHS VCR

349.95

fresh shipment just received
pieeo
Low As $15
Per Month.

Tandy
1000 HX

Save $200

49
995
Req.64995
Low As $25 Per Month •

151 wady per

channel)iiiitiiheth

"=:411,74'
;7:..
04 9411711014z

Portable CD Player
CD-3200 By Realistic

Save $60

15995
Reg. 219.95

.......

Low As S15 Per Month.

Play Through Headphones

Or Home Stereo System
Digital stereo to go! 16-selection mem
ory, auto-search 042-5011
Headphones battenes extra

ave 29-Key Melody-Maker
12995
s *70
Concertmate-350 By Realistic
Reg. 199.95
Dual decks. AM/FM. turntaa.l .
1. ..„
ble. 17"-high speakers #13-1226
25%
By S
E
MTAETR

219Reg.
5 39.95

Weighs lust 6'1? ounces, including batteries #12-125 Railw,.6..ira

Off
2995
Reg 39 95

II lT1111.11111

Super gift for
young musicians'
100-note memory,
4 tOnes, 10 rhythms

#42-4008
Ftiete,4.4 extra

Reg
699 00

_- • • - •

Per Month •

Reg. Separate
Items 998.95
#25-1053/1043
Just power and run-MS-DOS' is built iny3utlt
in 720K. 31/7" drive 256K RAM With Personal
DeskMate'" 2 Runs PC-compatible software
ti25.1053
ms•cosiReci TM ikfCc
f ft,r

With CM-5 Color
Monitor Only $798.95

DMP 132 By Tandy

Save 410

269qP

4., -I --I

Low As S1S Per

Month •

379.95

Tandy and IBM' graphics printer emulations
Prints in draft and letter quality modes Built-in
tractor 026-2814
"i
TM IBM

Ch. 9 Priority Mobile CB
TRC 474 Ry Rpalictic

Save s60

7995

Reg. 139.95

Why drive alone" Now you can get 4300 oft th,
radio that gives you instant access to Emergency,
Ch 9 for highway help in a hurry 021-1539

Locenteng Corp

Shark n'vnhon0

,

Sale! Dot-Matrix Printer

WITCHAKI TOUCH IOW ,PIJI.S1 Gannet orndt on MOWN $5 555 Man li51p$5r 0 arras harng 545 nix (rotary doall 1.1es you can stn use terwes •
TM Dolby Laborstoues
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Check Your shone Book for the Rather /hawk Store or Dealer Nearest You
..rttrFq Apply AT riAPITICiPATING sronEs AND DEALERS

-vremeumw

•

Dolby' B NR. spectrum analyzer. 12"
woofers. synchro high-speed dubbing.
E0. AM/FM digital tuner 013-1232

98800
16.

AM/FM Stereo Headset

Cut
45%

Tandy 1000 HX
Computer
49900

Reg. 1299.00

Infrared auto-focusing.
6-1 power zoom lens
Includes hardcase
016-801

100-Watt Rack Stereo

Save
950

Clannette'-122 By Realistic

0,11.4 II A.M.

sounds. 12 preset
sounds 12
88 Catalog Price 199.95,h'ithms d42-4(v)-

Road Patrol XK By

2495 12995

Compact Stereo

Shopping Philo
10 P.M. - Fri. &Set 'til 11 P.M.
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Radar Detector Sale

Buy today and catch the latest video movie
releases' 14-day/6-event timer, Quick-Timer
recording, remote 016-510 eemoie baiwies

509 Len. Oak Rd •'4

13

Play music your

Low As 515 Per Month •

You can't miss! Big, bright orange buttons

Low As $15
Per Month •

Ihe Party Mart

wqm
pk,
.
.
.
n
9 swtacy'ksHfoasr

Save $90

Wireless Remote
Control
Reg.

aft full pound

'88 Catalog Video Input for
Price 159.95 Use as a Monitor

Saver
$60

'88 Catalog
Price 49.95

Mount on
Desk or Wall

1
--.-".-----..

Concertmate'- 700 By Realistic

CD-2300 By Realistic

HALF
PRICE!

11

Electronic Keyboard

Low As 517
Per Month*

Compact Disc Player

Save
$6195

$4)88

Price 499.95

Picture-in -picture, remote on-screen programming of 21-day/8-event timer HO,
VHS. #16-651 Remote hatte,
es ext•a

ET-201 By Radio Shack

111.58.21.55

Picture won't wash out, even in sunlight'
Light hood 416-156 Batter.es extra

'88 Catalog

Cut 30%-buy today before they're gone'
"Freeze" the "big play" for later viewing.

Big-Button Telephone

Model 100 MovieCorder- By Realistic

"paducah's
MOST INTERESTING STORE"

7

Reg
129.95

Don't miss important calls, don't miss 31%
off! Use any Touch -Tone phone to play
back messages, control major functions, or
signal someone at home to answer the
phone Voice activated recording. #43-394

$23.55-S4 .50
133.111144.5.
125.5143,50
•M4-1111,27.11111

By Realistic

HALF
PRICE!

Minn
***1

95

73

B&W Pocket LCD TV

Digital-Effects VCR
Model 70 By Realistic'

Dual
Microcassettes

13375 34

IIILIE

au,
'PIER
-IcoAkvTAD-245 By DU6FONE'

3.4 250270 lb..
Sows
1 S I.2 MASA lb.
IS 1-3 351-480 lb.
15 1.3 41111-340
l'S 1.3 3115 and up
'2-3 330510 lb..
Boars 11141.11144.00

Hurry!Shop Today for Big Savings!

L.

"Beeperless" Answerer
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outcome of Jeremiah's preaching
was precisely what might have
been expected. His hearers interpreted his preaching as blasphemy
against God and treason against
the nation Nevertheless, God protected His messenger, as He does
those who are faithful in the proclamation of His message in each
generation.
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Racers gunning for pride,
nation's best pass defense

Proof positive
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Proctor faces stiff challenge in Blue Raiders
Forget about the Ohio Valley
Conference. Forget about winning
records and playoff hopes. As so
many football games are this time
of the year, the Murray StateMiddle Tennessee State game is a
matter of pride, with a little extra
incentive for the visitors.
They could still go 8-3 and get
an at-large bid," Murray State
head coach Mike Mahoney says of
his 6-3 opponent. "I think they've
got incentive enough in that. And I
think that we should be ready to
play every game because it's on
the schedule. That's reason
enough for me."
The Racers a 2-6 heading into
their final home game of the 1988
season, a 1:30 p.m. kickoff at Roy
Stewart Stadium, and are in need
of a big win to pick up momentum
for next year. Saturday's game
presents such an opportunity.
More than that, however, it
features the most explosive offense in the league going up
against the toughest defense in the
league, if not the nation. It also
gives Murray State's quarterback
Michael Proctor, the primary
force behind MSU's explosive
nature, an opportunity to prove
himself to the rest of the OVC.
Proctor felt he was unfairly
overlooked when the league announced its preseason All-OVC
team and his name didn't appear.
Instead, Middle's Marvin Collier
was selected. While Proctor may
or may not make the All-OVC
-team at the end of the season
( Morehead's Chris Swartz and
Eastern Kentucky's Lorenzo
Fields are also playing exceptionally well, he has outperformed Collier. Saturday will
allow Proctor an opportunity to
vent some of the frustrations that
come with a disappointing season.
He is also looking to continue making believers of the conference's

coaches.
"That's what I've been trying to
do every OVC game — prove I'm
the best quarterback in the
league," Proctor says,
think
the records will show that. I just
want to go out and leave no doubt
in every coach's mind that I'm the
best quarterback in the league."
Right now, he's actually• the
second-best quarterback in the
league in terms of yardage.
Swartz is throwing for 201.5 yards
a game while Proctor has dropped
off to 195.9. Proctor still leads the
league in total offense, however,
running up 241.8 yards a game.
Swartz is behind him at 196.3.
Swartz has completed 187 of his
337 attempts, including 13
touchdowns and 12 interceptions.
Proctor is 101-of-218 with nine
touchdowns and six interceptions.
Collier, meanwhile, has thrown
for only 79.6 yards a game and is
just under 100 yards a game in
total offense. He's thrown more interceptions (7) than touchdowns
( 5).
But Proctor will have a disadvantage on Saturday. He's going
up against the best defense in the
nation -against the pass. The Blue
Raiders allow an average of just
10.2 points a game and only three
quarterbacks have scored through
the air. The confident Proctor is
planning on becoming the fourth.
"That's a challenge in itself. I'll
go out and take what they give
us," he said. "If they give us the

short stuff, I'll take it. I feel like
I'm pretty good and they'll have to
stop me."
Proctor's actually very good
and the reason Swartz leads him in
passing is because Proctor hasn't
had many opportunities to pick up
yardage lately. He threw only five
passes in the second half of Murray's 31-24 overtime loss to
Eastern Kentucky two weeks ago.
Last weekend, when Eastern ran
all over MTSU for the OVC title, it
was evident a powerful ground attack could solve the Blue Raiders'
defense.
Unfortunately MSU doesn't
have that strong of a ground attack and Proctor will have to
throw the ball to beat the Blue
Raiders.
"I don't know if they've seen
people who throw the ball as well
as we do," Mahoney said.
"Until they prove themselves to
me," Proctor says, "our game is
throwing the ball."
• • •
Middle Tennessee hasn't been
eliminated from the OVC race officially. If Eastern loses to
Morehead State in two weeks and
MTSU wins its final two conference games, both teams will be
tied with one-loss records. Eastern
would still get the automatic bid to
the NCAA playoffs, however, after
beating Middle at home last
Saturday.
Of course, it's really a mute
point because there's no way
Morehead can beat Eastern when
the Colonels are playing at home
and for the conference
championship.
• • •
So Middle Tennessee has a
dominant defense. What's new?
Well, Van Dingier, the quarterback who stopped MSL" last year
when Collier was hurt,, is now at
(Cont'd on page 11)
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Murray State quarterback Michael Proctor,the OVC's leader in total yardage, will face preseason A11-01'('
signal-caller Marvin Collier when the Racers host Middle Tennessee State on Saturday. It will give Proctor, who thought the selection of Collier was unfair, a chance to prove himself in a head-to-head battle.
(See related commentary.)
Staff photo h‘ I)a‘id ruck

Ballard's Houston joins father at Louisvi e; UK nets Brassow
By The .Associated Press

There was never any doubt that Allan Houston
would sign a national letter-of-intent to play collegiately at the University of Louisville.
"The question I got most from people was not
'Where are you going?' but "Are you going to U of
L?" Houston said Wednesday after signing with the
Cardinals.
"I like their style of play, and I like the people involved in their program. I've spent a lot of time with
their players."
Houston, the son of University of Louisville
associate head coach Wade Houston, averaged 21.7
points, 5.9 rebounds and four assists per game last
year in leading Louisville Ballard High School to the
Kentucky state championship. He shot 57 percent
from the field and 89 percent from the free-throw
line.

Houston, a 6-foot-5 guard, has scored 1,713 points in
three seasons at Ballard, and needs just 103 points
this year to set the career scoring record there.
"I've watched Allan grow up, and it's been a lot of
fun to watch him develop into an outstanding college
prospect," Louisville coach Denny Crum said.
"Allan is an outstanding young man, an excellent
shooter, a fine basketball player and a nice person to
boot.
"Obviously, we're pleased that he's elected to remain in the U of L family."
Ballard is a combined 87-14 over the past three
seasons with Houston in the lineup. In addition to last
year's state title, the Bruins were state runners-up
the year before.
The University of Kentucky inked Jeff Brassow, a
6-5 guard who averaged 17.5 points. 8.5 rebounds and
4.4 assists as a junior for Alief Elsik High School in

Houston, Texas, last season.
"I think Jeff has shown a lot of faith in the UK program by signing early with us," Kentucky coach Eddie Sutton said, "and I'm very happy about his decision. He's a winner."
Sutton said last week he didn't expect any other
players to sign with UK — under investigation by the
NCAA for recruiting violations — before the national
early signing period ends Nov. 16. He wouldn't comment on the same question Wednesday night.
In other signings Wednesday, the first day of the
college basketball early signing period, Western
Kentucky University landed guards Darnell Mey and
Rich Burns of Cleveland, Tenn., and forward Bryan
Brown of Atlanta; Murray State University signed
Scott Sivills of Cadiz and Maurice Trotter of
Jacksonville, Fla. (See related story.); and
Morehead State University inked 7-footer Dave

Sivills,
Trotter
ink with
Racers
By ANGELA HAZEL
MSI: Asst. SID
Murray State head coach Steve
Newton added two early signees to
his 1989 Racer basketball program
Wednesday. Scott Sivills
(Cadiz/Trigg Co. and Maurice
Trotter (Jacksonville.
Fla iliibault were the first
players to sign with the Racers.
Sivills. a 6-6. 200-pound, forward. averaged 20.1 points and
11.7 rebounds per game. As a
junior, he played on the Kentucky
Junior All-Star team which toured
Europe last summer. He also participated on all-star toutnament
teams in Lexington, Ky., and Las
Vega, Nev.
The Trigg County senior earned
several honors last year. Some of
those honors include Most Improved Player, Outstanding Offensive
Player and Outstanding Re.
bounder. Sivills was also a
member of the All-Kentucky New
Era Area team and the all-district
team for the 5th District. Trigg
County was runner-up in 5th
district action as it lost to 1987
regional champion Madisonville
Newton said Sivills is another
example of Murray State's inside
outside recruiting philosophy
"I think Scott has developed into
(AI( *sop 1))

Derozier of West Florence, S.C.
Derozier, 18, an exchange student from France
who has no American experience, will play for West
Florence High School this year. He played on the
French Junior Olympic team two years ago.
According to West Florence coach Tommy
Johnson, the only thing Derozier, who has met NCAA
academic requirements, lacks is experience playing
the American game.
"I don't know what he did overseas in terms of
statistics," Johnson said. "He runs the floor extremely well and he has extremely good hands. He
can really shoot the ball from the outside and he can
rebound. That's the best thing he does."
Derozier was also recruited by Furman, Northwestern and South Carolina, but Morehead was the
first school to offer a scholarship
(Contd on page 11)

Former Jayhawk bought
plane ticket for recruit

Dr. Ron Cella, Ron Christopher. Date Johnson. Debbie Sparks. Judge George Weeks, Scott Seiber, Steve
Cunningham and Jack I ddberg have worked to improve the conditions of the Bee Creek Soccer Complex
for youth interested in the world's most popular sport.
Muff photo by David ROOMY

Local soccer league celebrates 12th year
with improvements on, around complex
Murray-Calloway County association still growing
By DAVID R. -1 MEV
Sports titer
The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association
recently completed its 12th year of operation with
increaseed participation and an ever improving
home.
This year's fall competitive season saw an increase of 28 percent in the number of competitors
from the fall of 1987 A total of 24 teams participated
in the youth soccer program in Calloway Cority.
In addition to the improved numbers, there has
been improvement of the fields as well, with recent
additional upgradings to the Bee Creek Complex
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"The improvements help improve the game in the
county,- Ron Christopher, association president,
said
Through the efforts of Jack 1.-crt1berg. Rob
Williams, Steve Cunningham. and Aaron McConnell, working with County Judge George Weaks and
the Murray Electric System, a parking lot capable
of handling more than 100 automobiles was added to
the complex Dave Johnson and Bill Pasco joined
with Uddberg and Cunningham in constructing .1
footbridge adjoining the lot with the fields. Also improving accessiblity to the complex is a new loop
(Csard oa page II)

NEW YORK ( AP ) — A former Kansas player who sometimes lived
with Coach Larry Brown made cash payments and bought plane tickets
for a potential recruit, and also made loans to players, including Danny
Manning, Sports Illustrated reported.
In its Nov. 14 issue, Sports Illustrated said the name of the former
player, Mike Marshall, a 1980 graduate of Shelby County, Ky., High
School, was withheld during investigations of Kansas as part of a deal
Marshall made with the NCAA. The NCAA's investigation resulted in a
three-year probation for the defending national champion Jayhawks.
In an interview with an NCAA investigator, at which a Sports Illustrated reporter was present, Marshall said Brown knew about the
plane ticket and cash payments to the family of Vincent Askew, a Memphis State player who wanted to transfer to Kansas. Askew wound up not
transferring to Kansas.
In its investigation, the NCAA said payments and tickets worth *1,244
were given to Askew by Brown and others during a 10-day period in the
summer of 1986 — one of the most serious violations that led to Kansas'
probation.
The NCAA investigation discovered that Askew also received free
clothing and money in return for work which was never performed.
Brown left Kansas after winning the national title and became head
coach at San Antonio of the NBA
Marshall, 26. played one season at Kansgs in 1985-86, then transferred
to McNeese State, which also is on NCAA probation. Marshall said he
received payments from McNeese State boosters during his year there,
SI said, also helping put that school on probation.
Marshall's identity was not revealed during the investigation because
he wanted to be a coach and did not want scandal in his background, the
magazine said. The NCAA promised anonymity in return for
information.
Brown told Dana Kirk, then coach at Memphis State, that he had
bought one plane ticket for Askew in violation of NCAA rules, SI said,
and Marshall told the magazine that he made loans — usually ranging
from $20 to $100 — to Kansas players, including Manning. That's another
NCAA violation.
Marshall told the NCAA that he sent $350 to Askew's grandmother and
spent another $183 for a plane ticket to Kansas City for Askew, SI said.
Marshall said he was repaid the amount of the plane ticket by Kansas
assistant coach Alvin Gentry, and Gentry confirmed that, the magazine
said
Marshall and Brown were so close that others at Kansas referred to
Marshall as Brown's son. Brown said the characterization was true, SI
said
"Mike Marshall has been living off me," Brown told the magazine
He adopted me years ago"
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Sivills, Trotter...
SWOP'
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(('ont'd from page 10)
one of the outstanding studentathletes in Kentucky and we're
glad he's chosen to join our family," Newton said. We continue to
concentrate on the inside-outside
recruiting philosophy and look at
the Kentucky talent first."
Newton said Sivills had the
qualities his staff is looking for
both on and off the court. Newton
said he thinks Sivills will make a
significant contribution to the

Racer basketball program.
The second early signee for the
Racers is a 6-2, 179-pound, point
guard. LaAt year the Ribault High
School honors student averaged
11.1 points and 6.1 rebounds per
game. Newton said Trotter
possesses the necessary skills to
develop into an outstanding point
guard at the major college level.
"He's a complete player and
will help fill some big shoes at the
point position," he said.

The MSU squad loses senior
guards Don Mann and Terrence
Brooks after this season.
Newton said Trotter is a great
addition to the Racer team.
"He comes from a fine program," Newton said. "Florida is
producing outstanding studentathletes and we're pleased to have
one of them at MSU."
Last yea! Ribault, with a 25-5
record, lost in the semifinals of the
state championships.

The Racers are expected to sign
two other players by the weekend

Local basketball

Racers gunning.

••

(Cont'd from page 10)
split end. And the Blue Raiders
are relying heavily on a
sophomore running back for an
added punch.
Wade Johnson is averaging 54.3
yards a game and 5.1 yards per
carry. Even if Collier's numbers
are down, that helps solidify an
already-solid attack.
"He's no quite as powerful as
(EKU's Elroy ) Harris, but he's
quick," Mahoney said. "And of
course, they have Collier. He
doesn't have the outstanding stats,
but he's always a threat."
• • •
As Murray State's season comes
to a close, Mahoney has done a

Football

Little League opens 1988 season

great deal of looking back and concludes, "My only mistake may
have been being so optimistic
before the season began."
In retrospect, it figures that
MSU would suffer through a slow
start, The Racers have only 12
seniors and 17 juniors. They also
have 16 sophomores and 55
freshmen. Fifteen true freshmen
will letter this season compared to
last season's six.
Mahoney is looking at several
junior college transfers to add immediate experience next year and
some of the freshmen who played
this season may red-shirt in 1989.
As for Mahoney's optimism,
don't expect any changes.
"I'm still the guy who thought
we could beat Nebraska when I
was at Kansas," he says.

Calloway County's Girl's Little
League basketball program opened its 1988 season last Saturday.
In the tourth grade league,
Chrissy Stubblefield and Tonya
Morgan led Team 1 while Holly
Brandon and Patricia Greer paced
Team 2.
The fifth and sixth grade league
saw Team 2 defeat Team 1 behind
the play of Farrah Beach and Molly Wisehart. Team 1 was led by
Jennifer Paul and Stephanie
Holland. Team 3 defeated Team 4
in the second contest as Linda
Stubblefield and Carrie Bell had
outstanding games. Kim Johnson
and Amy Wood led Team 4.
•
Next week's schedule has been

CCHS banquet
tickets on sale

changed to accomodate Bud
Childers' Lady Racer Clinic at
Murrray State's Racer Arena. The
schedule pits Team 1 against
Team 3 and Team 2 against Team
4. The first contest will begin at 1
p.m., and the second will follow
immediately.
Any girl in grades 1-3 in the
Calloway County School System
interested in the Little Lady
Lakers program should join their
parents in an organizational
meeting at 1:15 in the Calloway
County Middle School Gymnasium
on Saturday, according to coach
Pete O'Rourke.
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SCOREBOARD
•

Houston...
(('ont'd from page 10)
Mey and Burns helped
Cleveland High to a 22-8 record
last season.
Mey, a 6-4 point guard, averaged
13 points and eight assists. He
picked Western over Morehead
and Texas A&M.
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Good service.
good coverage.
good price -

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there
0.4 vas.

That's
State Farm
insurance.

State Farm insurance companies
" Home &Ices Bloomington Illinois

National Football Learue
AMERICAN CONFERENCE.
East
IA
I. T Pet. PF PA
9
1
0 .900 212 142
Buffalo
5
4
1
N Y Jets
550 220 222
Indianapolis
5 5 0
500 243 193
5. 5 0
Miami
500 188 203
5
New England
500 178 209
5 0
Central
ft
Cincinnati
2 0
900 294 195
3 0
7
Houston
700 239 230
0
6 4
Cleveland
800 170 158
Pittsburgh
2 6 0
200 198 '279
West
Denver
500 207 206
5 0
5
5 5 0
LA Raiders
500 204 219
5 5 0
Seattle
500 181 1137
.200
9
119 199
0
2'
San Diego
Kansas City
150 123 186
1
6
1
NATIONAL CONFERENCE.
East
700 219 199
7 3 •
31.Y Giants
Phoenix
O
6 4
800 239 219
6
Washington
4
O
800 243 238
5 5
Philadelphia
500 233 211
O
2
Dallas
200 169 211
O

Chicago
Minnesota
Detroit
Green Bay
Tampa Bay
L A Rams
New Orleans
San Francisco
Atlanta

(lentils!
2
6
4
2 8
2 8
2 8
Weal
7
3
7
3
6
4
3
7

O
O
O
O
O

800
600
200
200
200

192
249
129
160
175

123
179
210
207
261

O
O
O
O

700
700
BOO
300

266
214
222
189

180
176
196
244

Sunday. Nov. 13
Chicago at Washington
Cincinnati at Kansas City
Indianapolis at Green Hay
New England at New York Jets
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh
San Diego at Atlanta
Tampa Bay at Detroit
Los Angeles Raiders at San Francisco
New Orleans at Los Angeles Rams
New York Giants at Phoenix
Cleveland at Denver
Houston at Seattle
Minnesota at Dallas
Moods*. Nov. 14
Buffalo at Miami

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
759-9888

A Full Day of
Racer Excitement!

Calloway County football banquet tickets are on sale in the high
school's office. The banquet will
be held at 7 p.m.. on Monday, Nov.
14 in Murray State's Curris
Center.
Tickets are on sale ThursdayFriday for $9 apiece. Tickets must
be purchased by Friday afternoon.

> > > >Racer Football Tailgate Party < < < <

Kentucky
Vietnam Veterans Memorial

MHS season
ticket holders
can buy seats
for playoffs

11:30 a.m., South End of Stewart Stadium

> >> Murray State vs. Middle Tennessee< < < <
1:30 p.m., Stewart Stadium

The Vietnam Veterans Memorial will be
dedicated at 11:00 a.m on Saturday,
November 12, 1988.

> > > >Lady Racer Blue-Gold Basketball Scrimmage< < < <
6 p.m., Racer Arena

> >> >Racer Blue-Gold Basketball Scrimmage« «

A candlelight ceremony with the reading of
names of the 1,068 Kentuckians who died or
are missing in Vietnam will be held at 5:30
p.m., November 12, 1988.

Murray High School season
ticket holders for the 1988 football
year will not be able to use those
tickets for the upcoming playoff
game on Nov. 11. Season ticket
holders do, however, have an opportunity to buy their regular
seats for $3.
Season ticket holders may purchase their seats at the high school
today until 3:30 p.m. and Friday
from 8:30 a.m.-noon.
All other tickets must be purchased at the gate for $3.
State coaching and administrative passes will be
accepted.

7:30 p.m., Racer Arena

Admission to the Basketball Scrimmages:

FREE

This is a time of honor, healing, and reflection
and all Kentuckians are invited to be a part of
it.

with a ticket stub from the football game
($1 without stub)
Spend a Day with the Racers this Saturday !!!

woWtlii0

Soccer...
(Cont'd from page 10)
turn and better road grading.
On the playing areas, park
director Gary Hohman and his
team prepared team benches,
maintain the fields, and constructed safety signs for the improved roadway. Trash barrels
donated by C.E. Parks helped
clean up the area.
According to Christopher. long
term plans include the lighting of
the fields and a multi-purpose
building housing a concession
stand.
The league hopes the new improvements -will help boost Murray's chances for hosting a girls
14-and-under state tournament
next summer.
In addition to the cosmetic improvements of the Bee Creek Complex, the Associaion has conducted numerous clinics over te
last year. The Memphis Storm, a
professional indoor soccer team,
conducted a clinic on Oct. 25 for
more than 125 players. The
Association conducted a coacheg
clinic, led by Dr. Rob Williams.
which over 30 coaches from thp
area attended.
The Association also sponsored
eight ufficials from the area to attend a referee certification clinic
in Paducah, increasing the
number of FIFA certificated
officials.
Johnson and Ron Cella were
recently presented plaques by the
Association for their dedicated
long-term involvement in soccer
in Murray-Calloway County.
The Association now turns its attention to next spring. During the
spring season, teams representing
Murray-Calloway County travel
around the region to compete
against other teams.

!e-•

Public Service of The Murray Ledger Sr Times
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3-DAYS

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
MONDAY

CAIN'S JEEP/EAGLE IS CELEBRATING IT'S 10TH
BIRTHDAY, BUT YOU GET THE PRESENTS.

EVERY NEW JEEP & EAGLE
IN STOCK • 35 TO CHOOSE FROM

$100

OVER
INVIOCE
PLUS REBATES UP TO $1000.
'89 SUMMIT
LIST

10,350"

'89 MEDALLION
LIST

13,694"

DISCOUNT

779"

DISCOUNT

REBATE

500"

REBATE

9070"
CAVO00%

'1 279"

'89 PREMIER
LIST

16,829"

DISCOUNT
REBATE

2355"
500"

5285530

1000

70,AL
SAIONGS

OFF

LIST

17.157"

DISCOUNT
REBATE

1591"
500"

'15,065"

2665"

2091"

• 1400-47211626

All
Warm Ups
Men - Women
Children

All Shoes
300 Styles
Nike - Reebok - Tretorn
New Balance - Rockport
Converse and more"

All Fleece
Sportswear
by
Nike and Reebok

'89 COMANCHE '89 COMANCHE
LIST

8347"

DISCOUNT

163"

REBATE

300••

'7783"
TOTAL
SAVINGS

11,606"

LIST

OPTION
DISCOUNT

700"

DISCOUNT

825"

REBATE

500"

9580"

463"
YOTAL
SASSING

'2025"

0

Cain's

Shop Now, Beat The Rush & Save Money

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

L PRICES PLUS TAX & LICENSE

NAME MAIMS AT SPIE DISCOUNT
TIAN PAM 24 oms CINISINNIN gores
WM MN /A Moo ANNAN Tv sM
ises mommmIriNsiprims
sow ow •soi Mi•Net,•Poo.,a

OreAR-LE

'89 CHEROKEE

'11 028"

93 6737°
on"
%AVIAN)!

1665"

SAVINGS
11%

Hwy. 1;11 N.

jeep

, 75,1-641$

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
1203 Chestnut St.

Murray

753-8844
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ON EDUCATION

‘
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Dr. Steve Farmer, a local dentist, visited Reita Robinson's fourth grade
class at Southwest Elementary recently. Using a diagram, Farmer
discussed the parts of a tooth and encouraged the students to use the
good care when cleaning their teeth.

Miirray Ledger & Times

Mr. Shelton's advanced biology class at Murray High School
used a little
creativity to learn cell structure and function recentl
y. Front row —
Traci Walker, Damara Lanier, Michelle Bantt, April
Lane, Kelly
Massey, Justin Crouse; back row — Randy Hansen,
John Posey,
Bethany Hall, Leigh Landini.
Calloway County High School senior Kimberley Anne Lough was named
student of the week. In addition to being a 4.0 1988 Governor's Scholar
and being voted most talented in her class, Lough is photographer of the
yearbook staff, a member of the Beta Club and Student Council, a
member of the folk music group Home Remedy, volunteer at Land Between The Lakes, and a member of the youth choir.

Damara Lanier models "the
cell sweatshirt" she made for
Mr. Shelton's advanced biology
class at Murray High School.

1

fi

4

;
31*4'1 *\
Jis

0,

Dr. Hollis Clark was the guest speaker in Mrs. Reid's third grade health
class at Carter Elementary recently. Clark discussed how each person
grows in a special way.

Southwest Elementary fourth grader Krisy Whitfield recently entertained her classmates with a violin lesson. Krisy, who's actively involved
with Quad State Orchestra at MSU, named the parts of the violin while
explaining their purpose and performed several selections.
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Murray Middle sixth graders
enjoyed a presentation on Latin
America by Debbie Etartolucci
recently. Music and different
items were used to describe the
different cultures of Latin
America.
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Robertson Elementary kindergarteners enjoyed a visit
to the Murray
State University dairy farm. Student George Skaggs
shows the children
the "old" way to milk a cow.

icE MURRAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc

208 E MAJN ST

Hardware

MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071

Ass
-on
fo

ACE
BEST
BUYS

ti
David Weatherly, a freshman speech and theater majoy at
Murray
State University, presented interpretative readings from "Haml
et" to
the Mary Ann Russell's senior English class at Murray High
School.

11 88
3m

i tt20
6E9?F ,3eAr
50

3-Pack
VHS Video Tape

99

As Asiv•stosord
On
Platoon& T V

3-pock T120 tope gives superior
durability for replays & recordings
I

UX12 70CL,A
1
93.187 88

As Advorsossit
On
NotoonoI T V

399

Clear-or multi-colored ir
/out
door light set with end connector

WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST

4;
:
)#
- " 70 Light
Midget Set
25/aler
1

WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST

MOS 6
11153

ItEr110®

Feotuies on/off pilot light & 15
omp circuit breaker With 4 cord
Proafer•SHeur

A604
1 69409 I

12 Cup
coifeemaker

Platoon& T V

l•ss

7°°

Your
Portal
Cost

777

43 r "
st

Holiday
4677w.4677
Hook-Up "lock 13421114712
Hondy set with 6-outlet convoier,
& 9' cube-lop extension cords

JP'

ACE
Illeoritwor•

Carton
Sealing Tape

ACS?? /K
190700,907091

7 x 722 ycird cutler roll of strong
plastic mauling & wrapping lope

366

CHAINSAW
CS440EVL
Regular $359.99
1. 16" Bar
3. Chain Brake
Less
Cash
3. 44.3 cc Engine
Discount -80.00

41%

88'
WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST

Personal
Flashlight
WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST

Matenal for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs
of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County
School
District and edited by the staff of the Ledger t Times. Please
direct
your questions and comments about area public schools to
the Murray
City Schools (753-4383) or the Calloway Count) Public
Schools
(7584893).

$27999

WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST

Ul 1000 1
1 1441?

features super bright Krypton
bulb Includes 2 AA size bolleties

NI=

94999

LAST

YOU 14
77
PAY

ACE
IftonEsverso

01

wHitt
SUPPLIES

As Ativvortosord

Slim design, with automatic -keep
hot" plate 8. Hydro-Cleon pump

Sh

Regular $159.99
Less Cash
Discount -10.00

Power Center

WOW

MURRAY
HOME & AUTO
Hours: 7:30-6 Mon.-Fri.; 7:30-5 Sat.
Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110

to

cl

Prices Good thru 11-12-88

49

ti

W'
th

Easy to Start Easy to Own

As Asivertossod
On
Noloonal T V

6-Outlet

Murray !Middle School Band seventh-grade flutes Erin Hazzle
r, pictured
above, work diligently on the Spanish tune "Trocadero" while trombo
ne
players Todd Vinson; Sean Malinauskas; Philip Brown, section
leader;
and 011ie Liddell practice their memorization of the national anthem
.

1986 Olds Delta Royale Bro
ugham
V-6, Grey

Metallic, Grey Velour,' 7588 actua
l
miles, one owner, local new car
trade-in loaded
with equipment, like new.

Carroll, Inc.

800 Chestnut

753-8850
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Monkey
business
`Gorrillas in the Mist'
based on Fossey's life
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Dr. Richard Scott
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Scott presents

faculty recital
this weekend
Dr. Richard Scott of the music
faculty at Murray State University will perform works by
Beethoven, Chopin and
Mussorgsky in a faculty piano
recital on the campus Sunday
afternoon, Nov. 13.
Scheduled at 3:30 p.m. in the Annex Recital Hall of the Doyle Fine
Arts Center, the program is open
to the public at no admission
charge.
Scott, who joined the faculty at
Murray State in 1983, will present
"Sonata in E Major, Op. 109" by
Beethoven, "Nocturne in C Minor,
Op. 48 No. 1," "Mazurka in A-Flat
Major, Op. 59 No.2" and "Ballade
In F Minor, Op. 52" by Chopin and
"Pictures at an Exhibition" by
Mussorgsky.
An associate professor of piano.
Scott performs often as soloist,
chamber musician and accompanist. He is scheduled to present
solo recitals in Missouri, Georgia,
Wisconsin and Kentucky this fall
and will perform "Images de
Poulenc" chamber music recitals
in Texas, Missouri and Kentucky
in the spring.
His responsibilties on the campus include studio and classroom
instruction. He is the coordinator
for the MSU Pre-College Piano
Concerto Competition and the
MSli 20th Century Piano and
Organ Competition.
Scott is an active member of the
Kentucky Music Teachers
Association (KMTA ) and serves
on the state board as scholarship
foundation chairperson for the
Music teachers National Association ( MTNA ). He was awarded the
master certificate in piano by the
KMTA and the professional certificate in piano by the MTNA.
He earned degrees in piano performance at the University of the
Pacific and the University of
Washington and the doctorate at
the University of Wisconsin.
Madison. His teachers have included Howard Karp, Bela Siki,
Neal O'Doan and Edward
Shadbolt.

By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press Writer
Both Universal Pictures and
Warner Bros. had been preparing
films based on the life of Dian
Fossey, the American woman
whose much-acclaimed work
among African gorillas ended with
her mysterious murder. They
averted a collision course by
agreeing to co-finance and corelease the $24 million film
"Gorillas in the Mist."
The result of this corporate
wisdom is now reaching the nation's theaters. "Gorillas in the
Mist" is an admirable film, packed with high adventure and
gorgeous landscapes and
distinguished by a stunning performance by Sigoumey Weaver.
Dian Fossey spent nearly 20
years consorting with, writing
about and trying to protect the
beleaguered mountain gorillas of
the Virtutga Mountains in Central
Africa. Her foes were many: an
uncaring government, native
poachers, brutal suppliers to zoos,
indifferrent world opinion. She
fought them by any means possible, losing many battles and winning few.
The screenplay is by Anna
Hamilton Phelan ("Mask"), based on Fossey's own works, an article by Harold T.P. Hayes and the
screen story by Phelan and Tab
Murphy. The complex tale passed
through many hands and the
results give that indication.
Necessarily episodic to emcompass so many years, the script
makes a sudden, jarring turn late

in the film.
"Gorillas in the Mist" begins
with Fossey in college, falling
under the spell of the great
African archeologist, Louis
Leakey (lain Cuthbertson ). She
volunteers for duty, and he sets
her adrift on a project among the
African gorillas. She manages to
win the respect of native helpers
and then, miraculously, the
gorillas themselves.
The crusader is joined in Rwanda by an Australian photographer
for National Geographic, Bob
Campbell (Bryan Brown), and a
passionate romance ensues. But
her sometimes irrational methods
of saving the gorillas puts him off
and he leaves. She turns into a ranting zealot and makes a lot of
enemies. It is this rather abrupt
change of character that prevents
"Gorillas in the Mist" from being
a well-rounded film.
Weaver delivers a breathtaking
performance — sexy, brave, feisty
— the stuff of which Academy
Awards are made. Her work
among the gorillas, apparently involving no doubles for her or the
beasts, is spectacular. Bryan
Brown is perfect as the decent
man who cannot tolerate Fossey's
excesses.
Michael Apted directed
superbly under tremendous difficulties. Produced by Arnold
Glimcher and Terence Clegg, the
film is rated PG-13 for language,
bed scenes and excitement. Running Time: 129 minutes.

Young
love
"Jane, Jane, Jane, you are the
girl who is waiting for me,"
sings Michael Boone (right) in
this shot from "Babes in
Toyland" currently in rehearsal
by the Children's Theatre Company at the Playhouse in the
Park. Tracy Pervine, at left,
plays Jane in the Red Company
and Mary Ellen Lough plays
Jane in the Green Company.
The two companies were
created because of the large
turnout at auditions. "Babes in
Toyland" will play in the
meeting room at the Public
Library the first two weekends
in December. The show is sponsored by Pockets Convenience
Stores and WSJP.

Graphic design major plans show
A Graphic Design major at Murray State University, Bettina R.
Burchett will present her senior
show in partial fulfillment of a
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree. The
show will be on display in the Clara

WKMS Highlights
Friday, N o% . li.througbThursdan. Nov.. 17
Monday Friday
5:30 a.m. Morning Edition Terry Gross. Fresh Air joins Morning
Edition at 8:30.
9 a.m. Daytime Classics Seven hours of classical music with
news headlines and features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Mike
Rathke
4 p.m. All Things Considered National Public Radio's news
magazine of the air
6 p.m. Fresh Air with Terry Gross.
6:30 p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Estell Dick Estell reads
'Traveller.- by Richard Adams. an account of Robert K Lee's
Civil War companion
12 Midnight. Monday -Thursday. An hour of new age music
Friday. Nov. 11
7 p.m. Evening Classics - Classical Encore with CB Hunt
9 p.m. Nightbeat A program of cool and progressive jazz
11 p.m. Soufflight Jazz funk dance and soul music
2 a.m. Sign-off
Saturday. Nov. 12
6 a.m. Picktif with a look at new albums in the WKMS
foil' bluegrass library
7 a.m. Weekend Edition with Scott Simon
8 a.m. Music from the Front Porch Folk and bluegrass music
from the WKMS record library
12 noon. Mountain Stage with Larry Groce
p.m. Our Front Porch with John Sheffler Highlights from the
heatland Music Festival.
3 p.m. Lonesome Pine Special, recorded at the Kentucky Center
for the Arts Guest is Lyle Lovett
4 p.m. All Things Considered
5 p.m. Marion McPartlands Piano Jazz with guest. Paul Shaffer
6 p.m. Focus on Jazz Bunny Berigan is featured
7 p.m. ''The Blues"' with John Griffin and Jim Carpenter Music

.11 j KOPPERUD
REALTY

from one of America s earliest and continuing jazz forms
8 p.m. Jazz Horizons - contemporary and fusion jazz
11 p.m. Beyond the Edge Forward music for those who like it
Sunday. Nov. 13
8 a.m. Opus 88. A morning of chamber MUSK, festival perfor
mances and classical music from the WKMS library
II a.m. Weekend Edition with Susan Slam berg
1 p.m. The Big Band Era with Bobby Bryan Glenn Miller Sarah
aughn. Stan Kenton. others
4 p.m. All Things Considered
5 p.m. Our Times with host Byron Caloz
6 p.m. Soundprust Weekly documentary series hosted by John
Hockenberry designed to intensely explore a subject each week
6:30 p.m. NPR Playhouse - 'Babbitt"
7 p.m. A Note to You with host Roland Nadeau takes you on a tour
of the world of music Great Concerti - Identities and Contrast,
8 p.m. Audiophile Audition with John Sunier
9 p.m. New Sounds with John Schaeffer
10 p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space Electronic and
meditative space music
Monday. Nov. 14
p.m. Fresh Air with Terry Gross
6:30 p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Estell
7 p.m. Evening Classics - The Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
9 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan
Tuesday, Nov. IS
7 p.m Evening Classics - The Cleveland orchestra
9 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan
ednesday, Nev. II
7 p.m. Evening Classics - Detroit Symphony Orchestra
9 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan
Thursday. Nov. 17
7 p.m. Evening Classics - The Chicago Symphony Orchestra
9 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan

M. Eagle Gallery, upper level,
from November 16th through the
27th.
Entitled, "Photographics," the
exhibit will feature both graphic
design works and photography
done by Bettina. The graphic
design pieces will include such
items as campaign advertising,
direct mail, point-of-purchase and
an annual report.
The photographic presentation.
which includes images of
sociopolitical issues and nudes, as
well as utilizing a variety of

photographic processes, is reflective of the artist's work in this
medium.
Bettina is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jeff Randall Burchett,
and is a native of Louisville.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery is
located on the fourth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on the
campus of Murray State University. Murray, Kentucky. Gallery
hours are: Monday through Friday, 9:00 am till 9:00 pm Saturday
10:00 am till 4:00 pm; Sunday 1:00
pm till 4:00 pm. There is no admission fee.

MYERYwifig'

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.cash Isal.
Carry
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Ends

Open Mon-Fn 7-5 Sat 8-12

Monday!

VIse-MC-Ooscover

"SPECIALS-OF-THE WEEK"
CHAMBERLAIN 1/2 H.P. GARAGE DOOR OPENS?

MORE POWER AT THE
RIGHT PRICE.
a 1 2 P motor with industrial
strength chain drive and durable
steel construction
•41 ,i minute light delay
•Illuminated pushbutton
•6 561 security codes
• Toil-tree S 0-S Hot 1..,ne'"10(
pre-purchase and installation
information I-800-528 9131

NEW HOME SHOW

Saturday & Sunday, November 12th &.13th, 1-4pm

NMI

1/2 m P Model 450

REGULAR $18800

NOW $148.00

IICHANIBERLAIN

of the
chool
lirect
array
hools

SAVE $40.00
Extra
Transmitter
ONLY $16.9

sale
Autumn Oak
allirataik

1450 Mockingbird
(In Martin Heights Subd.)
3 BR, 2 Bath, Cathedral Ceilings.

Hillside Oak
8999

2215 Quail Creek Dr.
(Adjoining Gatesborough Subd.)
3 BR, 211,i Bath, 10 ft. Ceilings in LR,
DR & Entry

"Let the sun shine
bright on your new
Kentucky home."
711 Main St., Murray

$439

•I

Homes Furnished tt
Decorated by

CheaflOC AtfehiOn

!i

Sun Flair Birch
$949
New Cut Cedar
$749
Country Tavern
Cedar Perforated
8949

Ideal For Garages

and Workshops
Abitibi
Prefinlithod Mouldings

Availabi•
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American Education Week Nov.12-19 to be celebrated with activities
American Education Week
(AEW)will be celebrated with a
wide range of school and community activities Nov. 12-19.

Lashlee Foster, president of the
Murray Education Association,
said activities will involve
students, staff, and citizens during

the week-long observance.
This year's AEW theme, Foster
said, is "America's Schools: Invest in Your Future."

"Every citizen has a stake in the
quality of the public schools," the
MEA president noted "American
Education Week presents an op-

portunity for Murray residents to
see and hear just how well tlteir
past investment in the public
schools has benefited our
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AO Owen's Best Thanksgiving Dinner
10-12 lb Cooked Turkey
4 lbs Dressing
1 Quart Gravy
1 Pint Cranberry Relish
1 Pumpkin

41,•

P.oilistaito
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Sale Dates: Nov. 10 thru Nov. 16

community."
American Education Week was
established in 1921 and is promoted by the National Education
Association (NEM, one of the
original sponsores of the annual
event.
Middle school students are making banners to display in local
business. High school students are
writing articles about education.
Third and fourth graders are
designing place mats.
Kindergarten is making murals.
Several media events are planred
including kid's interviews.
The committee for AEW consists of five teachers: Holly Bloodworth, Tina Ratterree, Lee
Pinkston, Mary Jane Littleton,
and Mark Etherton.

We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Gleich named
NCCJ director

Hyde Park
Grade 'A' Self-Basting

A Hen Turkey
With Pop-Up Timer
9-13 lb.

Owen's Best
Family Pack (3-4 lb. pkg.)

U.S. Choice Bottom

Ground Beef

Round Roast

Turkey Franks 7

0
99° $199 49

79

lb.

lb.

US Choice Bottom

Center Cut

Round

Pork

1Steak

Louis Rich Bun Length

lb

lb.

Chops

199
'169

lb

Fresh Fryer

lb.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Field's Old Fashion
Sausage

lb.9
9

Smoked
Quarters

1b49

Ham

lb

••tii

Cut Into Chops
Pork
/$
1
Loin

lb

$129

Order Your Party Trays,
BM Shoulders, Pit Baked Ham,
Smoked Turkey For Thanksgiving

Eckrich Thick or Reg.
Bologna

lb

Owen's Famous Slab Sliced
3-4 lb. pkg.
Bacon

*16
890

lb

Skippy Reg. or Chunky

189

Peanut Butteriso,
Duncan Hines Family Size
Orig. or M. Choc

169
2/89°
2/69°
2/99°

Brownie Mix...23 oz. $
Red Gold

_ Prairie Farms

Tomatoes 14% oz
Red Cross

Macaroni

7 oz

Fresh Like

Veg

All

16 oz.

Maxwell House 13 oz. Bag

Towels

Red Cross Reg. or Thin

Spaghetti

1 lb

Colonial Light Brown

Sugar

1 lb.

79°
69
490

Hellman's

Mayonnaise

32 or

$ 189

Jelly.........

lb

Fancy

Cucumbers

39
31s 100

Potatoes

5 lb.99

t

op Fancy Bell

Peppers

6/89'

99

590

.6% oz.

Hyde Park

/
12% Milk

Orange Juice

Pride of Ill. C.S.or W K

Golden

Corn

Pepsi & Pepsi
Products

12 Pk. Cans

Pepsi & Pepsi
Products

$289

lb.

Coke, Diet Coke
Sprite, Mello Yell°
" $

lb

Owen's Best

lb

$219
c'rel

Owen's Best

Pk. 16 oz

lb

$
2
98

Baby

$359

Swiss Cheese
Owen's Best Store-Baked

1
3/$ 1
Pumpkin Pie
Oranges
11..59
4/89 Potato Chips 99° Pimento Cheese

$329

99

Dole Mandarin

Owen's Best Storemade
Hot or Reg

Tangeloes

-3A-2,L-vr,rmw:

\ herfes 7 oz

4910. - itok

Frames Drake

FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1988
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You're inspired now in career
interests and you will receive the
encouragement you need. Evening
places a special emphasis on
romance and togetherness.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Couples will enjoy something
unusual in the way of entertainment
today. Travel is also favored now.
Through social life you may make
some valuable business contacts.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You have new plans today regarding the use of joint assets. Work goes
smoothly for you now and the
evening hours are made special
through leisure events and romance. CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You and a partner are on the same
wavelength today and you'll find your
feelings for each other growing
stronger now. Tonight favors entertaining others at home.
,-,
LEO
...
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
It could be a home decorating
project that has you excited now.
Those who travel will meet with
romance. Happiness comes tItillIgh a
, child. Dating is favored tonight.
- I VIRGO
•
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Sit
Creative types feel genuinely
tip inspired today. Travel has romantic
overtones now. Some shoppers will
find something special for the home.
Enjoy company tonight.
LIBRA
,
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
et
You have just the right words when
'• S it comes to expressing how you feel
today. Affection is given and received
now. New plans today involve your

Owen's Best Chicken

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Mello Yello $299
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Margarine
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2/89° BBQ Chicken
99° BBQ Beef

.5

Crisco Oil

12 Pk. Can

Lemons

$

Chicken of Sea Oil or Water Pk.

Tuna.

Flav-O-Rich

Florida Gold Frozen

Cranberry Juice

2 Liter

;Red
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Ocean Spray 48 oz.

32 oz.

A Golden Ripe
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Shedd's Country Crock Squeeze

Kraft Apple or Grape

Sugar

OWEN'S BEST PRODUCE

Bananas

$219
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
former head of the Kentucky
Literacy Commission has been
named executive director of the
Kentuckiana Region of the National Conference of Christians
and Jews.
Patricia Gleich began her duties
Monday, said Sam Watkins Jr.,
the conference's presiding officer.
Gleich, 37, of Shelbyville,
replaces Jill Stiber, who served
only a few weeks before leaving in
June.

f4

lb

$2"

SCORPI
home
O
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
C4E
You may surprise someone with a
gift today. Creative interests appeal
to you now. Write a poem or go Out to
a play or movie.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
de
You may come up with a new plan
to add to your income. Socially, you'll
meet with romantic introductions
now. Be sure to accept invitations.
Circulate!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
RA
You'll be making some new friends
today. Behind-the-scenes contacts in
business prove helpful to you now.
Someone is quite pleased to do you a
favor
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Felt 18)
VA
Take a chance on your creative
talents now Today's business deve
lopments are in your favor liappi
ness comes now through travel,
romance,
ce,
ti and new friendships
PISCE
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
.
41111.
so10
You're a hit socially today Others
are very responsive to your ideas. A
social connection you meet now will
prove helpful to you in your business
Interests
IF BORN TODAY, you are intense,
dynamic and high strung. You have
unusual and inventive ideas, but need
to check temperament in order to
make the most of your abilities,

\._
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Over 90 authors scheduled
for the Kentucky Book Fair
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
More than 90 authors are scheduled to display books covering the
literary spectrum at the annual
Kentucky Book Fair, the most in
the event's seven-year history.
The fair is 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Nov. 19 at the Kentucky Department for Libraries and Archives in
Frankfort.
Several established Kentucky
authors are scheduled to attend,
including novelists Bobbie Ann
Mason, Ed McClanahan and Lois
Battle: educator and conservationist Wendell Berry, CourierJournal columnist John Ed
Pearce and Appalachia historian
Harry Caudill.
Paducah residents Curtis Grace
and Dick Holland will be among 90
authors participating.
,Grace, owner of Ninth Street
House restaurant, will make a
return appearance with his second
title, "Cook Talk with Curtis

Grace and Friends." He will sign
copies of his earlier volume,
"Cooking with Curtis Grace."
Holland, a Paducah preservationist, will appear with his
thorough documentation of a
monumental restoration effort,
"Whitehaven: Rebirth of a
Southern Mansion."
Other Kentuckians include fiction and poetry writer Garry
Barker, poet and historian Wade
Hall, children's author Martha
Bennett Stiles and gardening expert Fred Wiche.
There .will be more than,a dozen
cook books, including one by Kentucky native Dean Fearing, now a
chef in Dallas. John Egerton will
autograph two books on southern
cooking and "Generations," a
biography of a Kentucky couple.
Other authors include Joe
Garagiola, who resigned last week
after 27 years as a broadcaster for
NBC-TV. His book, "It's

Liberian tanker breaks in half,
is burning in the North Atlantic
LONDON (API — A Liberian oil
tanker with a crew of 27 broke in
half in stormy weather in the north
Atlantic today and burst into
flames, spreading fire over the
ocean surface, coast guard officials said.
A Soviet weather ship rushed
from 25 miles away to help the
65,700-ton Odyssey but told Canadian rescue officials it was unable
mile to the
to get closer than
stricken vessel because of the fire,
Canadian authorities said.
The Soviet ship said the Odyssey
had broken in half but gave no information on the crew, said a
spokesman for the British coast
guard in Falmouth, England.
"It doesn't sound very good at
all," the spokesman said, speaking on condition of anonymity.
"The Soviet vessel has lost radio
contact with the tanker."
Capt. Pat Phelan of the Canadian Rescue Coordination Center
in Halifax, Nova Scotia, said the
tanker was about 840 miles eastnortheast of Newfoundland.
The Falmouth spokesman said
aircraft passing overhead had
seen the surface of the sea was on

fire, apparently from leaking oil.
Phelan said the tanker was 52
degrees 38 minutes north latitude
and 34 degrees 39 minutes west
longitiude, or near the center of
the North Atlantic.
The Odyssey, built in 1971, sent a
distress signal at 10:22 p.m. EST
Wednesday, saying it needed immediate assistance, the Falmouth
spokesman said.
The signal was picked up by
Valentia Radio in southern Ireland
and relayed to British coast guard
officials in Falmouth, he said. The
British alerted the Soviet weather
ship, which is permanently stationed in the area and quickly arrived on the scene.
The tanker is in the Atlantic sector of responsibility covered by the
Canadians and the emergency
operation was being coordinated
in Halifax with assistance from
British coast guard officials.
Phelan said the Canadians had
dispatched an armed forces aircraft to the site and that it was due
there about 7 a.m. EST. The plane,
an Aurora surveillance plane, carried survival equipment and
liferafts, he said.
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DR. GOTT

Anybody's Ballgame," examines
his long career as a player and
broadcaster of major league
baseball.
Jack Anderson, Pulitzer Prize
winning syndicated columnist,
will autograph "Control," his
novel of Washington intrigue and
national security.
Sports books to be displayed include volumes on University of
Kentucky basketball, Cleveland
Browns football, Cincinnati Reds
baseball and tennis, among
others.
The Kentucky Book Fair,
established in 1981, annually
spotlights authors and the profession of writing. Books are offered
for sale at 20 percent discounts,
with profits used to provide grants
to public, sZhool and academic
libraries.
The book fair is sponsored by
The State Journal in Frankfort, in
cooperation with the Department
for Libraries and Archives. Corporations, foundations and civic
clubs contribute to the book rairl
support.

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT. My friend has
been told she has Lou Gehrig's disease. The writings are so very technical about it. Could you please explain
the disease in simple language"
DEAR READER: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is sometimes
called Lou Gehrig's disease, a remembrance of the great baseball
player who died of the ailment and
thereby attracted much public
attention.
ALS is a neurological disorder of
unknown cause, marked by progressive degeneration of nervous system
tissue that supplies muscles. It causes
weakness and wasting of the muscles
of the hands, forearms and legs.
Cramps and difficulty speaking (and
swallowing) are common.
ALS usually starts in middle age
and progresses rapidly, with death occurring in two to five years. Although
there is no known treatment, patients
can be aided by physical therapy and
nursing care.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I had arthritis
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very badly About three years ago,
while trimming some evergreens, I
fell right into a yellow Jacket nest I
ran into the house and got into a tub of
cold water with lots of soda bicarbonate. I soaked several times over the
next few days. During that time, my
arthritis disappeared. I'm not kidding
— it's gone Is there some medical
reason for this?
DEAR READER: Certain forms of
inflammatory arthritis are marked
by what doctors call "spontaneous remission "In other words, some people
get well for unknown reasons without
therapy.
Therefore, doctors often have difficulty in determining if patients get
well on their own, or from treatment.
The relation you describe — arthritis cure after bee-stings — has been
reported, and provides the basis for
the scientifically unproven technique
of administering bee venom to arthritic patients. No one knows precisely how this works, as it does in a
small percentage of cases.
Evidently, venom stimulates Ow
immune system to produce antibody
protein that interrupts the body's reaction to itself, the presumed cause of
some arthritis.
For example, rheumatoid arthritis
is often treated with medicines that
shut off the immune reaction, and is
sometimes helped by bee venom.
To my knowledge, most reputable
allergists discount the bee-venom
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cure for arthritis, but, in my opinion,
we ought to keep the subject under investigation as long as there is some
evidence that it is occasionally
successful.
DEAR DR. GOTT- I read an article
in a popular magazine about herpes
and fever blisters. It said that if someone with fever blisters only(Herpes i)
had oral sex while he or she had a blister, the partner could get Herpes 2
True'
DEAR READER: Herpes simplex
virus causes painful, recurring crops
of blisters in various parts of the
body. Type 1 infections tend to occur
around the mouth and nose. type 2 in
the genital area
To a degree, this categorization
useful in defining herpes infections,
but from a practical standpoint, herpes is herpes; type 1 and type 2 look
and behave the same way, are transmitted by direct human-to-human
contact and are treated with the same
drug (acyclovir).
I think that if someone with oral
herpes type 1 had oral sex, the virus
could be transmitted to the genitaL
area, causing type 1 infection_ However, genital herpes is generally considered to be type 2. Rather than
wasting time trying to figure out who
gave what to whom, I'd simply go
ahead and treat both partners.
© ISIS NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE

Assisi

Hanes
American
Sportsmans
Thermal
Underware

•• • •
-•TI-Irv-r-••

•Top or Bottom

•Eggshell Color
*Cotton on inside
for extra absorbancy,
polyester on outside for
durability & warmth

•

'PVC outersheil

•Polyester quilted
lining
•A sstd sizes

We're Much Closer To
Murray Than Any Other Party Store
12 Miles North Of Mayfield On Hwy. 45

•Shell 100% acrylic'
*Lining 100% nylon
'Fill 100% polyestei
'By Softbak
*Blaze Orange

• Discounts for large gatherings
•Low Case Prices
•Onie of the largest beer
•Super wine department
retailers in West
domestic IL imported
•Carry out servicc

i
lr

k/S4

Prices Good Through Nov 12th

Black Jack ?so

Reg. 73.96

Reg

Sale 63.96

$899

[

X Large
Reg. 79.96

Canadian Mist i 75
[Reg. ii 7

Sale 69.96

$1099

Canadian Leather Boot

AFTER 200
MANUFACTURER REBATE

(similar to picture)

Very Old Bartoni.75
Reg. '17"

•All dacron
poiyester

$999
arra 300
MANUFACTURER MESA TE
s=••••=

Peachtree Cream
Schnapps Tao
AFTER 300

"
Reg. '12'• $2
litMeUIF ACrUh10 REIM

Gallo Wine i.$
All Flavors

Reg. 86's

Rog. ,11.96

*Fast drying
AF rEA 200
maNuitACTUREA REBATE

Rog. 16.96

Sale

Seagram's Olni.7.

oe

•Ali leather
*Model #4090M

$24"

STormai

*Comfortable heat )6i/out fuel or fire
•Ripstop nylon fabric • Lightweight
•Camo green or Blaze Camo
Gun
Rack
•4 gun rack
with asstd
outdoor
'scene
picture

Blaze Insulated
Pants
(similar to picturei

Sale 9.64

•30x30x5•No 2590
Reg. 26.34

Arne se

113A/aUf ACIAME1/1 011DIATI

[

Barton Vodka 1.7.
MIALAIAPIT E ADVERTISES MERCHANDISE POLICY Orw
.fronrow
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Sale Good thru Sunday, Nov. 13th
Hwy 641 North, Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6
Pharmacy open Mon.-Sat 9-6
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Rex Humphrey

Mrs. Mary Louise Alford
The funeral for Mrs. Mary
Louise Alford will be today at 4
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Jerry Norsworthy will officiate.
Music wlll., be by the Choir of
Blood River. Baptist Church with
Clint Lester as leader.
Burial will follow in Jefferson
Barracks National Cemetery. St.
Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Alford, 81, Hamlin, died

Wednesday at 4:43 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by her husband,
Allen A. Alford; two daughters,
Mrs. John (Iris) Meschede and
Miss Sybil P. Webb, and two sons,
J.M. Webb and wife, Shirley, and
Ralph Webb, all of St Louis; 13
grandchildren; 16 greatgrandchildren.

The funeral for Rex Humphrey
will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. The Rev. Mike Littrell
and Dalton Vaughn will officiate.
Burial will follow in Theweatt
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mr. Humphrey, 73, Rt. 3, Benton, died Wednesday at 3:30 p.m.

CHAPAREL MOTOR SALES
1100 CHESTNUT ST.
MURRAY, KY

AUTOMOBILES AT
PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD!
WARRANTY'S AVAILABLE
UP TO
3 YR. • 36,000 MILES
PARTS & LABOR
CHECK FOR DETAILS"
'86 Eurosport - sl 99"
3 YR -36.000 Mi
Warranty Incl.

42X'2
'

'Plus Tax Tqle Doc Fees
'Based on Bank Approva

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
GAF Corp
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

Prices as of
-.35
2118.24
49% -I/s
28/
3
4B 23/
1
2A
285/s +%
28/
1
4 unc
251/2 +%
30% -IA

29/
1
4 -Vs
loy3 trA
44%
51%

+1
/
4

481
/
4 tine
82 +1/4
19% -1
/
4
53/
1
4 No

10 a.m.
Goodyear
1.B.M
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie()
Kmart
Kroger •
JCPenney
Penwalt
Pillsbury
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.

U.S.Tobacco

.50 + 1/4
129/
1
4 +%
33% unc
16/
1
4B 16/
1
4A
35% .I/4
17% -1
/
2
/
4
83/
1
4 •1
81 -1
/
2
58%° + 1/8
513
/
4 -1
/
2
42 -1
/
4
47 +%
104% + 3/8
35/
1
2 unc

Wal•Mart
C.E.F. Yield

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

A TRUSTED NAME
IN AUTOMOBILES!

Funeral rites for Harold Cherry
and his wife, Mrs. Anna June
Cherry, Sterling, Ill., will be Sunday at 2 p.m. at Community
Alliance Church, Dixon, Ill.
Burial will follow in Riverside
Cemetery, Sterling, Ill.
Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. Saturday at Melvin Schelling
Funeral Home, Sterling.
Mr. Cherry, 57, brother of
William (Bill) Cherry of Murray,
died Tuesday at 12:57 a.m. at
Regional Medical Center,
Madisonville, after having been
injured in an automobile accident
Eldridge Lynn Foster, 85, Paris, at 10:20 p.m. Monday.
Tenn., died early this morning at
Mrs. Cherry, 52, was pronouncHenry County Medical Center, ed dead at the scene of the
acciParis.
dent at 10:20 p.m. Monday.
He had retired in 1965 from the
Their daughters, Julie L.
United States Postal Service. He Cherry, 17, and Kimberly Cherry,
was a member of East Wood 20, are patients at Regional
Church of Christ, Paris.
Medical Center, Madisonville,
Born June 22, 1903, he was the from injuries sustained
in the
son of the late Simeon E. Foster accident.
and Margie Bell Orr Foster.
Kentucky State Police said
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. An- Melia S. May, 28, Rt. 4,
Dixon,
nie Grubbs Foster, to whom he was southbound on Kentucky
109
was married on Dec. 10, 1924; one near Wheatcroft, when
she roundfoster son, Richard Wall, Kelleen, ed a curve, ran onto the paved
Texas; several cousins.
shoulder of the road, overcorServices will be Saturday at 1
p.m. in LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris. B.B. James
will officiate.
Final rites for Miss Euple
Pallbearers will be Thomas
Thomas are today at 1 p.m. in the
Foster, Hugh Foster, James
chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Foster, Joe Foster, Frank Ward
Funeral Home. The Rev. G.T.
and Bill Bratton.
Moody is officiating and Mrs.
Entombment will follow in
Oneida White is organist and
mausoleum at Roselawn
soloist.
Cemetery.
Pallbearers are Joseph Maxey,

30%

+ 1/
4

7.53
BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

Would you like to
change your 20%
Medicare Supplement
for one that
would pay 100%?
No medical exam
required!
Even pays for
doctor's office calls.
Call

Sears best
value ever for
a 50,000 mile
radial tire

Tony Montgomery
Insurance
753-7419

32"t062"

50,000-mile wearout warranty

We tested the Superguard 50 and found
that it outperformed 20 tire brands in 3 out
of 5 ice and snow traction tests Plus, it
rated BEST OVERALL in 5 tests' Features
all-season, modern block tread design and
rugged steel belts

P231.?ID S

rected and skidded across the
centerline, striking the Cherry car
head-on.
The Cherrys were in the area for
the funeral of Mrs. Cherry's
mother, Mrs. Anna Pearl Curry
Sheffer. Born May 31, 1936, she
was the daughter of Mrs. Sheffer
and the late Eldridge Sheffer.
Mr. Cherry was born June 7,
1931, to Ethel Leona Jackson
Cherry and the late Frank C.
Cherry.
The Cherrys are survived by
their two daughters, both of
Sterling.
Mrs. Cherry is also survived by
three sisters, Mrs. Nellie Howard,
Cherry Valley, Ill., Mrs. Lucy
Spiceland, Sterling, and Mrs.
Helen Hill, Morganfield; one
brother, Guy Sheffer Jr., Mt. Vernon, Ind.
Mr. Cherry is also survived by
his mother, Mrs. Ethel Leona
Cherry, and three sisters, Mrs.
Lois Lambert, Mrs. Hallene Morrison and Mrs. Linda Bertoli, all of
Nashville, Tenn.; three brothers,
William Cherry and wife, Jean,
Murray, Hubert Cherry, Chicago, Ill., and Benny Cherry, Nashville.

Miss Euple Thomas

Senior Citizens!

Scherwoord SC Each Sagerc•sr154 Loeb
PI 5540R13 $32.95 P20575514 1157.1111
1105,O0M13
P205 75515
GOAN

Harold Cherry
Mrs. Anna June Cherry

at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Ruby Rule Humphrey; two
daughters, Mrs. Donna Thurmond, Murray, and Mrs. Diane
Butler, Rt. 3, Benton; six sons,
Kenny Humphrey, Hardin, Rexie
Humphrey, Kirksey, and Jerry,
Ronnie, Carlis and Michael Humphrey, all of Benton; two sisters,
Mrs. Louise Rudd and Mrs. Mary
Locke, Benton; 16 grandchildren;
three great-grandchildren; two
stepgreat-grandchildren.

Eldridge
Lynn Foster

753.4906

Ir

David Maxey, Rudell Parks, Ray
Thomas, Dub Lancaster, Byron
Wallace and Garry Elliott.
Burial will follow in West Fork
Cemetery.
Miss Thomas, 84, Mayfield, died
Tuesday at West View Nursing
Home. Murray.

Takeover bid for Pillsbury
Grand Metropolitan PLC
•Main businesses: Foods.
spirits retailing
•Headquarters: London
II Employees: 90.000
•Revenue for six months
ended March 31: 54 82 Nilson
for 1988 $4 30 billion
tor 1987
•Six-month pretax earnings:
$388 million for 1988 $281
milhon for 1987
•Stock price at close
Tuesday: $7 73

Chicago Tribune Graphic

Pillsbury Co.
•Main businesses: Packaged
f9ods, restaurants
M Headquarters: Minneapolis
•Employees: 104,000
•Stockholders: 23,000
•Revenue for quarter ended
Aug.31: $1 48 billion for 1988
Si 46 billion for 1987
•Net income for quarter
ended: $714 million for 1988
$568 million for 1987
•Stock price at Tuesday
close: $57
III 52-week stock range:
$48 75-528
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TrailHandler AT

RoadHandler SCR

Dual purpose tire
features tough allterrain tread

Small car radial
with all-season
tread Steel belts

ww ea
NV6S802":
1119'.
t

Low as

NV25298C
155SRI2

the 1
ture
tors
knTh
ow,

Response HP radial
T speed rated to
118 mph High pertormance

Low as

50

ea

Pr,ce .ncludes Mvpng

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
OR YOUR
MONEY RACK,

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
OR YOUR
MONEY SACK'

Pe,

Model
T1115SK
Two-door refrigerator-freczer. 14.6 cu. It.
capacity; 4.04 cu. It. zero-degree freezer.
2 ice trays. Automatic defrosting in
refrigerator section. Energy Saver Switch
Big vegetable bin.

Model J13503K
Rotary infinite-heat surface unit
controls. Tilt-lock Calrode surface
units. Removable oven door. Fullwidth storage drawer.

SteadyRider AT shocks

Sears 40 auto battery

Exclusive "Comfort
Valve provides a
smooth ride

40-month warranty
Reliability at an affordable price'

Were
n99 $17
99

a

q3v,o. ea

$299"

PULL INTO SEARS FOR TERRIFIC SERVICE VALUES!
419
1A Ai

Buy your tires from Se,ars and well
rotate them every 5,000 miles at no
additional cost

We replace up to 5
quarts Spectrum
10W40 motor oil

1299
Reg $16 99

We II electronically balance your
wheels and tires for a comfortable
ride and long tread wear

Prices are catalog prices available in our "NV" and "K" catalogs.
Ask about Sears credit plans.

Phone
753-2310
Most merchandise available
for pick up within a few days

CHARGE IT ON
YOUR SEARSCMARGE
OR DISCOVER CARD
ntttl,PS'
Sparc

Bel-Air Center
Murray
HOURS
Mon Sat g AM 6PM

ni? wort!
and a
lot rnore

Only
46 Days
'Til
Christmas

EASY TERMS—
FINANCING AVAILABLE
Low Interest Rates' Fast.
Efficient Service!
Home owned!
Free Warranty'
Long Monthly Payments
Large Inventory

_

We employ our own
servicemen for
Murray Appliance's service.

•90 De,
Money barb
Encnanen
Oahe. horn
GE on raced
Purchases

SATISFACTION
G ARAN,
MONEY SACK,

4
16J

..SAVE $4
Electronic spin
Oil change, filter and lube balancing available

$439"

Layaway Now
For Christmas!

n :ncludeS ShIppong

Tire rotation
every 5,000 miles

90 Da.
Mona,' Car.
E•chany•
Opt.on
GE on road
purchases

-j L5L;

Model J EWING
Hang from kitchen wall cabinets or set
on countertop. Wide .8 cu. ft. cavity.
Touch to open door latch. Electronic
touch controls. Word Prompting Display. time Cook 1 & 2. Time-of-Day
Clock. 10 Power Levels.(Under cabinet
installation kit included.)

19900

90 0••
Mona, bac*
or Enchants
Ogmhon horn
GE on rmIghl
Dutchman

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY

C Soars Po•buca and Co Islas
Satsslaction guarantoad or your monay back

212 East Main Street
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Largest metro argoas

In millons of people as of July 1 1987
New York

18.05

Los Angeles

13.47
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8.15

San Francisco

5.95

Philadelphia

5.89

Detroit

4.63

Boston

4.09

Dallas

3.72

Washington'3.65
ne 7,
kson
k C.

I

3.63

Chicago Tribune Graphic
Source u s Census Bureau
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After many months of preparation, anticipation, and excitement,
NASA has arrived in Kentucky.
Not only has NASA arrived in Ken-

60
.49

Lake
Will-Grundy 1=3.38

Voters strike down mergers
in Franklin, Scott counties

McHenry LII.17
Kenosha, Wm LI 12

By The Associated Press
Voters struck down government
merger proposals in Franklin and
Scott counties, apparently going
along with one argument that "if it
ain't broke, don't fix it."
But one supporter of the idea
hinted that it might surface again
in Scott County.
At present, Fayette is the only
The agency said about 130,000 county in the state with a conbreast implants are done per year, solidated form of government. It
most for cosmetic purposes. About was formed in 1972.
In reviewing the results of Tues15 percent involve women having
breast reconstruction after cancer day's election, Frankfort City
Commissioner John Updike said
surgery.
he was pleased that the voters, by
"There have been reports of a nearly 2-to-1 margin, had turned
fibrous tissue growth around im- down the plan for bringing
plants, which can cause a painful together the Frankfort and
hardening of the breast," the FDA Franklin County governments.
document said. It is also possible
Unofficial returns listed the vote
that the implants could interfere as 10,692 to 5,928.
with mammography pictures of
Updike said voters evidently
the breast."
agreed with what he had been sayMoreover, it said, "small quan- ing about local government: "If it
tities of the gel have also been ain't broke, don't fix it."
Creorge Catlett, chairman of the
shown to migrate throughout the
body, and this has raised questions merger proposal, said he was not
about possible effects on the im- surprised by the outcome. "I think
people basically fear change."
mune system and the fetus."
In Scott County, where the issue
referred
agency
also
to
a
The
study by Dow Corning Corp., a became heated in the weeks prior
major manufacturer of silicone to the election, 4,272 voters were
gel, that showed the gel can pro- against consolidation while 3,035
favored it.
duce tumors in laboratory"rats.
The plan would have merged the
"Although it is unlikely that this governments of Georgetown,
finding is relevant to humans, the Sadieville, Stamping Ground and
possibility of a cancer risk cannot the county into a unified system
be completely ruled out," the FDA
Mark Smith, a developer who
said.
headed the opposition, said the

Group seeks breast implant
ban as FDA schedule hearings
WASHINGTON (API — A
private health advocacy group is
calling for an immediate halt to
the use of silicon implants for
breast enlargements even as the
Food and Drug Administration
has started a review of the issue
that will take at least two years.
In a letter to FDA Commissioner Frank Young released
Wednesday, Dr. Sidney M. Wolfe,
head of Public Citizen Health
Research Group, also said the
agency should issue an immediate
alert telling the estimated 2
million women who have had such
procedures they may run a
heightened risk of health problems, including cancer.
The agency has already scheduled a meeting of its plastic surgery
devices advisory panel to review
potential health problems that
may be caused by silicone breast
implants. It issued a background
paper on the topic last week.
The FDA said it has invoked a
procedure whereby silicone gel
implants will have to undergo the
type of scientific review normally
associated with new medical
devices even though the implants
were already on the market in
1976. That was the year Congress
gave the FDA authority over such
products, which were given
"grandfather" approval under the
legislation.
The FDA said it decided "there
are sufficient concerns about
these products to call for
premarket approval applications.
This means that in order for the
implants to remain on the market,
manufacturers will have to supply
FDA with scientific data
demonstrating that they are safe
and effective."
The agency noted that the law
sets a schedule giving the makers
of such "grandfathered" products
time to provide documentation for
the safety of their products and
said in the case of silicone implants, the deadline can be no
sooner than December 1990".
The advisory panel will be asked
specifically to recommend what
kind of scientific data manufacturers should be required to
submit.
While the full review is in progress, the FDA said it will see that
the labeling information manufacturers are required to supply doctors "explains adequately what is
known about potential risks."
The FDA document said the
agency "has been increasingly
concerned about reports of
adverse effects from breast implants, particularly in view of the
large number of women who
receive them."

B-1 crash prompts
air inspections

tucky, but also in Mayfield. On
Nov. 15, 1988, the American
Association of University Women
will host Dr. Harry B Herzer, pro-

5.29
74

Kane-Kendall C=II.35
Houston

University women to host NASA official in Mayfield

THE ACES ON BRIDGE.
"Loyalty to petrified opinion never
yet broke a chain or freed a human
soul."
Mark Twain
Give today's West hand to any
player and ask him what he leads
against five spades by South. If he
chooses the club jack, he's one of the
sheep If he asks about the bidding,
you've found yourself a player.
Against the lead of the club jack,
declarer wins in dummy and may
cash two more clubs, throwing
hearts. He then leads a diamond
from dummy. If East grabs his ace.
the rest is easy. If he doesn't, it
takes a little longer, but South still
wins 11 tricks.
Did you notice that West should
have started with his heart ace'
Why should West find such an unusual lead?
West should know from the bidding that the opponents are missing
two aces He also should know that
his chances of winning a trump
trick are excellent Therefore, he
should cash the heart ace to look at
dummy. What he sees there guides
him to the diamond shift, and after
that it's just a matter of waiting for
his trump trick
Choosing the best opening lead is
not only a matter of applying textbook solutions Often the clues lie
with the bidding, and it pays to listen to what the opponents are telling each other
"He who does anything because it is
the custom makes no choice "
- John Stuart Mill

WASHINGTON ( AP — The Air
Force is inspecting all of its B-1B
There are exceptions to every
bombers for electrical, hydraulic
rule,
even to bridge conventions.
and fuel line problems following
the crash of one of the costly new Those who refuse to recognize this
fact will not succeed in cashing
planes in Texas
The inspections were prompted their four quick tricks against
by Tuesday's crash during a South's spade game
West leads the diamond king and
routine training flight out of Dyess
Air Force Base in west Texas. The dummy follows low What card
four men aboard ejected safely should East play'
As a matter of convention, if East
after steering the flaming aircraft
plays
the queen. he promises either
away from homes where it crasha singleton queen or both the queen
ed west of Abilene.
Pentagon officials said Wednes- • and the jack_ (This agreement
day that the remaining B-1Bs. comes in very handy when East
long-range bombers designed to wants West to underlead his ace at
be capable of carrying out nuclear trick two )Since neither case exists
strikes against the Soviet Union, should East play his diamond
would be grounded until the in- deuce"
If he does. West may shift to anspections were completed
Col. Albert Jensen, wing com- other suit, losing the last chance to
mander at Dyess. said television beat the game (A club shift results
footage of Tuesday's crash led Air in an overtrick, a heart shift holds
Force officials to believe the plane South to the contract.)
Since the diamond jack is in dumwas downed by a fire in c1; around
my, East should drop his queen unIts two left-wing engines.
Some training flights had der West's king West has nothing to
resumed at Dyess by Wednesday loge by cashing his diamond ace beafternoon Officials said the fore leading a small diamond for
planes flying had passed the in- East to ruff And with three tricks
spection ordered by the Strategic now in the till, East cashes his heart
ace and the game goes °tie down
Air Command

WEST
•J 9 8 2
V A7
•10 8 6
•J 10 9 8

proposal "did not fairly represent
the people of Scott County. We
really didn't know what the costs
of a merger would be."
Georgetown Mayor Tom
Prather, a merger advocate, said
that proponents were "obviously
disappointed that the proposal did
not pass. As for the reasons why,
we think there was some confusion
among voters on taxing issues."
Cam Cantrill, a Georgetown attorney who favored the plan, said
its defeat had more to do with lies
and distortion from the opposition
than anything else.
"I don't think they can be very
proud of what they've done," Cantrill said, adding that his group
spent about $42,000 on the campaign. He estimated that the other
side spent more than $50,000.
Cantrill predicted the merger
question probably would be put
before the voters again after
"everybody cools off on both
sides. There's never been an election like this in Scott County —
ever."
The idea came about as a way to
reconcile rural concerns with industrial growth, especially the
Toyota Motor Corp. plant in Scott
County.
The plant is expected to turn out
200,000 autos by 1990, the year that
the city's population is projected
to top 25,000.

The American Association of
University Women is in full support of excellence in education and
invites residents to come and take
advantage of this rare opportunity
to hear and learn more about the
NASA program. Dr. Herzer has
conducted space-related programs for groups ranging from
preschoolers to senior citizens.
His present assignment is to pro-

vide programs with emphasis on
science and mathematics education for colleges and universities.
Since joining the Aerospace
Education Services Project at
NASA Headquarters in
Washington, D.C., Dr. Herzer has
travelled extensively throughout
the United States and Canada as
well as Jordan. lecturing, conducting workshops, coordinating community aerospace awareness programs, and serving as consultant
to schools, colleges, universities,
and educational facilities

Are your attitudes
about mental illness
still in
the dark ages?
Our notions about mental illness have
a long, dark history. Sadly, age-old fears
keep us from seeing mental
illness for what it really is: a
distressing medical disease.
A disease that can be treated.
For an informative booklet
about mental illness,
contact the American
Mental Health Fund.

A Public Service
Message

Learn to see the sickness.

American Mental Health Fund
PO Boxl'70§ 0
:4ticloingt 3DC:34

;(
...?llotnil free

PEANUTS
IT WAS COLD LAST NleHT..
I'LL BET ANYTHINC,
WATER DISH 15 FROZEN..

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
11-10 A
•K 4 3
•K Q J 9 3
•7
4A K Q 2
EAST

•8 6 5 4
•A 9 5 4 3
•7 6 5 4
SOUTH
4 A Q 10 7 6 5
•10 2
•K Q J 2
•3
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South West
North
East
14
Pass
2
Pass
2•
Pass
4 NT
Pass
5•
Pass
5•
All pass
Opening lead

NANCY
, A GOOD, PREMIUM
iCE CREAM AL)NA46
LEAVES ME PEELING
PAIL0b0PHICAL

S,cuca,
•

C

ILIZELIMIL
MOST KINDS OF SPIDERS ARE
COMPLETELY
HARMLESS

BID WITH THE ACES
11.10-B
South holds 4 J 9 8 2
V A7
•10 8 6
4 J 10 9 8
North
1•
3•

fessor of Aerospace Education for
NASA, at the Mayfield Middle
School starting at 7 p.m

South
24

ANSWER: Three spades. North's
new suit is a game-try in spades. Bid
only three spades to confirm a minimum single raise
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363. Dallas. Texas 75225, with sell-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Coperigat lass United Feature Syndicate

MY
NERVES
ARE
SHOT

AND I
V I'LL
SPRAINED
TELL
PAY THUMB
THE
DOCTOR,
HE'LL BE
OUT IN A
MINUTE

HE'LL BE OUT LIKE
A LIGHT IN TEN MINUTES
NOW LETS SEE
YOUR THUMB

THERE YOU
GO, 50N

14
.

*to.
T ,%4r

0
NORTH
ii-VA
•A J 6 3
•Q7
•J 9 5 3
•A Q 7
WEST
EAST
•7
•10 9
•J 9 5 2
•A 10 4 3
BLOINDIE
•A K 6 4
•Q 2
•J 10 5 2
49 8 6 4 3
SOUTH
•K Q 8 5 4 2
•K 8 6
•10 8 7
•K
Vulnerable Both
Dealer North
The bidding
North East
South
West
1•
Pass
1•
Pass
2•
Pass
4•
All pass
Opening lead Diamond king
BID WITH THE ACES
1.771717711:71
11-9 B
South holds •10 9
Flithf 14/5 "MINOR TPE/1151.1RE
A PiAMONI7 THAT 51G.'
UH .,,,A
I'M RENTIN6
•A 10 4 3
/N TYE OKLICI. CAVE. HOW PO I KNOW„ITS NOT
1044R PLANE
use° ONLY TO FIGHT EVIL,..GLAr-,5?
•Q 2
- • -I
it*
ii.--)
;
WITH
.40
,,T7
,
(
2
111111
•9 8 6 43
,---. ,..
)01.1
North South
, )
r
.
,
DON'T.
'
1•
1 NT
......gkni.s.
•
,
„.
...-. .1f.• '
'
2?
: \.
‘ .
tti
/ 1
41116
ANSWER: Pass Be content to have
2
....
1 ;..0
\ 14
14
) 1
.
t\
O4
found the good fit Not enough
‘
:
strength to justify another bid
1
••(:/'
Slt i
Send bridge questions to The Ares Pt) Rat
. •
,t,i' •
113113. Dallas, Texas 7512h. with self addrntard,
: • .
,.4th,
•• .I.
:
•
.
44
_3;"le , -•t- j_yill
stamped enwHoee for reply
t
ilt 1

FLIG HT DiAmosr,?
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Notice

2

2

NOtICe

Notice

2

2

Notice

6

1 1. Instruction

Help Wanted

24 .

Miscellaneous

32

Apts for

Rent

40

Produce

FULL,

part time ex
perienced estimator/
project manager for
West Kentucky general
contractor. Send re
surnewith
qualifications to. P 0
Box 1040-T, Murray.
JR. Food Mart is look
ing for an outgoing,
experienced cashier to
work 11p.m.-7a m Full
time available_ Please
apply at 4th & Chestnut.
NEED a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if. (1)you do not have
G,ED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council- JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753-9378 between 8: 3012.00 5 days a week.

BUR DOT

WINESAPS York ap
CITY gas heat stove, FURNISHED
apart
NURSING HOME
pies, turnips, cider
ALINO KOUNTRY
65,000 BTUs, $75 Wood ments. 1 or 2
bedrooms 489-2467 for informa
heating stove, $75 Re
INSURANCE
Also sleeping rooms. No
KORNER
lion Tucker Orchards,
frigerator, $40 436•2506
children, no pets
No age limit to apply.
Murray Landfill Rd
ASY- Go gas golf carts Zimmerman Apart
)rafts & Antiques
TRAIN
Our most comprehenCall after 5p.m
roar A
ments,
16th
South
753
Public Sales
41.
Open Tues.-Sat.
PROFESSION .
436 2116
sive policy pays for
6609.
'SECRETARY
FIREWOOD
for sale
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
MUR Cal apts Nor
Skilled, Intermediate
•SECJRECEPTIONIST
437 4667
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Hwy. 94 East
*EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
Custodial
or
Care.
FIREWOOD for Sale
NOTICE No Hunting on
Now renting. Equal
Sian ,ocaily Fun Igneopirl lorng
(near Lakeway
Tree removal
the Crider farm north of
Free Housing Opportunity.
Lew sold oiocessev ano
With Medicare's new
estimate. 436 2758
Tate seicrearw stiws Home
Belt City
Convenience)
759.4984.
guidelines for confineStudy 3111 Aesiciert 7 r•1i1119
FIREWOOD for sale. TAKING applications
Friday, Nov. 11th
Tues.-Sat. 9:30-4
sar Npoq...dors ,
PL
orwart.
ment, Nursing Home
Red oak seasoned or for Section 8. Rent
•Fit'iANCiA AID AvAILABLE
7:30 to 3:00
green
$25
dumped;
753-0949
$30
Subsidized
apt.
1,
2
or
3
•.,013 PtACEMENT ASSISTANCE
Insurance is more imstacked. 436 5430.
BR. Apply Hilldale
Beckett Dr.
1519
"Come in ano visit us
portant
than
ever.
1-800.327-7728
GO carts, go carts, go Apts., Hardin, K'r
Located inside
(Canterbury Sub.)
THE HART SCHOOL
carts! 5 HP single and Equal Housing
For free information
Uncle Jeff's
A De,, 14,CT
double seats. Keith's Opportunity
GRANNY'S Kountry
call:
,
..A;creOlfra 44e
De'
Household items,
Lawn & Tractor Center, VACANT Noce 3 room
Krafts will be open on
V4SC'
Industrial Road. Call apartment, furnished,
Jerry McConnell
children's clothing weekends through Dec
759,9831.
11th, 1988. It will then
$155 per month, no pets
birth to 18 mo., and
Insurance
I
a gal
close for winter
LARGE, large, large 753 5292 after 4p m
toys
753-4199
Sweatshirts, pillows.
selection
storage
of
while supplies last
-free local claim service'
folkart, crocheted dolls,
buildings in stock for 34 Houses for Rent
•••Recliners
decorated hats ano
immediate delivery. 1 BEDROOM cabin with
brooms, quilts, antique
Acree Portable garage in Cypress
110111.
/I III
••• all!M
•
IDIOM •
INVITATION to bid on
baby cradle and
Buildings, Mayfield, Springs area. No chit.
lawn maintenance and
grapevine wreaths
Ky. 502-247-7831.
dren or pets. $220 per
upkeep and snow re
Swivel Rockers Hours: Friday
ORDER Now
Christ
month. Contact Bob
Train to be a
6p.m.-9p.m.; Saturday
moval from paved
mas
trees,
wholesale.
Perrin at Kopperud
Fri. and Sat.
•TRAVEL AGENT
10a.m.-6p.m.; Sunday GOING out of Business
areas for the University
(502)247
7831
Realty. 753-1222.
12p.m.-6p.m. 5 miles Sale at Save Unlimited
Church of Christ. Bid
8 am.-?
•
GUIDE
TOUR
SEASONED
firewood
I BEDROOM house in
south of Murray on Hwy lamp and shade factory
forms may be picked up
436-274A.
• AIRLINE
Pine Bluff Shores, par
Northwind
outlet!
Brass,
glass,
121.
from the church office
THE Gold Nugget: tially furnished. $150
wooden, ceramic
RE,SERVATIONIST
Trailer Park
at 801 North 12th St. Bid
Gold- Diamonds Black per month. Call 753 6660
lamps 25% off already
ATLA%TIC AF4F RIC A% t IFF 1%tiVRAA.CE COMPA‘V
Sta,t Locally, Full time/part
deadline: November 28,
North 16th Street
Hills
Gold.
Discount
753-6121
days;
nights.
low prices! Hours
time. Train on live airline
1988.
jewerlry every day. We 1 BEDROOM house
Stereo moo nes ceeancs
Wednesday • Friday
computers. Home Study
In skilled area of
J.J. & Company is
Carianantai Casuaay Company
buy old gold. If we don't with kitchen applianTore-Wat products Avon lois.01
lla.m.-3p.m.; Saturday
and Resident Training.
offering a tanning
facililong
term
care
have what you want, we ces. 5500/ month. Call
good clothes all siZeS) lots 01
12p.m.-4p.m. Final day
Nat'l. headquaters,
special! 300 minutes in
will get it. *Free ring 753,9424 after 5p.m.
rn.SC some `umture
is November 19th. 753ty. Full or part time,
Pompano Bch., FL.
our Wolff Tanning
•••••• II
lms
•cleaning. We sell for M-F.
•
Canc2332. Located in Souths
flexible hours, salary
•FINANCIAL AID
System
for
$22.50!
only
less- Guaranteed. NICE 2 1/2 story home
ide Shopping Center.
AVAILABLE
negotiable
Special orders availa
GOING out of business GLIDDEN Latex wall
ajoining Candlelight
ble. Southside Court subdivision 5 miles
•JOB PLACEMENT
sale! Antiques, brass, paint, 5 gal. can $29.99.
Apply at
Square, Mayfield, Ky. north of Murray. 753silk flower ar
ASSISTANCE
Get at Black's Decorat217-6762.
rangements, furniture, ing Center, 701 S. 4th
9457.
Two adjacent plots,
Christmas trees and St., Murray.
Murray Memorial 36. For Rent or Lease
A.C.T. TRAVEL SCHOOL
Christmas decorations. SPECIAL Notice
Gardens, Garden of
Much, Much More! 25% Mennonite Bake Sale
IAccredlIod AI•mbot NtISC)
34x29 SHOP, furnished
Fri. & Sat.
at
Devot,on. For both, $800
insurance corpany
off storewide. Juanita's Flippens Hillbilly Barn
for use as a stripping
south of ci31/2
miles
or bast offer P 0. Box
Flowers, 917 Coldwater
shed. 759-4707
N o v . 1 9 & 2 3 ,
American Republic
14
Want to Buy
1040-S, Murray.
1401 S. 16th St.
Rd.
ty limits on Hwy. 641
9a.m.,4p.m. Grandma
MOBILE home lot for
CIVIL war artifacts, WATER heaters, elec
Murray, Ky.
Miller's Country Barent, east of Murray.
Housewares carpenter
TRANSPORT LIFE
guns, swords, etc Ask tric, 40 gallon, double Call after 5p m
kin'. Phone 901-782•3412.
tools and equipment
M1F
E.O.E
heating elements, 5
Union Bankers
for
Larry
753
3633
753-9227
TANNING SPECIAL!
wheel barrows. extension
years, glass-lined tank,
JUNK cars and trucks
New Concord Family
ladders. 33 ft travel
What do elf these companies have
5119:99.
Wallin
Hard
THE
District
Purchase
Livestock-Supplie
37.
s
in
Ask for Larry 753 3633
Hair Station. 360
New & Used Furniture
trailer 1963 Sub tow-car
ware, Downtown Paris,
common? In Murray, they are
minutes $30. Free Home Health Agency is
all
SIMMENTAL and
Tn.
lots of misc . C B and
Giftware
15.
Articles
for
Sale
seeking
proposals
from
European Tanning Ac
represented by:
Simbrah
bulls.
Per
equipment. Utility trailer
individuals or 2 PROFESSIONAL hair WE service all brands
Brinn Collectible
celerator. 436-2714.
of kerosene heaters and formance & semen
Dolls
TRANSFER your 8MM organization for the dryer chairs left. Price carry a full line of parts
tested. Excellent qual
home movies to video provision of Speech greatly reduced for Keith's
Hand wrapped Flowers
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz,
Lawn & Trac
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft. Therapy services to quick sale! Need space!
Ky. 522-7630_
tor, Industrial Road
patients
their
Fall & Xmas
in
home.
reel, tape included.
JJ & Co. (formerly
759 9831
maximum
The
Decorations
of
size
38 Pets-Supplies
Joyce's) 753-2511
Also, slides, negatives
WOOD for sale oak and
and photographs. Free the service area is 2 COMMODES, corn
Bel-Air
AKC Boxer pups, 7
rick
Graves,
Calloway,
hickory,
a
$25
pickup and delivery.
bathroom
Shopping Center
weeks old, $150
"Our 26th Year Of Service"
Marshall, Carlisle, plete. 1 oval
759-9313 after 5p.m.
Call Donna Darnell,
complete.
sink,
1
round
247-7978.
Hickman and Fulton
753-9234
Video Production
bathroom sink, corn
AKC Poodle pups,
Counties. Would prefer
Specialties 759-9246.
plete. Sears airtight,
female, white 759 4051.
contract to cover all
free standing wood
E clean your ,ings, counties
but will conAKC Siberian Huskie
stove with blower and
free. We discount
sider a smaller propuppies blue eyes,
thermostat, excellent.
iewelry, every day. We
posed service area.
mother a rare solid
Hot Point refrigerator,
buy old gold. We sell for Services
must be prowhite, wormed and
14 cubic, runs perfect.
less, we guarantee it. vided
by a licensed
shots, $175 $200
436-5588.
Gold,. diamonds and speech/lan
(901)986.9520
guage
Black Hills gold. If we
SWEET
&
)
Sassy
pathologist. Contract
AKC puppies Scottish ..
don't have what you rates are negotiable
dresses, Size 5. 1 Turn of
Terriers, White Highwant we will get it for Proposals will be con
the Century coat, Size 5
land Terriers, Australia
you. Gold Nugget, 106 sidered until the service Call 753-6298 after 5p m
Terriers and Cocker
E . South Street, area is covered. For 4 LT23585R16 Firestone
Spaniels. 489 2246.
Mayfield, Ky., Phone further information tires, 27,000 miles, $100
43
Real Estate
Repair and refinish
AKC puppies Scottish
502-247-6762.
contact Jeanette Berry 753 9562
1
BAY
clean up shop 11
Terriers, West High
furniture
or Kathie Hunt with the 4 TON Westinghouse
land Terriers, Australia miles north on 121 on 1
Purchase District heat pump, electric
Jualitred & experrenceC
Terriers and Cocker acre with all hook ups
Health Department, 916 water heater. Both in
for a trailer. 753 0318.
Spaniels. 489 2246
Neve
choice
Kentucky Avenue, use now. Available
AKC registered male BUILDING 5 apart
Antique
Furniture
November 28. Call 753
Paducah, KY 42001, or
boxer puppies, 8 weeks ments with 25x40 store
phone (502) 444 9625. 1851 days; ,753 3862 after
front plus land for
$125 each. 489 2275.
old,
Equal Opportunity 6p.m.
approximately 50 apar
436-5355
ENGLISH
Springer
Employer
t) SLIDE IN camper,
1303
Spaniel, miniature red tment units
Professional Chimnev
WANT someone to help self contained, 5700 13
Dachshund. AKC shots, Chestnut St., adjoining
cut wood, experience. ton log splitter, S700
Cleaner
wormed. Call nights MSU. 615 262 0000.
We have our own sows, Call 753 7783 after 5p m
BUILDING and lot, 501
527 9370.
Offering Fire Box Repa,'
need transportation
COUCH and chair
Maple. 100'x50' brick
TV
26
Radio
Champion
WESTIES
Damper Installation.
When job is done we will washer, dryer. All for
building near down
line
satisfaction
AKC,
CONSOLE RCA
25
split the money
550. 753.3648 after 5p m
town, has showroom,
Custom Hoods arid BirC
color TV, pecan finish, guarantee 5300 $600 excellent for offices
759 10/3, Russell
or 753-6603 days
Screens
759
4556
CRAFTSMAN 12 wood $100. 753 8998 after
$30,000. If interested
9 Situation Wanted
Senior Citizens Discount
write
lathe, 1/2 HP motor 4:30p.m.
I KT, P 0 Box
41
Public
Sales
ZENITH TV, color,
24 Hour Answering Service
760, Metropolis, I L
CHRISTIAN lady will table and turning tools_ console, 25", excellent
Like new 5250 436 2883
62960
do housecleaning
Re
picture, $150. Call be
after 6p.m
ferences available. 492
FOR Sale Southwest
and
5 Lost and Found
FOR sale
Sharp tween 5:30p.m
"Hol Just like every time you'll get about 100 yards out
8899
District (Kingswood
30p.m.
8
Phone
.
copiers and fax
Sub ) 3 bedroom brick, 2
LOST Nov 4th Small VIVIAN Starks at 114
before you start heading back"
2651
753
machines Demo units
large baths, living
Fri. & Sat. 9-5
white male poodle, no Story Ave. would like 2
room, large family
ladies or girls to stay at also available. Call 27 Mobile Homes tor Sale
collar, has not been
EARLY
SALES
NO
1 800 248 4319, Benton
room/ kitchen, garage,
night Phone 759 9233.
clipped, between
10x50, 2 BEDROOM
Ky
509 North 7th St.
central heat and air
Cherry Corner and Old
WILL babysit in my MAYTAG
trailer
storm
all
win
washer/
Low 60s. Call 753 8806
,'tapper riding lawn mower
Hicks Cemetery Rd. h ome
Drop ins dryer combo Over
$800 dows, screens; electric;
after 5p.m
. aypen
Kids' puppy Call 759
antique oak
welcomed
References
underpinning;
porch;
new for 5.495 25" Zenith
1820 after 5p.m
FREE LOT Visit our
.•ovecase. 5 h p tiller toys
753 8717
color console, $175 $2,500. 753-3279.
subdivision, then regi
.)rist 8 craft supplies
WILL
do
private
duty
1/x70 WITH 9x27 tip
ACROSS
759
4100
6
Help
Answer
Wanted
to
Previous
Puzzle
depredations
ster for free lake view
askets, oaiioons, bee)
sitting in hospital 6 REFRIGERATOR, out, extra nice. Must
38 Period of
lot Located near Ky
AN OHIO OIL CO. years experience 435
1 Walk wearily
ehurnoclitier. squirrei
upright freezer, washer sell, make offer. .489time
and Barkley lakes $1,
6 Boscs
: ower sofa potty chair
TOMB
2899
SNUB
R H 0 offers high income, plus 4306.
and
dryer
753
4684
40
Pack away
000.00 & Up Call Lake
cash bonuses, benefits WILL keep children in
11 Vacation
1971 WAYSIDE 12x60,
unit
A
A
RESTAUR
L
111F-;
ANT
E
EA
42 Sin
Realty 15021362 4219
to mature person in
place
my home in Hardin equipment for sale
bedrooms, central air
43 Wheel teeth
P0
E
AC
Murray area Regard
13 Load
Monday Friday, 8a m
and gas, partly fur
4814
362
8020
362
or
45 Sign of a hit
less of experience, write
14 Early morn
TUSK
2p m , day or night SACHS Dolmar chain fished
Coach
B 5
MEM0
abbr
P L
Read, American
15 Actor Beatty
Saturday and Sunday
M
SO
saws, Model 111 with 3 1 Estates. 753 8169 before
46 Agave plant
Lubricants Co , Box 426, 437 4678.
at al
cubic inches, 18" bar, 3p.m
17 Classes of
6P
NA
Dayton, Ohio 45.401
17 Italian river
WILL mow, bag up and electronic ignition, ad
organic
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
COOK
Full
time
Must
18 Cooking
0
remove leaves 759 4644
justable automatic
substances
be experienced. Apply
vessel
0
TRAILER
for rent 0,1r
1
.
11
4
:
11
WILL
rake
leaves
chain
and
anti
oiling,
02M
49 Therefore
in person. Fern Terrace
20 Bread
Electric
clean Out gutters 753
vibration, 299 95
EM
RATE
50 Thoroughfare
Lodge, 1505 Stadium
ingredient
9491
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
52 Declared
A PE
View Dr. EOE
A I T
21 "- Wash
29 Heating and Goofing
WILL sit with sock or Center. Industrial
54 Conducts
DRY
22 "- Trek
cleaning
presser
AGO
OR
IDIOT
Road 759 9831.
I LIKE new kerosene
elderly
Experienced
55 Bridges
Good
24 Three prefix
hours,
good
F IN
Refreshments, Gifts,
LOUDII0PA
Phone 759 4077 between WHITE Westinghouse heaters Call 4 435 4207
wages. Apply in person
25 Narrow
DOWN
Ask for washer and dryer, al after Sp m
Door Prizes, Discounts
TOE
DENS
NAV
Boone's Laundry, 605 4p m 8p m
opening
S.
most new $550. Clean
Jennifer
Main
26 Kind of collar
Sunday Afternoon 1:00 - 4:04)
1 Snares
t
is
thatching couch and 30 Business Rentals
28 Lou Grant,
rNGINEERINC
2 - control
10 Business Opportunity
swivel rocker, light APPROXIMATELY 2.
Hazel. Kentucky
word
Technician 4 years
eg
3 Equally
green with gold thread, 000 square feet evade
13
Over
and
9
Mend
FOR
Sale
or
Trade
30 Pedal digits
education and/or
4 Cut
above
10 Expel air
Proven production oil $90. Two Sears roll up ble November 1 800
technical experience
32 God of love
5 Supplicate
16 Unusual
properties in various white vinyl shades, 84" South 4th St
forcibly
required. Knowledge of
33 Nut
6 Football kick
19 Gossip
through nose
states Serious inquiries wide, $10 each 759 1987
drafting, cost estimat
35 Poured forth
7 Bitter vetch
after sp.m
21
Storage
32 Apts for Rent
Only 762 2455
12
Allowance
for
ing,
37 Commit
MTM, PCs and
8 Sponsor's
.Job Opportunity
rooms
waste
METAL Building Man
plastic injection mold
1
BEDROOM furnished
Home
Furnishings
16
The City of Murray has an opening for the
23 Spacious
mg helpful. Send re
ufacturer will develop
apartments $180 per
1
2
25 Halts
3
4
5
position of Fire Marshal. Minimum
6
7
a
9
to
dealer in select open MOVING 'Sale' 3 piece month, water paid, no
sume and salary history
27 New prefix
to
P.0 Box 1040 R, areas soon Starter ads, contemporary living pets. Available
Qualifications: Associate Degree (B. S.
29 Federal agcy
room suite (couch and 2
it
Murray
training and engineer
13
preferred I in Fire Science, Fire Protection
November 1 Call 753
chairs), good condition,
31 Violent
NEED someone to rake ing support provided. gold
5980.
Technology or an acceptable related
floral
and
expiration
boasters,
of
Custom
14
Buildings
our
15
leaves or otherwise
17
GARAGE apartment
or one of the following: ill Successful corn$150 759 9731
breath
specialty. Call for ap
remove 753 9458.
1/2 block from cam
faUUU
33
Come
on
the
pletion of the following National Fire
plication
303 759 3200
is
bedroom,
NOW
ap
1
pus
HIRING
Equipment
MAN
Sports
20
scene
Ext 24
Academy courses: Fire Preventa5n
furnished,
pliances
AGER
no
AND
ATTEN
Ild
°
dUU 34 Low, heavy
HUFF \1 10 speed, good pets, available
Specialist I, Fire Prevention Specialist II.
22
DANTS FOR MURRAY 11
24 all
ill
Instruction
cart
water November 10, 5170/
and
lock
shape,
G AS AND CON
and Plans Review for Inspectors: or (2)
36 Deteriorate
MI
bottle 762 4.464
month 753 5980
VENIENCE STORE.
26
Two years experience In a position
37 Flower part
REMINGTON Wing
REPLY TO. P0 BOX
apart
BEDROOM
39 Weapons
equivalent to Fire Prevention Inspector or
+
ill
Master model 870, 12 ment in Northwood,
28
ill
INSTRUC T ION
2242, PADUCAH, KY
44,<4
41 Actress
30
gauge magnum, pum $245 a month 759 4.406
Building Code Inspector. A combination of
42001
ill' LEARN TOD/WE
Natalie at al
pep ribbed goose barrel,
III
IUUU
education and experience may be accepN ow hiring for
BEDROOM furnished
7
TRACTOR-TRAILER
43 African
ill
shoulder
pad, new.
Christmas. Earn up to
apartment available
•••••••••••-• 405
table Salary range $18,802 to $19,183 depenantelopes
never fired, $325 753
modal'
50% of what you sell in
11%111
November 1 $250 per
ding on qualifications. Resumes may be
44
Deposits
8130
•1301 Car•Acalaw,
37 1
40
Avon
41
products
month
Call
No pets, gas
17 Goal
••,.• NPID”••••
submitted to the City Clerk's Office. 207
753 0171
heat, air Call 753 5990
frorneop
2 2
Musical
48 Weaken
•Ili•e•moni 0•0
South 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky
42
POSITION available for
4-4
45
1 BEDROOM duplex,
51 Babylonian
•Aninew 4.•
grand piano for extra nice with ap
legal clerk Consists of
42071-2599 or you may obtain an application
i
deity
sale 435 4146
handling contacts with
48
pliances Couples only,
En the Clerk's Office The City of Murray
40
53 Tantalum
ALLIANCE
11144C TOM TRAIL/P1
attorneys
and
no pets, 5350 753 4389 or
clients
Nom
is an Equal Opportunity Employer
symbol
id
Miscellaneous
lid
24
171ARONG CIFINMIS 111111111111
Previous office ex
753 54760
LISANON ra
operating under an Affirmative Action
perience required Ex
larrs
3 BEDROOM apart
•••••
Call
MEI
illUdUUU
WI
Plan. Deadline for applications December
cellent benefits Bring
We. Keith's Lawn & ment for rent $725 per
I500-334-1203
resume to
204 West
Tractor, Industrial month, plus deposit.
10, 1988.
Blythe St , Paris
Road, 7$9 9431
753 8127 after 5p.m.
•
Ceramics
new hours. Classes
Tuesday and Thursday
10a m. 2p.m and 6p m
10p.m 474 2708

Now Open
The Nearly
New Shop

Murray
Furniture
Mart

SPECIAL
Anti-freeze
$700

Specials

$89

436-5496
436-2524

$69

GARAGE
SALE

4 Party
Yard Sale

7-3 Position
Available
For RN

753-2600
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CAROLYN'S
CORNER

McConnell
Insurance Agency

YARD
SALE

753-4199

By GARY LARSON
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1508 Dudley
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housetiod Oms.
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Real Estate

FOR Sale

Good rental
property, tour apart
ments, 1 block from
campus. 842,000, call
753-1203.

es
11•11
,

th
r.

b.)
nd

*KENTUCKY Lake lot,
12x60 mobile home,
septic, well, lot goes to
survey line. $16,500
442-1770 or 442 3632.
kOPPERUD Realty
otters a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices. 753-1222, toll free
1-800 251 HOME Ext.
711L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service We make buy ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you.
LOT for sale- single
family dwelling`, rest r i c fed, joins
Gatesborough, water,
sewer and gas. 753-5541.

44

Lots for Sale

SHADY lot in Sherwood
Forest All Services
759 9268

et

Choice Corner
Lot For Sale
Zoned Commercial,
near university.

753-5870
11•11•11116

45

Farms for

Sale

ACRES, small lake,
timber, Kirksey area
753-8248 or 7532279
SURVEYED wooded
acres near Kentucky
Lake, good road frontage, very reasonable
price, $24,000 Phone
Kopperud Realty 753
1222_

n
Cli41
Vex
ant
lion
ivel
car.nd
P.
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Homes for

Sale

BEDROOM home in
country. 2 extra sleeping rooms upstairs,
large living room and
dining room. Central
gas heat and air. 12
miles east of Murray
$50,000. Call 753-1203.
1 BEDROOM Kentucky
Lake home near Pine
Crest Resort. Quiet and
private setting, for sale
or lease. Owner financing, low down payment
and low monthy
payments.
(502)442-5647.

BY Owner 3 bedroom, 1
bath, brick with
fireplace and 2 car
garage. 753-9983.
JUST Completed. 1
bedroom, 2 bath, house
in Martin Heights Subdivision. Formal
living/ dining room,
den with fireplace, kitchen with breakfast
area, patio and a 2 car
garage. Call 753-3903
after 4:30p.m.
LARGE brick house, 1
bedrooms with full.
length closets, living
room with fireplace,
dining room, den and
eat-in kitchen, 2 baths,
large basement with
fireplace, garage with
electronic door opener,
breaker system, much
storage space, large lot
with trees shrubs and
flowers, Olive Blvd
Murray, 759-4167.
MUST sell! 1 bedroom
house and lot 3/4 mile
from Kentucky Lake.
Full basement could be
converted into 2 bedrooms. Make an offer.
Financing available.
Call Dale Clark 753-1412
9a.m. 5p.m.

Homes for Sale

FOR SALE
Three fine Angus/Hereford steers for freezer
beef. Homegrown from birth; no growth
stimulants or antibiotic, just grain and plenty
of it. Estimated to dress 280-300 lbs. per side.
$1.25/1b. (dressed weight).
Hauling and custom processing at an inspected facility con be arranged at $0.20/1b.
You are invited to inspect these calves to see
that they are some of the best beef
obtainable.
733-6367

1982 CAMARO extra
nice and clean car
Excellent paint job blue, 51,000 actual
miles. After 5p.m. 492
NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 8261.
brick home with large 2 1982 JEEP Eagle, 4
car garage Energy wheel drive. 1977
efficient central gas Cadillac, 4 door. Both 1
heat and air. Located in owners, extra good.
436-2427.
Martin Heights sub
division. Call 759 1503 1982 RX7 Mazda, air,
for an appointment.
AM FM stereo, cruise,
ROBERTS REALTY $2,495. 1500 Canterbury
now has the ALL Dr. 753.9710.
POINTS edge. Just 1982 TOYOTA Celica
another service to
liftback GT, air, cruise,
ter
e r serve you. AM FM stereo, 5 speed,
ROBERTS REALTY is $2,895. 1500 Canterbury,
a member of the ALL 753-9710.
POINTS RELOCATION 1984 CAMARO,
metallic
SERVICE, which gives gray, V-6, excellent
us the aid of over 500 condition. 489-2341_
offices and 15,000
salespeople at our 1985 1/2 FORD Escorf
fingertips. We have L, 5 speed, AM FM
access to buyers from cassette, 31,000 miles,
other states moving to excellent condition, $4,
Murray and Calloway 400. 759-1132.
County or we can help 1985 CUTLASS
relocate someone mov- Supreme loaded, T ing out of Murray to tops, letter tires, best
another area. Whether offer. 436-2191.
it's Commercial, Re- 1986 BUICK LaSabre
Limited, 2 door, loaded,
sidential, Farms, In
vestment, or Lake 1 owner, excellent conProperty, we've got the dition, interstate high
experience, knowledge, milage, $6,700. 753-5421.
and desire to serve you
better. When you get
right down to it, it "ALL
Now it's
POINTS" TO
ROBERTS REALTY,
414 South 12th Street_
-e 800-3 5 3229
Phone 753-1651.

Dan Taylor

47

Motorcycles

1988 YAMAHA Blaster,
4 wheeler, excellent
condition. 436-2191
BORDERS Cycle and
ATV Center
Used
ATVs, parts, service,
accessories and tires.
200 North Main, Benton,
Ky. 502-527 1680.
Used

165 lbs. lean body massseeks girl with honest proportions and respectable
bank account.

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Coax,Ix. of
Pins, TN
New & Used
GM Executivg,s &
Program Vehicles

Used Cars

1986 PONTIAC Grand
Am, blue, sport wheels,
white letter tires, extra
sharp, 62,000 miles,
$6,500 435 4116 or 435
4218

TOYOTAS

& other
vehicles
cost less
from Spencer
TONIIINV
BLAIR

FOR Sale or Trade Two
1987 Ford Tauruses, 1
white, 1 light blue,
$6,995. Call 759-9213
days.
GOVERNMENT
SEIZED vehicles from
$100. Fords. Mercedes.
Corvettes. Chevys.
Surplus. Buyers Guide.
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext.
S 8155.
50

Used

Trucks

1984 S 15 Jimmy 4x4,
V-6, aluminum wheels,
loaded. 753-4893 after
5p.m.

901-042-3900
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris

1988 Lincoln Towncar,
signature series, dealer

1986 Toyota Coke GT
Coupe,sun roof, air con-

ditioner, local car
$8,700
1982 Toyota Tercel, 2
door, local trade-in
$2,200

,4-4.44.K.KAL.kr-kt*ItAit.y.#44.4.
AUCTION!
NORTH STEWART FEED STORE
Sat., Nov. 12th
10:00 A.M.
Located appx. 3 miles from Dover, Tenn.

Only 26 of Clarksville on U.S. 79 next door
to Marty's Restaurant.
REAL PROPERTY'SELLING AT ti:16 A.M. The corporation is selling the building and real property and closing
the store This would be the golden opportunity to get your
business going in this 40 x 5.5 metal building located on
heavily traveled Hwy 79 Lot size is 1 acre plus This property is ideal for tractor supply. used equipment. etc Property has very good potential
OTHER ITEMS SELLING:'000 Su grain bin to be removed, set of truck scales, bolt bin & bolts, cash register antibotics. refrigerator, brake fluid. plant bed supplies. 4
wheel cart roll chicken wire. Globe Stimpson scales central cooling unit. apt Ford rake desk file cabinet, ticket
machine, flashing arrow sign. Kerosun heater. elec fence
charger k supplies. various feeds, seeds, minerals dog pen
wire. 1000 lb storage bin, nails, large asst of horse shoes.
Vermeer 504 baler I salvage
Attention: Wishing to consign items you may contact Ed
Bogard 232,5150 or Durwood Neely 232.7975
Terms: 15% Down sale date, bal. 15 days m real property Other items cash

BOGARD REALTY & AUCTION CO.
Doris TR 61 5 232 515C
CLARKSVILLE 411 615 645 MS
4,ANI LIC 45

Hatcher
Auto Sales

••,1.•••••• Er

,4111

General Store
1979 FORD Fairmont 4
door, power and air,
automatic, AM FM
stereo, good tires, excellent condition, $950
Call 489-2278 anytime
777 T BIRD, $1,206
after 5p.m. 753 7323
1979 VOLKSWAGON
Rabbit, 4 door, A/C,
stereo cassette, stick
shift 762 4.464
1981 MAZDA GLC,
door, 5 speed, great gas
mileage After 5p m
753 7323.
1981 OLDS Regency 9g
Brougham, brown with
cream top, fully loaded,
clean inside and out
474 2374.
1981 PLYMOUTH 2 door
Horizon, candy apple
red, automatic, new
tires, 43,650 actual
miles, $1,495 See at
Rufus Gulf, 16th &
Chestnut. 489-2278

od
,2
ng
Iy
ge,
r

1806
our

egi
iew
Ky
$4.
ake

FLORIDA FARM BUREAU FRUIT
Name

Telephone No
Description

Box Navel Oranges, 4/5 bushel
Box Hamlin Oranges. 415 bushel
Box Tangelos, 4.5 bushel

Price
$12.35
9 85
11 35

Box Pink Grapefruit. 4/5 bushel

9 60

Case Redskin Southern Fried Peanuts. 12-20 oz. cans
Case Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 12-20 oz. cans

220

Case Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 6-4 lb. cans
Honey Roasted Peanuts, 12-11 oz. cans

2 35
6 00

1 80
Case Pecans. 12 One-pound bags, fresh shelled
3 70
Pure Peanut Cooking Oil, 8 64 oz. Family Size Bottles ....4.50
Case •HiDensity Frozen Orange Juice, 24-12 oz. cans
33.00
Case •HilDensity Frozen Grapefruit Juice. 12-12 oz. cans. .15.65
Case ••Lemonade Concentrate, 24 12 oz cans
12.80
Case Grapefruit Juice, Ready to Drink, 48-6 oz. cans
Grapefruit Sections, No Sugar (Diet), 24-16 oz. cans
Peanut Butter - Smooth, 6-3 lb tubs
'May be &wild with 5 cans of wets,
'•Mtry be CNuted with 4", cans of wain,

Please sand order by Nov 16 to

Calloway County Farm Bureau
P.O. Box 469, Murray, Ky. 42071
or call 753-4703
an be Picklpd up at Farm Bureau office week of Dec.eri

11.95
20.50
3 50

announces its

GRAND OPENING
on Hwy 732
Saturday November 12
Free Hot Dogsl
Hours: Monday - Saturday

8 am - 7 pm
Sunday 9 am - 6 pm
We

53

Services Offered

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400.

53

Services Offered

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or

53

Services Offered

Septic Tanks
Pumped

...Server lines cleaned
,-Grease Traps
MOBILE HOME
write Morgan Con
pumped
Specialist- repair,
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Portable toilet
leveling, underpinning,
rentals
409A, Paducah, Ky.
set-ups, tear downs,
--Office trailer rental
42001 or call 1 442-7026.
roofs, floors, plumbing,
• sales
wiring, washing, WILL do plumbing inhurricane straps. 759- stallation & repairs. All
guaranteed. Free es4850.
Mobile John &
MOBILE home specia- timates. Phone 492 8899
Septic Service
list for all your mobile or 753-1308.
WILL do roofing,
527 9945
home repairs. 759-4850.
1 800 592 3308
PAINT and body work plumbing, painting, &
Call
for as tow as $300. Glass yard work
753-4370.
replaced, rust repaired
15 years experience. WILL do yard work. 55 Feed and Seed
Call after 5p.m. Reasonably priced. Call STRAW and hay for
Bob at 753-8391.
753-4530.
sale Square bales 497
P.A. ROSE carpet and
8659
upholstery cleaning.
Quality results and
satisfaction, 759-4450.
PLUMBING repairman
with same day service.
51
Campers
Call 759-4850.
Custom kitchen
1976 26 COACHMAN( PROFESSIONAL
Cabinets
bunk house, good con
Painting Contractor
dition, $3,800 437 4827 Brighten up your home.
All Types Of:
after 5p.m.
Call now to book your
1983 TOYOTA top notch Quality PainCustom Woodworking
Sunraider motor home, ter who has years
34,000 miles, 1 owner, experience in 1-2-3 story
full galley and bath, homes and businesses,
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
roof air, engine air, has all tools and
•Drop by & sae our showroom
41IL
sleeps four. Good gas equipment. No job too
Bunny Breadl
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY milage, priced to sell. large or too small
Phone now 753-5192.
753-0822.
REDING and Carter's
APACHE fold down
complete mobile home
camper, $1,500
111 8Ieal./
repairs service. Call
436 2506
MURRAY 1401 TUBS
THE BODY DESIGNER
492-8806 for estimate.
52 Boats -Motors
;
115 So. 13th Street Murray, Ky.
FOR Sale- 3 storage
(502) 753-3492
23' VENTURE, 9.9 mo- sheds like houses,
tor, trailer and more, complete electric in
THE BODY DESIGNER
every way. 2 TVs, color.
$4,950. (901)642-9078.
The total reducing program
WHOLESALE
1
dryer.
3
lots
for
sale
BASS boat, 1987 Stratos,
Say
with
THE
complete
PLEXUS
hook-ups
181 pro, 150 XL Mer
mobile homes. Rare
Passive exercise for
cury, .1 2/ 2 4 motor for
`Jming & tong)
guide Brute, batteries, 2 Doberman pinchers,
locators, 753 8992 after fond and rust color,
THE
VIBRATING SAUNA
RETAIL
SALES
AKC registered. 2
5p.m.
(Gentle massage & heat)
Saunas
Spas,
mobile
homes.
You
USED outboard motors
Tanning booms
have to see to believe!
TANNING BOOTH
for sale, reasonably
Call for an appointment
Toning units
(Cool clean tan without
priced. Need blowed
492-8806,
and not running out
blank spots or 'striping
board motors f,or parts. ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair.
Roofing,
siding,
Parker's Marine Salvpainting, plumbing,
age, Highway 69 A
South, Paris, Tn. concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474-2307 or
(9011642 6569_
753-6973.
SEASONED oak
Town
'Leaving
firewood. 753 5476.
SEWING machine repMust Sell!
air. 'All makes and
1982 Harris
models, home and industry. Call Kenneth
Flote Boat
Barnhill, 753 2674,
Stella, Ky., Hwy 121 N
1982 Evinrude Motor
Purchase -tk) sq. yds. of
SHEETROCK finishing,
70 H P 24 ft silver an
selected Galaxy carpet and
new or repair. 436-2811.
niversary edition, exreceive a $99 value area rug,
TELEPHONE wiring cellent condition with ail
lacks installed- phones
free. Come in for details.
AM/FM
the extras
moved- residence and
stereo, tape player builtbusiness- experienced.
in cooler S7 000
Call Bobby Wade 753
Call Kate or Dave
2220.
753-3321
Southside Shopping Center
753-3480
YARD landscaping.
Leveling driveways and
bushhogging. 436 5430
53. Services Offered
or 753-0659.
A 1 TREE Service and
stump removal. Your
professional tree ser
vice. All types, removal, topping, feeding.
Free estimates. 50'
bucket truck and chipper. Call 753-0906,
ALLEN'S Tree and
Hwy. 140 West
Landscaping Service.
Puryear, Tennessee
Free estimates. Hauling mulch, manure,
Selling to Settle the Mr. Finney Stewart Estate
gravel, dirt. 753-8619 or
Kennon Auction Company has been commissioned to sell the follow 753-6951 after 5p.m.
ing items at public auction. Mrs. Stewart has moved to an apartment
753-2332- 24 Hour
in town so everything Sells.
answering service.

Lane's

qh***********************

FREE 'N4 VALUE
AREA RUG.

TERRY'S DECORATING

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., Nov. 12, 10:00

532.4425

513 S. 12th St.
753-1204

ick
wn
m,
es
ted
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IL

50. Used Trucks

1976 GJV1C 3/4 ton 4)(4,
400 C.I. engine. 436 5365.
1977 FORD 2 ton tPuck
long wheel base with
low mileage. 29,000
miles used only for a
small farmer Owner
1987 FORD Escort GL passed away in May
stationwagon, loaded, Call after 4p m
low mileage 1988 LTD 489-2154.
Crown Victoria LX, 1978 CHEVY pick up.
only 7,000 miles, loaded. power steering, power
brakes, air. tilt steering
(9011247-5397.
1987 FORD Taurus GL, wheel and topper. Good
alloy wheels, new tires, shape. 759-9335
excellent condition, be- 1988 EDDIE Bauer
low average retail, Ford Bronco II, local 1
$10,200. 759-1132.
owner, 10,XXX miles,
perfect condition. Call
after 6p m. 753-8310.
DODGE Dakota, 1987,
4x4, LE package, V•6,
3.9L, 11,000 miles, still
in warranty. 753-8992
after 5p.m.

Cars

1964 FORD Falcon, all
original, no rust,
southern car $1,600.
753-0115.
1967 MG, 74,000 miles,
Call
good condition
after 5p.m. 753-0237.
1974 CAPRICE
Chevrolet convertible,
$650. 436-2506.
1977 DATSUN B 210
753-5380 evenings.

$23,000

FORMERLY CALLED
RUNNING DOG

49

Used Cars

ROOM house on large
iot in Hardin (on Corn
merce St.), 12 years old,
$25,000 7537468

driven, low mileage

s,

49

Mirrray Ledger & Times

3

49

Howell R. Clark

ore
for
tar
103
ing

46
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also carry food and gas'

Public Auction
Saturday, November 12th at
10:00 a.m. at 829 Glendale Road
in Murray, Ky.
Old quilts - quilt pieces - other material old Fisher-Price toys - lot of linen - Meet
the Beatles. their first album - original
Elvis Presley album - old Beach Boys first
records, Sat. Evening Post March 7, 1936.
Feb. 29, 1936, Feb. 15, 1936. lot of costume
Jewelry - old collectible Avon bottles - old
picture frames - many small perfume bottles - nice set of rose pattern china - lot of
other glass & china - pots and pans, small
appliances • Tupperware • refrigerator Amana microwave - desk with bookcase light fixtures ..brass & glass floor lamps.
oak twin bedroom suite with chest & desk
- stereo receiver - hard rock maple end
tables with drop leaf coffee table - child's
furniture - high chair - portable bed bassinet- sleeping bag luggage- Mexican
chair. Mexican pottery - 8 track tapes - ice
cream freezer - Christmas tree & hand.
paintedornaments - 10
aquarium &
pump - metal detector - books - games &
toys - some coins proof sets - shot gun shell
reloader & accessories water skits - ice
chest & water cooler- paint in 5 gal. container - like new Yamaha electric golf cart
with charger & tinted windshield - 1980
Delta Royale runs good assortment of tires
& wheels - also wheel covers. Many other
Items not listed. Auction held rain or shine
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available Nancy & Larry Bogard owners

Dan Miller, Auctioneers
Liscensed & Bonded in Ky & Tenn 01281
Darrell Beane-Terry Paschall. Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

APPLIANCE SER
VICE
Kenmor.e,
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 28 years
experience Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
753-4872 or 436 5848.
BRICK block & concrete
driveways, sidewalks,
Patios, house foundations,
chimneys. New and repair 27 years experience.
Free estimates. Large or
small jobs. Charles Bar
nett 753.5476.
DUNAWAY S Painting
interior, exterior, residential, commercial.
753-6951, if no answer,
753-2332. Ask for Mike.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
roo mosf any rype
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753-6763.
GENERAL repair
Carpentry, plumbing,
roofing, yard and tree
work, wood $25 a rick
Call 436 2642
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate
DUNCAN'S landscap.
ing and lawn service
provided for the Murray
area
For free estimates phone 753 3266.
LICENSED Electri
cian, Doug Jones Electric Residential wiring
and electrical and electric motor repairs. No
rewinding
Call
759 4751
L&L Roofing 8. General
Repair. Also, gutter
repair and painting.
F ree estimates 10%
discount for Senior
citizens. 474 8057

MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at Law For
mer County Attorney,

former District Judge.
Office, 104 N 4th St.,
Murray, 7 5 3 - 3 1 3 3 ,
Home, 753-7900
MITCHELL Paving
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
striping
Also.
limestone, gravel, top
soil and grading Phone
753-1537

DIRECTIONS: Take Hwy. 641-N. to I40-West in Puryear. Turn left
and go approximately 5 miles to sale site. Signs will be posted.
-PARTIAL LISTING 1982 Caprice Classic - 33.364 original miles. PS. PB. air, cruise con
trol and tilt steering wheel. Like new. Excellent condition.
1968 Ford 250 flatbed truck. 75,000 original miles. Sharp. You need
to see this one.
FARMING EQUIPMENT: D-15 Allis Chalmer tractor, clean, excellent condition, 2886 original hours; AC 3 bottom 3-14 plow: Tufline
8 ft. adjustable pickup disc with scalloped blades; set of cultivators.
model 72 pull type combine I excellent condition i; drag type stalk cutter: Ford 2 row corn planter; 8 ft. roto-hoe; 8 ft. culti-packer; section

harrows; seed cleaner; Huskie 8 row tractor mount spray rig. 24 ft
hay conveyer, EZ Flow fertilizer spreader; hay wagon with side
boards; Lawn Craft tiller: good 300 gal. fuel tank, fuel pump; approx.
100 bales of good straw; 60 treated sawn fence posts; lots of rough sawn
lumber: several new pieces of 8 ft. tin; tires and tire chains; hay hooks,
cant hooks; boomers; augers; log chains; lit cases oil, galv. tubs.
GARDEN: 11 HP electric start Gilson riding mower excellent condition ; Atlas push mower; garden sprayer, garden tools, heavy duty

wheelbarrow, and more.
GUNS: Model 67 22 single shot Winchester, J.C. Higgins Model 583 17
12 ga. bolt action shotgun.
TOOLS: " Wards drill; cutoff saw blade; tool box and socket 'extension cords; wrenches, grease gun; bench vise; wood plan.,
aluminum extension ladder, wood step ladder: hand saws, much more
ANTIQUES AND COLLECTIBLES: Primitive kitchen table; fi oak
T-back chairs; kitchen cabinet with tin work top, oak cupboard; pint.
kitchen cabinet; dough bowl and rolling pin; butter paddle. clougt,
board; kraut kutter; cast iron skillets and wash kettles, bean pots arid
flat irons; stoneware mixing bowl; old cookbooks; tin utens.'
graniteware, stoneware, fireking refrigerator dishes, depression

including yellow "Florentine" plates, cream and sugar, pitcher. juice
glasses, coasters. "Adam" pink platter. -Block Optic", buttons and
bows and more; telephone candy container; Ideal Safe Deposit cast
iron bank, cast iron elephant bank, cream separator; old fruit jars;
brass washboard; antique pressed back rocker; oak lamp table with
spindle legs; library table; primitive church bench, primitive tables;
windup Victrola and lots of 78 records; Griest treadle sewing machine:
old cannonball bed and chest; single spindle bed; chiiferobe ; cedar
chest; camel back trunk; iron bed frame; good quilts; old picture
album; sewing case; old books; Chinese checkers and Tinker Toys,
old dolls; kerosene lantern, weather vane with cranberry glass globe;
ammo and blasting cap boxes; chalk box, advertising sacks; cotton
scales; cross cut saw; single trees; old tools, lots of horse drawn implements and much. much more.
HOUSEHOLD: Good Frigidaire automatic washer and dryer; 23 cu
ft. White-Westinghouse chest freezer. White-Westinghousv
refrigerator; GE electric stove; Zenith black and white TV; studio
couch, recliner chairs, 2 table lamps; misc. dishes and glasses; pots
and pans; pressure cooker; good mixer; new electric skillet; metal
utility cabinet; electric fan; electric blankets, linens and towels, pii

lures and frames and more.

Auctioneer's "tote: This Is the cleanest and best maintained farm equip
ment we've sold, along with a good selection of tools. antiques & col
Offering something for everyone so make plans now to join us.
Announcements made day of sale take precedence over all previous
ly printed material.

KENNON CO.
AUCTION

Firm No. 1082
Phone 642-3750
Auctioneers & liquidators

.
4#
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Community...
Friday, Nov. 11
Farmers Home Administration
Office will be closed today.
Saturday, Nov. 12
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women will have a
Thanksgiving potluck and program at 6 p.m. at the church.
————
Juvenile Diabetes Rock-A-Thon
by Alpha Gamma Delta sorority
will end at 12 noon on second floor,
Curris Center, Murray State
University.
————
Hollyberry Bake Sale and Tea
Room will open at 8 a.m. at First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets.
————
Eighth Annual Antique Show
and Sale, sponsored by Murray
Band Boosters, will be from 10
a.m. to 7 p.m. at Murray High
School, 501 Doran Rd.
————
Byers family reunion will be at 5
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade, Murray..
————
Bazaar by Dexter Senior
Citizens will be from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Dexter Community
Center.
Murray Squar-A-Naders will
dance at 8 p.m. at Woodmen of the
World Hall, South Third and
Maple Streets. For information
call 436-5846.
————
Bazaar by North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Women will be from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Calloway Public Library.
————
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 6 p.m. at Golden Corral
and later go bowling. For information call Carol, 753-2596, Brenda,
753-2513, or Jim. 492-8733.
————
Writers' Potpourri will be at
9:30 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
————
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of the Daughters of the American
Revolution will meet at 2 p.m. in
Annex of Calloway Public
Library.
————
Square and round dancing with

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10, MS

Sunday, Nov. 13
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Wilderness Survival Enrichment Series at
Energy Lake Campground; Quota
Gun Hunt in Tennessee portion;
Candle Dipping for children from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Empire Farm;
Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850; Visit
A Coyote at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
————
Pianist Richard Scott will present a recital at 3:30 p.m. in Annex
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
Admission is free.
————
Alcoholics Anonymous IAA
will have a closed meeting at 4
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
759-4059, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
————
Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
rehearse at 2 p.m. at club house.
For information call Margery
Shown.

((ont'd from prige 6)

Saturday, Nov. 12
music by Bill James and the
Wonder Band will be from 7:30 to
11 p.m. at Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
————
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. !And,
Direct Current, will perform at 7
p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
————
Open Horse Show, sponsored by
New Providence Riding Club, will
be at 4 p.m. at West Kentucky Exposition Center.
————
Murray State University Board
of Regents will meet at 9 a.m. in
Board of Regents Room in Wells
Hall.
————
Area nigh school seniors and
Second day of Eighth Annual
parents may tour the campus and
Antique Show and Sale, sponsored
about requirements, financial aid,
by Murray Band Boosters, will be
scholarships and academic profrom 12:30 to 5 p.m. at Murray
grams at Murray State UniversiHigh School.
ty. For information call 762-3316.
————
Murray State University Racer
football team will play Middle
Tennessee at 1:30 p.m. in Stewart
Stadium. For information call
762.4895.

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Wildemekss
Survival Enrichment Series at
Energy Lake Campground; Quota
Gun Hunt in Tennessee portion;
Moonshine of LBL from 10 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. and Candle Dipping for
Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., all
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and
Muzzleloading Rifle at 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Attracting
Winter Wildlife at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center.
Sunday, Nov. 13
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bynum will be
honored on 50th wedding anniversary with a reception from 2 to 4
p.m. at Bethel United Methodist
Church. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.

Former attorney general under Nixon
dead at 75 after collapsing on street
WASHINGTON (AP — John
Newton Mitchell, the gruff former
attorney general who went to
prison for conspiring to cover up
the Watergate scandal in his
friend Richard Nixon's White
House, is dead at 75 after collapsing on a Washington street.
Mitchell was the highest ranking
of the government officials who
served time for the political scandal that brought about Nixon's
resignation from the presidency in
August 1974.
"I considered John Mitchell to
be one of my few close personal
friends," Nixon wrote in his
memoirs. "I believed that I owed
my election as president in 1968
largely to his strength as a
counselor and his skill as a
manager."
An ambulance crew, alerted by
a 10-year-old boy who was
skateboarding, found Mitchell unconscious on a street in the
Georgetown section of Washington
in early evening Wednesday. Mitchell had suffered a heart attack.
He stopped breathing as he was
being taken to the hospital, and
died despite cardiopulmonary
resuscitation.

Calloway County ASCS
office to close Friday
The Calloway County ASCS office will be closed Friday, Nov. 11,
for the observance of Veterans
Day. The office will resume
regular hours of 7:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. on Monday, Nov. 14.

Mitchell was convicted on Jan.
1, 1975, of conspiring with Nixon's
chief lieutenants, chief of staff
H.R. Haldeman and domestic
counselor John D. Ehrlichman, to
cover up White House involvement in the Watergate affair, of
the cover-up itself and of perjury.
He fought the conviction in vain to
the Supreme Court.
All three were sentenced after a
three-month trial to terms of
2t -to-8 years.
There was testimony at the
Senate Watergate hearings, at the
cover-up trial and in various
published first-person accounts
that Mitchell twice rejected plans
for spying on Democrats because
they were too expensive but that
he accepted a third, less expensive, version. Mitchell always
denied the allegation.
But in a March 22, 1973, taped
Oval Office conversation,
Ehrlichman said "John says he's
sorry he sent those burglars in
there" to which Nixon replied:
"That's right."
Mitchell chimed in at that point
and said "You are very welcome,
sir," and the transcript shows
laughter.
The tapes also showed that Nixon once wanted Mitchell_to ,take
the rap for the entire Watergate
cover-up. But Mitchell never said
a harsh word about his former
New York law partner and would
not permit his defense lawyer to
do so. By all accounts they re-

mained friends.
"He was very loyal to the president and the president was not
very loyal to him," the late Sen.
Sam Ervin, who presided over the
Watergate hearings in the Senate
once said.
Mitchell was the first former at
tomey general to be convicted of a
crime. He was disbarred and served a 19-month prison term, which
included five months of medical
furloughs.
When he was done with prison
number 24171.157 at the minimumsecurity facility at Maxwell Air
Force Base in Alabama, he told
reporters, "Henceforth, don't call
me. I'll call you."
The former attorney general's
second wife, the flamboyant and
peppery Martha Mitchell, gained
a measure of fame for her late
night telephone calls to reporters
in which she offered shrill, shootfrom-the-hip opinions on con.
troversial issues of all sorts, in.
eluding her husband's problems.
She called reporters in 1973 to
announce that she and Mitchell
had split up.
After he was sentenced for conspiracy, Mitchell said: "It could
have been a hell of a lot worse.
They could have sentenced me to
spend the rest of my life with Martha Mitchell."
Mrs. Mitchell died alone in a
New York City hospital on May 31.
1976.
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Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
11.166AL to,C 1aS Coalaea4100

Keep The Grrrt GM

eehn,- V.th Genuuk

641 South
Murray
753-2617

In addition to advertised specials
•

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

11

All You Can Eat
Boneless Fish or
Catfish Steaks

$495

1986 Celebrity, 4 di, rose,
Eurosport. tilt, auto., air, AM-FM.
18,900

,, Fn 8( Sat
• Every Thu,,

Shrimp Dinner
21-Piece
•Chotce of potato, hushpuppies and
cole slaw

$350
Good Thurs -Sat Nov 10-1 2

Homeplace Family Restaurant
—Christmas Parties - Seating for up to 75

1906 Coldwater Rd

753-1864

•

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NOV. 11th & 12th

Sleepers, Sofas and Love Seats
t

ONLY

ONLY

$499 $599
Not Exactly As Pictured

Simmons Sofa

Not Exactly As Pictured

•

Simmons
Queen Size Sleeper
w/Inner Mattress

Floor Sample Close-Out
Ixoy

All In-Stock Sofas
up To

0
0/0

Off

)etteafive gittfekiotte

Hwy. 641 North, Murray

Court Square, Mayfield

t.

.4)

First •,4•4:ii on the
famous tennis
champion this new
styling has
conquered the world

tiS Carat of lhanionds
Snowflake fiendatit

oat (A

Diamonds

:795.

5595.

Reg 1.200

Iteri 995
1 4 Garai ()I Diamonds

s245.
Deg 4o0
1 2 Carat of Diamonds

695.

(„Ir.it (A Diamonds

S395•

Hug 1.000
dr.
011• •
•
40 •

Reg 595

It

.•
47
1 4 Carat 01 Diamonds

5495.
Reg 725

MOST
DESIRED
TENNIS
BRACELET
2 Carats of
Diamonds

Si

995

'leg 2.895

enjoyment and satisfaction
All leveky t.nLirqed to shoe(Mail unless show .is Liu.Il sste

All P,,ces ate sublect to ctuknoi, in( iits,utriolitt•

Wshing You a Merry Ch
4low

Cook's Jewelry
Central Shopping Center • Murray, Kentucky 42071
We May Not Be The Biggest But We Are The Best
Phone: 753-1606

CZ

VISA

Find many wonderful Savings on every page
SHE WANTS A FAMOUS

TENNIS BRACELET!
'4 Ka,c17
'
—1144"

SAPPHIRES and DIAMONDS
RUBIES and DIAMONDS
REG 140 S99.each
EMERALDS and DIAMONDS
REG 175

ONE CARAT OF DIAMONDS

s125.

Most exciting Christmas gift Buy
it for her now and save $2001

In 3
Color
Black
Hills
Gold
Come in
early!
This ring
was a
sell-out
last
year.

FAMOUS PANDA COINS IN
MINIATURE REPLICAS.
FRAMES WITH DIAMONDS

tr t
300
• 75 $4995 each
Rubies and Diamond
Sapphires and Diamond
,r
Our lowest pr
gemstone rino•.

True mother's love shown in 3cobra —
Molheriy leaves cradle the
of each child. 3 Monet
-recluded In the price Extra ones 310
ily up to 71 Great for
era too Order before
11111.

CARAT OF
DIAMONDS—EACH

W

Great ring she or he will wear
forever.

I rfi'4

0 Op

06'4
(vy
Sc.,

0 PC/t4
i21/E4
00
co"42
,

(if td. .

A,I Once.

On back pace

Precious Gems are rising in

getting one feels even better!

cti iu

Don't delay! If you plan to do it, buy n w!

CL Of Diamonds
01 Diamonds

on Gemstone Clusters

SAVE 661.

of Diamonds
5.

on Gemstone

on Gemstone Tulips

Bans

Reg 125

'65.

each

Reg. 1,000
Reg. 140. $79 each

87G

Sapphire and
115 Cl. of Diamonds
$395.
Reg. 525

Ct. of Diamonds

Sapphires and
.40 Ct. of Diamonds
*775.

4 0.

FEMININE:

Reg. 1,000.

Altt
'•54 It. •
84M

Sapphire and
1 5 Ct of Diamonds
$475
.
Fteg 695

Rub'' & 1 4 Ct of Diamonds
S475
.
Reg 645

841,
Sapphire & 1 5 Ct of Diamonds

s450.

840 Earrings

Reg 650
Aqua

&

84R

All jewelry in 14 Karat Gold

1 3 Ct of Diamonds

•

S775•
Reg 1 000

Earrings

'$•••
•;•,

84P

•ir

/w

8711

-

87P

14 Karat Gold
Pearl Pendant with
1 3 Ct of Diamonds

87T

87S

1atekirk

$475. Reg

let

Earrings
Emeralds &
15 Ct of Diamonds
$495
.

Sapphires &
15 Ct of Diamonds

Reg 650

Reg 550

$395.

Rubies &
15 Ct of Diamonds
'
395.
Reg 550

$29.95

THE SPIRIT OF ROMANCE.

Pearl & Diamonds

$95.

87X

$135.

Reg 39 95
87V

87U

•

870
"I guess I am a romantic! This beautiful while horse the mood of the
carousel the music floating through
the air-the by, the happiness I simply am in love with it

Pearl & Diamonds

$49.95

14 Karat Gold
Pearl Pendant

14 Karat Gold
Pear' & 28 Ct of Diamonds

14 Karat Gold
Pearl Earrings

Superbly sculpted Hand-painted colors Fine music movement to play As
Time Goes By 8-1 2 tali

$19.95

600

Reg 29 95

Pearl & Diamonds

••

$150.

$550. Reg 750
14 Karat Gold
Pearl Rubies & Diamonds

$350.

S6295
Reg 85
4
All Total Weights are approximate

Our total weight

All prices are subject to change without notice

7

Gold and Diamonds are Pure Magic!
No Man has ever gone wrong with a Diamond Ring.

Give her the best you can buy

YOUR
CHOICE

$7=
,h.o. each
_road Filigree
82C

Sc F

YOUR
CHOICE

pt:ttil
Atli;

1 4 Carat of Diamonds

$99, each
1 4 Carat of Diamonds

$595.
Reg 900

'425.

1 4 Carat of Diamonds

Reg 650
'
395.
Rt-1 600
Bee Pin
Round
821-1

Marquise and Baguette Diamonds
1.91 Carats of Diamonds

YOUR
CHOICE

125.

'
3,300.
Reg 4 60f;
1 2 Carat of Diamonds

:8611

1

2 Carat of

DidfIllOrlaS

UR
CHOICE

3645.

Reg 1 225

icy .14

1 2 Carat of Diamonds

150. eac

'695.
Reg 1.100

1 2 Carat of Diamond,,
AtIke ta.1'

'885.
Rog. 1.100.

1 2 Carat of Diamonds

I Carat of Diamonds

'1,230

'350.

Reg 2.000

Reg 54,

e
•

:i'rrti

"N-1111.7.

SP likuic _

•

14 Karat Gold
1 5 CI of Diamonds

1 Carat of Diamonds

$1,250.

imonds
11195.
144.5

dom..
Au
r

14 Karat Gold
Diamonds
$325.

0.,iirinnds Filigree
11195.

Reg 1.995

if

•

11
"
/1,stps."

Dianionds F'lupe*? $155.
8SAA
Every women loves•little
luxury. What nicer
than
et finely fashioned pocket
minor? At this small once
you can delight several
ladles.

got

ankeky enlarged to snow detail unless shown as aluat sae
A', Praxtet are StAllati to change Nelhout notice

14 Karat Gold
Diamond Spray

14 kre tt
Gold
plarniOnd Heart b'lti hint
$195.

mgfeiff?rre/Wi,e-

?;r17
1
af
f i1/#6-.41

'Let's 9,?t engaged'

A, ref

' I'd marry you
fill over again"

•• •

14 KARA' GOLD DIAMOND SOLITAIRES •

89A

•

,
•

•

414
....z.

•14,16,1

411ffir.-0.
•
a -Nor
la

--immir ••

•

10 Ct Solitaire

25 Ct Solitaire

50 Ct Solitaire

$175. Reg 295

$475. Reg 695

$995. Reg 1.495

r..)

ws ssmrazr

88F

NEWEST 3 DIAMOND
ANNIVERSARY RING

POPULAR WEDDING SET
1 2 CARAT OF DIAMONDS
875.

ELEGANT BRIDAL SET
1 2 CARAT OF DIAMONDS
$1,100.

'
/

Two-tone 10 K Gold

ONLY $79.

Reg 1,200

Reg 1 600
4
.1117

I WNW

/KW'

10 Ct Marquise

25 Ct Marquise
$550. Reg 750

$225. Reg 325

50 Ct Marquise
51.250. Reg 1.995

ONE CARAT
SOLITAIRE
airdi
.
r„
go,

I

ONE HALF CARAT
OF DIAMONDS

88H

Diamond Studded
Wedding Set
10 K Gold

Diamond
Bridal Set
10 K Gold

,

Z;111141 .%))

rek "rift7:4-•

$135.

$3,500.

• -7.1eme
s950.

Reg 4.750
Classic Tiffany setting

; Center diamond flanked by trillions

„„.„. •

klitr44,
-t••-•
Ay,.•••••

89K

1111.1..t '•

You will choose carefully
with our advice

$275.

1 4 Ct of Diamonds

S375•

Reg 595

89L

You will live happily ever
after with the most treasured
rings of your life

88P

Wedding
Diamond Set
Nugget texture
10 K Gold

Reg 1.395

will enjoy seeing our wide
choice of styles and prices

898

88N

•1141r4101
5 1KV*6 •
. Oaf P1 4 Ct of Diamonds

Diamond Duo

s450•

10 K Gold

N.'

89M

$295.

I;

Matching Gents Band

$225.

$195.

se4t1 1
fie

14 KARAT GOLD DIAMOND GUARD RINGS
88t
cn

*

1 2 Ct of D•amondS

• IS.

4.

89N

s650. Reg 850

44011440%

12

$165.

Matching Gent s
Band
$295.

flyfi
fiiWIPIP,
,

gliklatinik4t*

4.01161•Ag
'werarr

Nugget Diamond Duo

10 K Gold
Lady s Band

$450.

•
014

88.t

89E

Diamond
Studded
Wedding Duo

••\\ f

89F

Marquise
:of9
Diamonds
r'

s1..
Ct

Gents Band

. Reg 1.600

$185.

Marquise Wrap Around
AC
VU.

1 3 carat of Diamonds

S2

s695.
Itet4t
.10:*
•- 7
515--

416:*4
.1•1111

•er*

-

1 Carat of Baguettes

'2,495. Reg

Black Hills
Three Color

3.495

89G

885
-•minorTh

10 K Gold
Lady s Band

•••
41i
--•
.
411041ipp.V••

Classic 14 K Gold
Wedding Bands

1

Lady s Band

$175.

995

. Reg 2.995

$49.95

Gents Band

S195.
All in 14 Karat Gold unless noted
All Total Weights ace Approximate

SPECIALLY PRICED

89H Gents Wedding Band
$69.95

88T

Ct of Diamonds

890

24°. Lead Crystal Frame
holds 4x6 photo $35.

All Jewelry enlarged to show detail
All Prices subject to change without notice

Reg 45

Your Solitaire combined with a guard ring makes a dazzling jewel

9

1

Giving a piece of jewelry feels good

"NOBODY has enough
14 Karat gold chains-...

SAVE from $25. to $155.
811A

MOST-WANTED: Fashionable, eye-catching U.S.A. styled stone rings.

8118
81 ,c
ill

YOUR CHOICE

YOUR CHOICE

$99. each

YOUR CHOICE

$129.each

$199.

$/49.each

1D Cobra $150. Req 200
Triple Herringbone $150. Reg 195

8i if

YOUR CHOICE

86E

Serpentine $45. Reg 70
Herringbone $125. Reg 195
Rope $150. Reg 195

YOUR CHOICE

811E

$225. to $295.

each

811G

Twisted Serpentine $195. Reg 275
Serpentine $260. Req 350

811H Rope $445. Reg 600
811J Triple Herringbone $315. Reg 400

86N

All prices for 18 chains other lengths available

Topaz

esP

14K "DRESS-UP"
SLIDE ON...

811K

145

Now,
oilr,

Reg 185

.
5.0
s
-41!'5555.
-Aar ••••..

makes any gold chain into
a dramatic piece of jewelry

811H

rit1J

Chains, earrings, earring jackets,
charms, bracelets, bangles...

•••••
( ;0,y
- P egtanise

r
•

Onyx

Sapphires & Diamonds

& INamonds

Bloc Topaz S Diamonds

$295.

Filigree Sapphire S Diarnonds

DISTINCTIVE: Beautiful, artistic jewelry in 3 colors of gold.

Over 100 years ago. a
French goldsmith
came to the Black
Hills of South Dakota
Inspired by beautiful vineyards, he
designed jewelry
shaped like grape
clusters :md leaves
He was the. first to UMe
rose and light green
combined
with
yellow the famous
Three Colors of
Love welch all Amerloves today

Or

•"
itiii
.l.
t. 11..
IC 5-,.14.- \
. ..
• .,•'
. I ••
...0I& •
lk)

HO ,V11

T.

'i11k
le

•.r

‘''v-f•••#

'

dr,,••••
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$59.95
•

.\

'59.95

$149.95.

Locket
Hi

klo,AA

$69.95
Reg $75.

lit I

liriart Pendant

$37.95

fa .*

WA

Reg. SOO
Her Nugget Bracelet, 7 inches
el 12 Gents Nugget Bracelet. 8 inches
$496. Reg 635

Pt•ndatit

cross Pendant
$414.95
6

S.

$39.95
Au linwhIty ..ct.iupii ii•.thrw

AN Total Weghts Are apprniimat0

All Pricni are %bract to change without notice

Al Jewelry slighlty enlarged to show chow'

-Birth Record"
Frame, engravabie,
6' high
holds 3x4" photo

Diamond Pendants
810B

un c1 S99.95

810C

15 Cf S19995 Reg 300

Fier) 150

eloo 1 5 Ct $325

Reg 450

810E 1 4 Cl $425

Reg 600

810F

Reg 1.495

1 2 Ct 5995

Diamond Earrings

Diamond Earring 8, Pendant Set
;

95
S99
.

810G

10 Ct S119.95 'Avg 195

8101-1

15 Ct S149.95 Reg 225

810J

25 Ct $270.

Reg 395

8108

40 CI S595.

Reg 695

8101

50 Ct 5795.

Reg 1.000

For your earrings: 14 Karat earring jackets (diamond earrings not included) up to 33% OFF
810M

Itl

tor
813M.
Sterling Silver
Mizpah Charms
$24.95

Unicorn Charm
$24.95

for her
14 Kt. Goldfilled
Best Friends Charms
$29.95

14K Go1d-FilIed
Charm Bracelet
$49.95

*FOR 'OUR CINDERELLA
$145.
Reg 210

$37.
Reg 50

$27.
Reg 40

$30.
Reg 45

:4

For day and night: 14 Karat earring fashions up to 30% OFF

8130
Round Disc Charm
$9.95

A,1 IN FINE SILVERPL ATE

Lead Crt,51.1 :-•••••ppe'
lont;
$14.95
Re

Req......
three ways

it as sabsSevable

BONUS: buy the hoops, get the earrings free and
SAVE $65. to $95.

REG.34.0514W
For sports fans, athletes, trainers, doctors.
nurses-everybody. Muftifunctional Timer/Stopwatch. 13 presets.
Graphic & Numerical
counts. One touch
change for count/
down-court:up 1/100
sec readout. Alarm,
beeps etc. Great fun gift.
We expect a sell-outl
Get yours!

RINGS A •NE

41• HOOPS ALONE

$195.
Reg 275.
• Hoop and earring combination

$215.
Reg 310.

$160.
Reg 225

Hoop and earring combination

Hoop and earring combination

RY
INCLUDED

Reg. '6. to '300. reduced to '4.50 to 129.95

Ladies...One thing you can count on...
the greater your gift. the prouder he feels.

Fine Christmas Gifts by
MOST POPULAR

•ONEIDA

14 KARAT GOLD
CHARMS
FOR MEN

SILVERPLATED
MAUL •.
US

/41,frie?
.i
)
fret rr#e jertifie
Gold Arrowhead

950. Reg

195

'4 Karat Gold
'-' of Diamonds

'1,325. Reg

2.100

14 Karat Gold
Nugget texture
15 Ct Diamond

S495• Reg

625

Liberty Coin Replica
encircled with Diamonds
II

SILVER
PLATED
GRAVY BOAT

SILVERPLATED
ENAMELED TRIVET

iSt

Gold

Celebrate
No excuses please! Even for little money you can
give him a fine jewelry gift

Nugget
S250. Reg
350

Nickey's 60Ih

Dosney
and
Loru
hwatches
teaM
thy
m e recreatin
ortgona/
tipg
ickey
watch ofMouse
1933.

with separate tray
LESS 'THAN
HALF PRICE
Reg 77 50
$34.6

Birthday...

by

EJONEIDN

()ONEIDA

by

CAROUSEL HORSE
ORNAMENTS
81u)
With Boy

Reg 17 50
$i 9s
2 each

With Girl

As the
twinkling stars
float down
the music plays
SILENT NIGHT

Reg 1,0
$4693

\,‘
.141
With Bear

Atte./ Christmas diStriar "
• • ••
, if
416
•

4.,• a...a.Medical Alert Identification Bracele 19.95
fay

Beautifully hand colored porcelaine sculptures to decorate the
house throughout the year For an additional delight see page 4 in
this catalog

Many people say This is the most beautiful Christmas scene
ever'- It's sure to be a treasured family tradition delighting young
and old Our supply is limited, please come in soon

Save up to 56% on Quality Gifts for the Home—
SILVERPLATED GIFTS
FOR HER
DRESSING TABLE

Exceptionally festive 5 Light Candelabrum in Fine
Silverplate_ Beautiful colonial styling. Most welcome
gift to any hostess. Reg 60 $49.95

A SPECIAL PRICE FOR A PAIR $90.

81413. 3 Pc Dresser Set Hand Mirror,
comb, hair brush Masterly embossed
pattern Reg 40 $19.95

814D. 3 Pc Make-up Set Face brush,
eyebrow brush & comb and lip liner with
silverplated handles Reg 25 $14.95

814C. Matching Swivel Mirror One side
regular, other side magnifying Practical
and beautiful gift Reg 40 $24.95

814E. Powder Box, silverplated top, crystal
jar, puff and strainer Reg 17 50 $7.95

SAVE S10. on this great gift,
One of the worlds

most elegantly made
Wooden Jewel Chests

SILVERPLATED PHOTO
FRAME WITH ALBUM

4.1
06SPECIAL VALUE

19

Beautifully polished photo frame stands on easel back
to display 5x7" photo Album holds 48 additional 3x5
photos A real family gift

Reg 135

$7495

The look and feel of fine antique furniture Selected hardwoods with the
masterly finish of classic cherrywood
Solid brass appointments, engravable

14

plaque Finely appointed lift out tray
with large storage space below Lined
throughout 102 wide Reg 135

$74.95

Cook's Jewelry
Central Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone: 753-1606

MOTHER'
The tamous "3 COLORS OF LAVE*.
Green, Light Rose and Pere
enhance is sparkle of Ow
Ea*Seindent we be cuelowt-eet, hoide up
lo 7 Moose A joy tor grand's:Ahem, loot
Order before Dec. 111110

,61N

Bud
Vase
and
Flower

DIAMOND FEVER...
YOUNG HEARTS IN LOVE

For
Young Romantics

BEAUTIFUL
DIAMOND
BRIDAL SET

Sayings Coupon for Early Shoppers
This Coupon entitles you to

TAKE Uri° OFF
on any catalog item over $200.
when purchased before Dec. 5. 1988
Please fill out and present in store
Customers Name

SILVERPLATED
PHOTO FRAME

'4"

At half price
Address
Telephone
VALID ONLY UNTIL DEC 5 1988

Reg 9 OS

Please come arid
see our impressive
Lnoice of engagement and wedding
rings
For starters see
pages 8 & 9

